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FO'DR1"B XNT.E:RXK OPDrION; COKP:r.:tANCE PHASE; 
CAPAcr.rY'VAUJ'ATION; VARJ:ABLE ENERGY PlUCXNG; 

STANDARD OFFER 4 XXx.mroNE. CONTBACT' DRAP't,INC XSS!J'ES 

x - Xntroduction 

In Decision (D.) 87-05-060,- our first interim compliance 
phase opinion, we aealt with certain non-resource planning issues 
in the implementation of final Standard Offer 4. We have since 
held further hearings in this proceeding' in June and JUly.. These 
hearing'S concerned resource planning and uniform contract 
provisions for final Standard Offer'4 r and possible reinstatement. 
ot Standard Offer 2_ In our second interim- compliance pbase 
opinion, we found that (1) there are presently no avoidable 
resources for purposes. of final Standard Offer 4,. and (2-) that , 
Standard Offer 2 should be re.instated for San-Diego- Gas. " Electric 
Company (SDG&:E). -

'roday's decision, our fourth interim opinion, deals with 
the two remaining pricing methodology issues for all standard 
offers- and the development of a final Stanc1ardOffer " contract 
form with. (so far as possible) uniform-- prOVisions and terminology -
for all utilities. 

We find that the utilities. have generally complied with 
our direction in D.86-11-071 regarding creation ofa reliabili~~ 
target and capacity value adjustment based on Expected~erved 
Energy. (EVE).. We find the resulting Energy Reliability Ind.ex (ERI) 

method should be used by SDG&E ant3.by southern. california Edison, 
Company (Edison) for valuinq·capacity' from any source',. including;: 
both Qualifying Facility (QF) and, non-QF sellers and the utility"s 
own plants and projects. We find ,the ERI does not yield reason~.ble 
resuJ. ts for Pacific Gas and Electric, Company: (PG&-E), and. we adopt a···· 
temporary capacity.value for use.byPG&E in,19SS:. 

For QFs- receiving variable· energy payments,,. we- confirm 
our conclusion in D.85-07-022 that final'StanClarcl Offer 4QFs-

..... ', 
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on-line in Period 1 of their contracts should have such payments 
calculated according to the wQFs-in/QFs-outW method. All other QFs 
receiving variable energy payments should also have such payments 
calculated according to this method for the time being. However, 
for the latter QFs, we may shitt later to, marginal cost pricing 
(i.e., QFs-in), contingent on various changes in the electricity 
market and regulatory environment" inclUding poss~le changes. to 
the Enerqy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) procedure, so that the 
benefits of marginal cost pricing flow through to. ratepayers_ 

We approve the uniform tinal Standard Offer 4 contraet 
provisions jointly sponsored by QF and utility representatives and 
by PUblic Staff (renamed the Division of.Ratepayer' Advocates (DRA) 

after the close o.f these hearings). Werej,ect certain alternate 
provisions proposed by Independent Enerqy'Producers Association 
(IEP) and by PG&E. 

, II. capacity valuation, 

We uSe capacity valuation in many ways" but in this 
proceeding the chief functions are ,determining capacity payments ,to 
QFS and testing the cost, effectiveness of proposed resource, 
additions. All partie,S agree with ~e goal that the same capacity 
valuation method (appropriately differentiated between short-term 
and long-term) be used tor both funetions. All parties. also-agree' 
that the capacity valuation method must'be able, (1) to- measure the 
utility'S relative need for capacity over agiv~n time frame (based 
on an 'appropriate reliabilitytuget), and, (2) to, make 
corresponding adjustments to, the utility'S capacity payments. 

. -

1'he ERI method that we adopted in 0.86-11-071 was 
intended to satisfy 'thes,e' goals., Tbesegoals ,are compromised 
somewbat in thatth,e california Energy Commission (CEC) has. its own 
target reserve margins for each, utility ,using the <:Eel's 
reliability model and, a target based on a one-aay-in-10-years Loss, 

- 3 -
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of Load Expectation (LOLE). (The ERI method has a reliability 
target expressed as EUE and derived by analysis of the utility 
system in one historical reference year.) Thus, there was 
contusion in the resource plan hearings on, whose target reserve 
margin was to be used by the utility for purposes ot its CEC-based 
scenario. 

Fortunately, the methodoloqical d.ifterence does not 
siqnificantly affect our conclusions at this time on either 
avoidable resources or capacity payments. As we discuss shortly, 
the ERI as implemented. by SDG&E and Edison yields target reserve 
margins almost identical to those specified. tor the respective 
utilities by the CEC in its current Electricity Report (ER-6). 
This is not the ease tor PG&E; however, there do not appear to be 

any avoidable resourCes tor PG&E even using the EUE target,. which 
PG&E t"incls to be relatively more, stringent (i ... e.,. require higher. 
reserve margins) than toLE. Thus, we arriVe,. via· a different path, 

at results that are 'in tact consistent with ER-6. 
,-There is qenerai a9Teement that. the' utilities have 

complied with the ERI method specitied in O.86-ll"':'07l. The 
remaining ERI. issues concern input assumptions. and updating.. The 
ERI is a way to caleulate short-term and long-term. capacity v~lues, 
qiven the utility'S anticipated loads M.d resources tor the 
forecast periocl. Long-term-capacity values are needed for the . 
standard offers with fixed capacity priceS. (standard Offers 2'.and 
4) .. Short-term. capacity valu~~ are needed. for the standard ofters 
with variable capacity prices (primarily Sto.naa2:'cl O:!fers 1 and. 3-,. 

plus. a few QFs under interilll: Standard, Offer 4). Theretore,. input 
assumptions. will affect prices.: .under all the. standard offers., Many 
parties dispute the utilities.' assumptions on .loads and,resources, 
trom which ERIs (and ultimately capacity-values) are calculated.' 
A. Hondeterrabili~And Cost Etteqtiveness 

We will analyze planning. assumptions in greater· detail in·; 
the tinal decision tor the compliance phase. However, one 

- 4 -
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oft-repeated criticism leveled at the resource plan filings 
deserves immediate comment. The criticism is that Edison and PG&E 
show many new ytility resources coming on-line during the next 
eight years, despite alleged capacity surpluses, and w;jShout a 
showing. of cost effectivenes§_ (An example is Edison's Big creek 
Expansion Project .. ) Edison responds that the additions are mostly 
peaking resources, thus nondeterrable by QFs and, in Edison's view, 
not subject to screening for cost effectiveness .. 

Edison :misreads 0.86-07-004.1 Nondeferrable generation 
resources ~on't belong in a resource plan unless they' are shown to 
be cost-etfective.~ To include such resources ,unfairly' reduceS. 
capacity payments toQFs and violates least-cost planning 
principles. Reliance on such a resource plan would limit Q,F' 
opportunities at ratepayer expense. That is obviously 
unacceptable. 

' . 
" 

1 We have a four-part standard· for a showing of nondefer:rability 
on a project-specific basis. The showing' must: ""(1) establish· the 
project's cost-effectiveness,. (2') set' forth the aspects of the' 
project claimed to justify afindinq of nondeferrability, . 
(3) quantify the economic and operational bene-tits of such aspects, 
and (4) describe the impact of attempted deferral through the use 
of 'ac1.c1.ers' and standard offer contracts.""- (0.86-07-004, milneo-.. ,. 
pp. 83-84.) The same decision. says that peakers. are nondeferrable; 

.,; .. 

... 
" -

however, that genericstatementean on1y'~e held to· cover part 
(2) of the required showing. There is such a thing as a eapital- ~.'." '.' ':,' ..... ,.,: ..... '. 
intensive peaking !acility--pumped storage projects suehas 
Edison's Balsam Meadow and· PG&E's Hetms are examples. These 
projects may have unique system bene!its",- but that· doesn't excuse 
the utility from showing that the bene!itsare'wortll the costs. 

2' Ic1.eally, this statement woulclalso apply to conservation and 
load-manaqem.ent proqrams.. We are currently undertakinq with the 
CEC and interested parties the modifications .to- the jO'int CEC/CPfJC 
Standard' Practice -. Manual' needec1. to· ensure- that _ strategies ter 
increasing electrical supply and manaqingor reducing electrical 
demand are compared on "'a level playing t'ield.* see section 
I.B.4.a of our Se~ond Interim Opinion.- Compliance Phase • 

- 5 -
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There is an exception to the above generalization on 
nondeferrability and cost-effectiveness. The exception relates t~ 
hydro relicensinq.. In a petition for modification ot D .. 86-07-004, 
PG&E has asked that -improvements to hydroelectric projects 
proposed in the context of relieensing proceedings- at the Federal 
Energy Requlatory Commission (FERC) be treated as. generically 
nondeferrable. According to PG&E, -(iJ! the relicensing 
improvements are 'aVoided' by (a Standard Offer 4) contract, PG&E 
may be precluded from complying with the Federal Power Act's 
mandate to develop the resource* and.thus -be unable to propose 
plans giving its customers the best chance t~ retain these valuable 
resources.-

No party has opposed· PG&E's request,. and we have decid.ed 
to qrant it. Relicensinq improvements are a unique case, in that 
the failure to pursue the improvement could. cause the loss (through 
denial of relicensinq) of anexistinq resource. Furthermore, the . 
!'ERC reviews the cost-effectiveness of the proposed improvement .. 
'rhus, it is.appropriate to, treat relicensinqimprovements as 
generically unavoidable ~Y QFs.. 'rheresource plan of a utility 
applicant should. reflect such anticipated improvements by 
identifying- the .projected capacity" output, and operational date .of' 
each such improvement, but need not otherwise describe the 
ilnprovementor justify its· cost-effectiveness. 
a. ERr V,pdates 

0.88-03-026 has a complete picture o~ the periodic 
upc:lating process t.or the standard. p:ffers. We discuss ERI updates. 
now in order to. clarify why we are setting some' QF capacity· 
payments here and' why some will be set. in ··other .proceedings. 

Standard Offer 2" and t.inal .Standard·Ofter 4 contain 
long-term fixed prices and. aecorcUngly require' longo-term foreeast$ •.. 
we- do such forecasts in our biennial resource plan proceeding-s,. ot: . 

- 6 .-
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which this is the first. Thus, the fixeQ payments in these otfers. 
will be set in the resource plan proceeding. 

We have previously determined that none of the utilities 
now has avoiQable megawatts for purposes of final Standard Offer 4, 

ana we have also continued the suspension of Standard O~fer 2 for 
PG&E and Edison. Thus, the only long-term fixed prices to ~e set 
in today's decision are the capacity price schedules for SDG&E's 
Standard Offer 2., 

variable capacity payments (tor' the most part, contraets 
under Standard Offers 1 or 3) depend' on short-term forecasts and 
should be updated annually. ,Such.payments should~ be set in 
this proceeding, which is biennial ,and which is largely insensitive 
to- things such as business cycles that :may have significant iInpact 
tor the short term. Our annual ECAC proceedings are ideally 
suited for such updating because they already require us. to adopt 
assumptions on the utility's 'loads and,resources.during ~e' one
year forecast period. ECAC proceedings establish,the utility's 
marginai costs!o~ severalp~oses;: this feature' should'limit'the 
"'gaming" that we fear, would occur in a proceeding held only to· set', 
short-run QF prices. 

, Thus, we will update variable capacity payments each 
year. In the future ,this.· annual update will normally be done, in' 
the ECAC proceeding for each utility.3 Capacity values tor SDG&E 
and Edison will be computed using the ERI method specified in 

3 Since this is the first year of the annual update cycle, we 
must deviate' somewhat,. from our intencied reliance on the ECAC 
proce~d~q t~ upda~e variable capacity payments. See the utility~' , 
by-utJ.ll.ty dl.scussJ.onthat follows • 

- 7 -
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0.86-11-071; for PG&E, we are using a temporary oapacity value, 
described in Section II.E below. 4 

c.. Edison . 
We first reviewed Edison's proposed EUE target in 

0.86-11-071 and there expressed conoerns over its derivation. 
Edison provided an elaboration in its oomplianoe phase testimony, 
and we are now satisfied that the proposal,. whioh oouples the EUE 

4 Our tourth interim op1n10n in this proceeding deals with . 
updating generally. However, so· that everyone unc:lerstands that we 
are· not burdening the ECAC proceeding with additional litigat;i.on, 
'We briefly summarize now what is. involved in the updating ot . 
variable capaoity pay.ments.. TheECAC proceeding already devel,ops a 
sales torecast and. supply ass\UIlptions:- ERI updating applies a· 
tormula (described below) to the adopted ECACassumptions to oome 
up with the capacity price. 

First, an -annualized cost ot a combustion turbine for the '. '/'" .:'.: ........ : ...• 
part~cular utility is needed. This cost is currently set' in the ~. 
utility'.s general rate case; in the future,. it will :be updated in 
the biennial resource plan upclateproceedinq,- still USing the 
costing methodology established in 0-.82-12-120.. Seconcl,.the 
utility'S latest establishedcomoustion turbine cost. will be 
escalated using the previous year"s recordeclGNPdetlator. (See 
D.87-05-060, m.imeo., p ... 29 .. ) Thircl, the ERI is calculated using 
(1) the load and resource' assumptions developedcluring theECAC 
proceeding, ancl (2) the ERI· formula describecl in D .. S6-11-071and 
applied. to the block of QFs receiving, variab·le capacity.pa}'ltlents .. 
Fourth and tinally, the annualizecl combustion 'turbine costs are 
m.u1 tipliecl by the calculated ERI. .' . . . 

This approach to- ERIupd:Ating may eliminate an issue trom. our· 
general rate case proceedin9'sand ensures consistency with the' 
results of our ECAC proceedl.nqs without adding issues to. the 
latter • 

- 8· -
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target with a target reserve margin, is reasonable and should be 
approved. 5 

Edison's target reserve margin seems consistent with CEC 
planning criteria. Table 2-13 of ER-6 (*Reserve Margin Assumptions 
for Key Years",), sets the reserve requirement tor the Edison 
planning area at 19.30% in 1990, declining. to· 17.50% in 1997 and 
therafter. Edison's target reserve margin· is 1~ ± 2%. Thus, the 
CEC's reserve requirement throughout the ER-6 forecast period falls 
within the narrow band of the target reserve margin that we approve 
for Edison for use in conjunction with the standard offers. 

Under the former capacity price updating' procedure,. this 
issue was inclUded in each utility's general rate case •. Thus,. 
although the methodological questions for capacity. valuation have 
been in this proceedinq,- the parties to- -E~ison' s current general 
rate case (Application 86-12-047) have litigated the question of 
what resources are likely to be. available in 1988 for purpos~s of 

. acljusting Ecl:i:son,'s variM1e capacity payments to QFs. We have, 
• therefore set these payments ,in 0 .. 87-12-06&, i'nthe general rate 

case, using the ERI' method approved by today's decision. FutUre 

v.'. ,'.,'.,., 
. ,':! . 

'0',.:;:,',' 
".\1 

'. ' ',." "I, 
, .' .,," "'-'. 

.. ", 

updates to. Edison's variable capacity payments.will be done .. 
annually in an Edison ECAC proceeding •. ThUS,. the variable capacity i' 

price determined in. Application S6-l:2-047 will continue in effect 
until a new capacity price is adopted in Edison's 1988 ECAC .. 

S- EUE is a probabilistic concept, while the target reserve 
margin is deterministic but· tar easier to- calculate .. ' Essentially,: I 

under 0.86;"11-071, the utility would, always plan to meet its target " 
reserve margin, (within a stated tolerance) . but' would 'base its, 
capacity paymentstoQFs on EtJE whenever such. analysis-indicates 
that higher-than-tarqetecl reserves'are needed in·· orcler to- maintain 
system reliability at the level derived trom. the· historical 
reference year. 

- 9 -
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D. SQG&E 

D .. 86-11-071 reviewed SDG&E's initial EtTE proposal and 
requested certain clarifications and additional conservatism in the 

choice of a reliability tarqet. SDG&E responded to both requests 
in its compliance phase testimony. Also, at the request of Santa 
Fe Geothermal, Inc .. , union Oil Company of California, and Freeport
McMoRan Resource Partners (SFG/TJ/F),- SDG&E provided a sensitivity 
analysis showing the reaction of its ERI· t~ changes in input data. 

We are satisfied. that the proposal (which, like Edison's., couples. 
the EOE target with a target reserve margin) provides a reasonable 
method. for valuinq: capacity on the,SDG&E·system.. 

There is little divergence between CEC planning criteria 
and SOG&E's target 'reserve margin. "In ER-6, the CEC'assumes, a 
capacity reserve requirement for SDG&E of 18.14% in 1990. ,'!'his 

, . \ . 
declines rapidly to, 15.30% in 1992" then declines slowly to 14.23% 
in 1997, and remains at that level thereafter. SDG&E's target 
reserve margin is lS± 1%., Thus, except for ~e earliest years, 
SDG&E and the CEC' are very close in their proj ected' reserv'e 
requirements for the ER-6 forecast period .. 

In SDG&E's most recent general rate case (Application 
84-12-015), we deferred to this proceeding the issue of capaci~ 
values for purposes of all the stand.ard' offers. (SeeD .. 85-12-10S, 
milneo., p .. 88.) We therefore deal., with SDG&E's variable capacity 
payments in today's decision.,' Consistent 'with the discussion, in 
section II.B: above, future UpdateS: to; SOG&Els variable capacity 
payments will be done annually in an . SDG&E ECAC proceed.ing. " , , . 

SDG&E's variable capacity payments are ,based at this time. 
on the full annualized fixed costs: ofa ,combustion turb:i.ne.. In, 

1988, suCh payment$ should be based on the annualized fixed costs 
multiplied by SDG&E' $. ERI· for that year. ,SDG&E must supplement its, 
testimony in one respect in order to; perform, this calculation: 
SDG&E'scost for a combustion turbine,. shown a5$597 per kilowatt', 

- 10 -
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(Exhibit 437), needs to be annualized, using the cost of capital 
assumptions specified in 0.86-07-004. 

We have decided~ based on SOG&E'snear-term need for 
capacity, to· set SDG&E's ERr for 1988 at 1.0. This is a 
qualitative judgment, but such a jud9'Il1ent is necessary because the 
record in this proceeding lacks an appropriate short-range forecast 
(such as we would have in an ECAC proceeding) with which to pertOl:ln 

the quantitative analysis specified in 0.86-11-071. Therefore, 1 
SDG&E's variable capacity prices will continue.to]:)e based on an I 
Era o'f 1. 0 until a revised ERI' is adopted in SDC&E·' s- 19Sa- ECAC. i 

We have four problems w:i th::.SDG&E' s proposed capacity 
price tables for reinstated' Standard·O'ffer.2. First~ pursuant to 
our second interim opinion, there should be two- 50· megawatt blocks'~ 
instead o'f two 100 megawatt blocks as· shown, in. Exhibit 430· .. 6: . '. 
Second, the tables need to be completed with capacity price 
schedules 'for each. year in,which the standard Offer 2· QF is allowed 
to come on-line, a.nd for all contract lenqths. to-and including 30 
years. 7 (The schedules f~r . the· . seconci block: should assume'. for 
each year that all QFs· from. the first block .are· on-line·.)' 'I'hird~ 

there was some confusion ca'\!sed' by the column in Tables 7B- and 7C 
(Exhibit 430) with the heading "'30 YEAR ~LIZEI>PAYMEN'r 150 n:AR. . 

DEFERRAL.'" Standard Offer 2 QFs~ unlike.fina1StandardOfter 4 

6 SOG&E endorses this change in its concurrent brief. 

7 It appears at presentthat.all of the. hurcUes to reinstating 
Standard O'ffer 2' for 'SDG&E will be cl:eared . by early 19a-a-:. These 
blocks o·f Standard O~fer 2 megawatts. should: only be available until 
the end: of calendar year 19-8.8.or until tully.sU):)scribed,whichever 
occurs first.: Since the Standard' O~fer 2' QF has five years' after' 
contr~ct sictning within' which to-come on-line,. SDG&E must' produce, 
capacl.ty prl.ce schedules for each year through 199'3 a In the, 
biennial resource plan proceedinq to .tollow ER-7~ we' will consider 
authorizing additional blocks. under updated capacity price 
sChedules. . 

11. 

. ' 
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QFs, do not defer or avoid power plants on a megawatt-for-megawatt 
basis. The capacity payment to be levelized is the fixed cost of a 
combustion turbine (possiDly adjusted in the early years of the 
contract if the ERI is less than 1.0) for the entire period of the 
contract, i.e., as much as 30 years. SDG&E witness Mitchell 
corrected this column on the witness stand~ however, we take this 
opportunity to emphasize this aspect of the relationship between 
Standard Offer 2- and final Standard Offer 4. 

Our fourth problem concerns the additional resources 
assumed by SOG&E when caleulating Standard Offer 2.capacity prices. 
We agree with IEP that the .. only. resource that SDG&E should add to 
its resource plan before computing Standard Offer 2 capacity prices 
is the silver Gate refurbish:ment_ Had we found avoidable megawatts 
for purposes o'f. S.tandard Offer 4, those would have been added to 
the resource plan and Standard Offer 2 capacity prices computed 
under the assumption that Standard Offer 4 would be fully 
s\Wscribed. S We did not accept SOG&E's recomme~dation on . 
avoidable megawatts, however, ~n~consequently' there are no 
Standard Offer 4, resources to auqment.SDG&E's.supply. The 
refurbishment of Silver·Gate, though not avoidable under Standard 
Offer 4, is cost'effective in all of the SDG&E planning scenarios, 
at estimated fixed,costsmuch less than, a combustion turbine. It 
seems reasonable for a utility needing capacity but not. energy 
(which is. SDG&E' s situation in at' least the early years in the 
deferral window) to choose the lowest capital cost resource 
addition (here, Silver Gate) and, to add it ahead of more expensive, 
alternatives, including Standard: Offer 2" QFs. 

s: As stated in 0.86-07-004,. *(SJ,hortaCJe costs for short-run QFs 
should be computed to assumefullsUbscr.ption of final Standard 
Offer 4.* (l9.., p-. 71, n. 42.) 
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Thus, we direct SOG&E to make the above adjustments to 
its Standard Offer 2 capacity price tables. Also, pursuant to our 
second interim opinion, we have reviewed comments on queue 
management and on certain SDG&E proposals for incorporating 
milestone and curtailment features of final Standard Offer 4 in 
reinstated Standard. Offer 2... (See D.87-12-05·6.) We are scheduling 
the filing of these adjustments and amendments to· SOG&E's Standard 
Offer 2 (Application 82'-03-78) so' that Standard Offer 2 can in fact' 
be reinstated shortly. 
E. 5.U 

PG&E was the first of the_·utilities to have a comxnission
approved capacity value adjustment .. 9 xn.approving that 
adjustlnent, we noted' several deficiencies in PG&E's. approach~ We 

urged then, and have continued since to. urge,. that. PG«E develop a 
reliability target based on EOE'. PG&E has explored several 
approaches. in the·interim., and has also developed an EOE~based ERI 
that follows our directive in 0·.86-~1-071. We are at long .last 
persuaded that the EUE-based ERI in this. form, however suital:lle it 
may be for Edison and SDG&E~. is not a reasonable.way to- adjust 
capacity value on PG&E's system. 

The chief reason for our conclusion is that EOE (and 
apparently other probabilistic measures of reliability) var:ies' 
exponentially in relation to· changes in loads or resources, and 
that d.egree of sensitivity seems to· us inappropriate for a utility 
system, such as PG&E's,. that is hiqhly dependent on as-available 
resources such as hydro. 

9 This first ERI was adopted in PG&E:'s test year 1984 qeneral' 
rate case, 0.8:3-12-068 in Application 82-12-48.. For. the subsequent':", 
consideration in the present proe:eectinq of that ERI and· other .". 
approaches to-- capacity value adjustment"" see 0.8.6-07-004, Pl> .. 27-
30, 8-1, and 0.8-6-11-071, pp ... l-l7 • 
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Exhibit 454 illustrates this sensitivity.. At the request 
of the assigned AIJ, PG&:E calculated ERIs for 1988 using its 
existing capacity value adjustment metho~, which has a target basee 
on Loss of Load Probability (LOLP). Pursuant to that request,. PG&E 
combined assumptions from its current ECAC proceeding with dry and 
average hydro year data. The results show that under average hyero 
conditions, PG&E's LOLP-based ERI would' be 0.22--in other words, 
the system would have capacity much in excess of the reliability 
target. Under dry conditions, the LOLP-based ERI would :be 1 .. 11, 
which says that the system would not meet its reliability target-
in other words, it would be capacity-short.- An EOE-based ERI would 
similarly show extreme sensitivity to· hydro· avai·lability .. 

The E'O'E-basec:l ERI c:leveloped byPG&E also· seems 
excessively conservative. In 0.83-12-068, where we. firs.t urged 
PG&E to develop an EOE target, there is certainly no indication 
that we intended a more stringent reliability criterion than the 
one-clay~in-~O-years ;..oLP' used for' the ~a:rlierERI .. , However, P(;&E's· 
implem.entation ot the EUE target. described in O.86~11-071 seems to.' ' . . 
have had that result. According to PG&E (see Exhibit 4l6), its 
tables showing annual reserve margins andERIs with the EOE target 
imply reserve requirements (to reach anERI of 1.0) that, exceed: 
30%. In contrast, the reserve' requirements implied,by' PG&:E's 
value-of-service' approach are around 20%, and the reserve 
requirements implied by the' former LOU> target Cwhich'PG&E- feels. is .... 
itself too stringent) tenc:l to:' be le~sthan' 25%.· (.Isi., Pl>. :s III- . 
ll, -12.) We also· note that the capacity. reserve requirements 
shown in ER-6 tor PG&E appear much lower than those resultinqfrom 
PG&:E;s EUE target.10 

10 For the Northern California supply planninq area, which 
include$ PG&:E and the Sacramento MuniCipal Utility District, ER-6 
shows a reserve requirement of 22.·60% in 1990,. declining': to 2'0~04% . 
in 1997 and thereafter... . 
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PG&E has many other criticisms of the EOE approach 
described in 0.86-11-071. Some of these criticisms are generic to 

_the approach, while others are specific to, PG&E's circumstances. 
We agree with PG&E that there is a degree of arbitrariness and 
subjectivity in the approach's reliance on one historical reference' 
year; however, some subjectivity inheres in any reliability target 
that we knoW' of _ For example, as PG&E witness Poland candidly 
acknowledges~ PG&E's value-of-service approach (compared to EOE, 
LOLP, et a1.) makes some kinds of subj eeti ve jud9'l'nents unnecessar.r 
but requires other kinds of subjective judgments. :Ohis record 
doesn't enable us to determine that one approach is'more- subjeetive' 
than another, or' that the more subjective approach thereby has less 
validity. 

On the other hand,.. we agree with PG&E that the 
interaction of 'various· conservatismsinour EOE approach seems to 
produce unreasonable results in thiS: case'. 'We would expeet that 
PG&E, be~.use of its size and. the importance o'f weather-d.ependent . 

• , t .. 

resources to.: its system.,. -would have .relatively higher reserve . 
require~ents: than SOG&Eor' eve~ Edison._ - 'l'his expectation is 
consistent with the CEC's projected capacity'requ;irements for·tbe 

.' 
respective systems. in ER-6. Nevertheless" the E'OE approach implies, 
very much.' higher reserve' margins for PG&E than what we have· 
previously found prudent or necessary. We will. not adopt such 
higher reserve margins without thinking through their implications' 
for sys'tem. bypass and the ultimate question of how mueh.reliab-ility:· 
are PG&E's customers. ~illing to-pay 'for.11 . 

11 PG&E has obviously mad.e a qood-faith effort to comply with our· 
d.irection in- 0.86-11-071 to· develop-this,EO'Eapproach. 'l'he ·fact 
that PG&E made such an effort,. and that. PG&E-has provided a 
scholarly and dispassionate critique of the approach" also incline 
us to give weight to' PG&E's obj.ections •• 
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Since we do not reinstate Standard Offer 2 tor PG&E at 
this tilne,. we need not adopt a long-term capacity price table tor 
PG&E in today's decision. However, we must address as-available 
capacity prices for 1988. We think the ~ost supportable action on 
this record is to continue in effect the 1987 price ($42 per 
kilowatt) which already reflects a substantial discount (based on 
last year's ERI of 0.62) from the full annualized fixed costs of a 
combustion turbine. 12 . 

For future ad.justments to PG&E's variable capacity 
payments, we invite comment on the followin~proposal. We would 
make such adjustments based on· ORA.'s tarqet:reservemargin proposal 
trom. Phase II of:tb.is proceeding, with slight modifications .. The 
target reserve margin would be taken· tromthe <:Eel's most recent ER. 
The ERI would have a ceilinq of 1.O,and a floor ot ~.4. The 
ceilinq price would be paid whenever the projected reserve margin 
for the forecast year (as determined in:a PG&E ECAC proceeding) 

. would be e~al to' or less- than the' target.. The E:RI would decline 
• linearly ·until the projected reserve margin is s.ix percentage 

• 

"",' 

12' Since we are continuing the 1987 capacity payment without .. 
inflation adjustment,. the impl1eitERr is slightly lower than that 
in effect tor 1987. The result seems. at: least' qualitatively'· 
consistent with PG&E's current circumstances. The 1987 'ERI derives 
from PG&:E's LOLP-based capacity value:adjustlnent that we approved 
in D.83-12-068:. We know that thatERI was predicated on a very low: 
proj.eetion of QFs. coming on-line •. On the other hand,., both . 
D.83-12-06a and Exhibit 454 in the present proceeding suggest that 
PG&E's 1983 ERZ· might be higher than in 1987 rather than lower .. 
The etim prospects tor return to service of Rancho- seeo- also- suggest: 
that any xnarkeci decline in PG&E'.sERI for next year is unwarranted;;' 
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points over the target; at or beyond that point, PG&E would pay the 
floor price for as-available capacity.13 

We recognize that in a wet year, and in many average 
years, the floor price will result in modest capacity overpayments 
to as-available QFs; however, as Exhibit 454 sbows, the ceiling 
price will result in capacity underpayments in virtually any dry 
year, no matter how large the apparent capacity surplus on PG&E's 
system. This seems tQ be a reasonably balanced approach tQ 
adjusting variable capacity payments on a utility system wbere 
bydro plays such an important part. 

PG&E's comments on the propose~ decision say that the 
CEC's target reserve margins (based on a long-term methodology) may 
not be appropriate for ealculating near-term ERIs. According tQ 
PG&E, the impact of uncertainty .increases overtime for various 
factors, such. as load growth. These faetors increase target 
reserv-e margins from a long-term planninq perspective. Assuming . . , , ." 

. that this is so, we think that there may be counterv-ailing factors, 

• 

• 

such' as' w~ther, that tend to normalize over 'the long-term but 
greatly affect sbort-termneeds...' However, we will provide for' 
further comment on ,this and other aspects' of our' proposal .. 

The above proposal is. not intend~d forlonq-term planning 
purposes.. However, as PG&:E bas noted, PG&E's own thermal power 
plant projeets receive certifieation:fromthe CEC baseel on 
co~ormity with the CEC's projected capacity requirements from the, 
most recent ER. We think that:the resource plamunqcriteria ' 
applied by the various r~qulatory agencies should be reasonably' 

13 This formula would also applyt~those few interim Standard 
Offer 4 QFs that receive variable capacity payments. " 

. The suggested'. floor, price derives "fro~"the' cost of , 
refurbishing a combUstion turbine (asinelicated by SDG&E,"s elata' for 
Silver Gate) compareel to the cost,of constructing a neW' one~ 
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. ~ consistent, and since we have rejected the EOE-based ERI for PG&E, 
it seel1\S l09ical that we use the current CEC criteria in our own 
proceedings whenever capacity planning on PG&E's system is at 
issue .. 

To summarize, we will use EUE-based ERrs for SOG&E and 
Edison, and CEC-based target reserve margins for PG&E, in our 
capacity planning approach for the respective utilities. The only 
issue that remains open is the short-term capacity value adjustment 
for PG&E. Attertaking comments on our floor/ceiling proposal, we 
hope to. adopt an adjustlnent method in the final decision of this 
compliance phase.. ' 

~ 

.~ 

F. hliability lJodels and VOlue-ot-Servisce 
The record of the resource plan hearings shows the 

qrowing importance ot reliability models in CPUC proceedings. The 
number of such:'models, and the CEC's reliance'on nREL,.. makes it 
desirable tor us to· increase our understanding of them. We should 
know how such models are calibrated and how they differtro~·(or 

, ' 

are sil;ilar to) the production. cost models withwh.ich w.e are more 
familiar. 

AlSo., the EtTEs calculated by the· utilities .seem anomalous .. 
when compared with· each other. Specifically, PG&E's and SOG&El's 
EUEs bear roughly the same· proportion as their respective, peak. 

demands. This seems logical.. Edison's EOEcalculations, on the 
other hand, are proportionally muCh lower than PG&El's or SDG&E's. 
This does ,nQj; affect the· val~dity of the reliability targets or the 
ERI.. As SOG«E points out, there are many reliability models,.. uSinq: 
different methods to. calculateEOE;. what matters. is. (1) the 
internal consistency of a qi ven model ~ and (Z) the consis.tent use 
of a s.inqle reliability model by each utility. Still~ it is 
puzzling that the absolute value of the EO'Es calculated.· by 
different models seems. to vary-by an' order of magxiitucle. 

Pursuant to Assembly Sill 475 (Moore,. Chapter 1297 of the, .. 
1985 Statutes)·, we investiqated and have prepared a report to the 
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california Legislature on computer models used in our proceedings. 
We are also developing rules for public access to such models under 
that law. Our ongoing study of computer models is the appropriate 
setting to develop information on reliability models: ORA should 
evaluate the reliability models used by the parties in this 
proceeding and include its findings in future reports prepared 
pursuant to Assembly Bill 475. This evaluation should include a 
description and comparison of the various models and how they are 
calibrated, and should recommend any appropriate modeling 
conventions to-be used in future proceedings. 

Finally, both the CPUC and theCEC are committed to 
. tmproving: our analyses of reliability and capacity valuation. For 

example, the CEC is investig:a~ing potential refinements to- MA:REL,. 
and both commissions. have noted with interest PG&E's ground
breaking: analysis of thevalue-of-service approach to capacity 
valuation. We believe that approach has potential ,,:dvantages over 
traditional measures. Whether (and. when) that approach can be 

substituted. for' traditional .measures is another question. ~RA, in . 
coordination with CEC staff, should hold a workshop,. probably after ',.,. 
our 'final compliance phase decision, to determine what are the . 
utility plans in'this area,. and to develop, a- consensus on goals and 
priorities. 
G. RAmped Payment· stream· 

The Energy Consulting: Group (ECG) raises a, tinal Standard:, 
otter 4 implementation issue that implicates capacity.valuation,. 
cost:-effectiveness analysis, and calculation of the fixed (or 
capital) costs of the- deferred resource •. 

One part of the payments- that the f~l Standard Offer 4 _'

QF receives. is based on the fixecl· costs of the-~deferred resource on •. . '. ~ 

an annualized. basis.. This part is established~in *real* terms' 
(discounted by the' result of the second price auction if the otfer " 
is oversubscribed) "at the' tae theQF enters into its contract. 
This- part is also adjusted (*ramped*r according· tg., actual inflation' 
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dur1ng the contract. The ramped payment stream prov1 es 

• 

• 

substantial price certainty to QFs but avoids the risks of front
loaded payments and keeps all parties indifferent as to the impact 
of inflation. We derive the ramped payment stream using the so
called *deferral methoClIP (see O.a7-05-060, mimeo·., pp. 28-29) • 

. ECG questions the implementation of the deferral method. 
as proposed by the utilities. ECG says that the utilities ignore 
the tax deductibility of interest expense, which results in a 
discount rate which. is too high by about 1 .. 8% and thus overstates 
the ramped capital costs. According to. ECG, the utility 
implementation (1) delays the apparent,eost-effectiveness of 
baseload and intermediate plants, and (2) causes ratepayers to. 
overpay capital costs by about 4% each year. 

Edison's rebuttal, is succinct.. ECG, according" to Edison 
witness Jurewitz, IPfails to. recognize that the income tax component " 

. ' , 

of utility 'revenue requirements already incorporates the interest .. 
expense deduction. Thus,. the incremental cost, o.f capital 
,calculated by Edison represents' the return on inves-bnent requi~'ed: 
bY'investors, already takiriq into- account the tax deductibility of 
interest expense. 1P (Exhi))it424, p. II-13~) 

We agree ,with. Edison that the tax deductibility of 
interest expense is considered in determinin9 utility revenue 
requirements. Furthermore,. the utilities appear to have used. 
formulas here that are consistent withpresent'practice for 
calculating revenue requirements., It seelnS,' from the prepared 
testimony and cross-examination that the question is not whether 
but how the tax' deductibility of 'interest expense is to be 

accounted for. However, . ECG also. has a pcint in t..'lat the method 
used for factoring certain fractions intothe'formula can affect 
the .bcttom line. 

For present purposes" i.e., determining avoided'cost 
payments for deferring/avoiding a utility ~esource, we approve the I, "" 

implementation o~ ramped payment streams as proposed in the 
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utilities' complidnce filings. This is because these filings are 
consistent with the derivation of. the utilities' own revenue 
requirements and thus preserve ratepayer indifference as between 
OFs deferring a given resource and the utility acquiring it. l4 

III. Energy Pricing tor OFs with Variable Energy PAYments 

One of the main issues in the consolidated standard offer 
proceeding concerns. the calculation o·f energy prices tor QFS whose 
contracts provide for variable energy pay.ments.1S SUch.OFs are 
primarily on the short-run standard offers (Standard Offers 1, Z, 
and 3) but also include interim Standard Offer 4 QFs at the end of 

14 Our conclusion. here does not preclude. a separate investigation' 
of the treatment of taxes in calculating utility revenue 
requirements. We rec091lize the importance of ·this subject, but it 
is beyond the scope o·f the present proceeding. . 

15 WVariable energy payments* are those that· we recalculate 
periodically, on a prospective basisdurinq .the contract ter.m,. 
])a5ed on our . latest proj ections. of the pl:'ice of the marginal fuel 
and of the ineremental energy rateCIER) for each utility .. ' (The .•.. 
IER reflects the utility's use of thermal energy in producing. 
electricity at the :margin; generally, themarg.inal unit of 
electricity is. generated by burning oil orqas~ but the CPUC's. 
energy pricing: method· also recognizesperiocls when,. e_q_,..non
oil/gas fuels or power purchases are on. the margin, and reduces the 
utility'S IER. accordingly.) Marginal fu.el prices have been updated' 
quarterly since the beginning of our QF program._ In' Our fourth 
interim. compliance phase opinion, we adopt a neW' updating procedure' 
that continues the quarterly revision '. of marginal fuel prices anel '. 
institutes an annual revision.of the IERs. 

Some QFs. (e .. qw, final StAndarClOffer 4QFs. durinq Period 2,· 
interilD. StanclarclOffer 4QFS: early in their·contraets) receive 
*fixed energy payments.;A" By this term,· we mean simply that: at 
least the IER used to calculate ,such a. QF's energy payments' is 
establishecl by contraetforsome periocl longer than the update 
cycle we use for recalculating·the bases tor variable energy . 
payments • 
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the tixed price period~ certain QFs under nonstandard contracts, 
and tinal Standard otfer 4 QFs that come on-line during period 1 
(i.e., before the on-line date of the deferred resource). We 
conclu.d.e that the calculation method known as "'QFs-in/QFs-outl''' 
which we have previously approved for final Standard Offer 4 QFs 
during Period l (O.SS-07-022)~ and for pricing short-run QFs on the, 
SOG&E and PG&E systems, sbould be used at this time for all 
utilities and all QFs receiving variable energy payments. However, 
we reject arqwnents that QFs-in/QFs-out is absolutely required by 
federal law. 
A- TJu! Basics ot OF' Energy Payments 

All parties would use the same basic· components to 
calculate variable energy payments to QFs;: wbat is under d@ate 
bere is the derivation of one of the components, the IER. 

Under all, of the various QF contracts.tbat we mentioned 
above, the QF gets paid on a cents per kilowatt-hour basis for ' 
energy that it generates and delivers to the, grid •. The', payment 
essentially results from a two-part formula.' 'One part is the-, 

, . 
purchasing utility's IER', which is its incremental efficiency in 
converting heat energy to electricity and· which is expressed as 
Britis:t), thermal.units (BTe's) per kilowatt;;"hour. The other part, is 
the cost of the purchasing utility's marginalfuel,typically oil 
or gas. This part is expressed as dollars per million. Bros •. 
Multiplying the IER by the fuel cost gives the cents per kilowatt
hour that the purchasing-utility pays !or·tbe QF's output. l 6' 

16- 'l'he cents per kilowat:':-hour figure is then time-differentiated, 
to, reflect the purchasing utility'S variation .in marginal running 
costs at different' times of 'day and.,seasons of. the' year.. Time-. '. 
differentiation' serves to' <1ive accurate' price signals' to- QFs and to' 
maintain ratepayer neutrall.ty in having energy ,generated by theQF .' 
rather than by the' utility.' 
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The formula worked quite smoothly for the first few years 
of the QF program. currently, there is controversy that affects 
both parts of the formul~ due to recent changes in circumstances. 
The calculation o,f marginal fuel cost is complicated by maj or 
changes in CPOC gas rate desiqn policies set in motion by 
D .. 86-12-009. We are now completinqthe implementation of that 
decision and have held. hearinqs on the issue of gas costs avoidable ,,' 1 
by QFs. 

The calculation ,of incremental efficiency was also easy 
as long as QFs were a very small'part of a utility'S resource mix: 
if QFs account for relatively few kilowatt-hours, all pa~ies agree 
that the qeneration efficiency of the last kilowatt-hour dispatched 
from the utility's own resources is a reasonable approximation of 
what the utility would do in the QFs' absence. The problem that we 
address here is how to calculate the IER when (as is now the ease) 
QF output is much greater, both proportionally and in absolute 
·terms, so that QFs in effect> back down many different utility 
resources,., with potentially ~ny,different efficiencies ... 
B .. Computer Rgnsand variQblelnergy Payments 

Our discussion uses, the termswQFs-in* and wQFs-out* to 
describe two kinds of computer runs that represent ~e operating 
efficiency of any qiven' utility system by meanS· of a production 
cost simulation model. As their names suqqest,. the only' d.ifference ' 
between the two runs is in the treatment of QFs~ The QFs-out x:Un 
represents the proj ected dispatch of the' system with' all· variably
priced QFs removed. ,,'I'he QFs-in run represents system. dispatch 
includinqall variably-pricedQFs anticipated'tc>be.on-linedurinq 
the forecast perioCl..Finally, the term wQFs-in/QFs-out~ refers to 
the average of the IERs calculated", by ,pe~orminq the two, runs for a . 
qiven utility system .• 
c. ArcnIIlentS tor orB-in Qlarqinal cost Pricing) 

As QFS are added to a utility's' system-, that utility is 
able to turn off its less efficient,. hiqher runninq-cost plants an 
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increasing proportion of the time. In other words, the utility's 
IER drops. The present debate concerns what IER to use in 
calculating variable energy payments: an IER representing the 
utility's efficiency for the last unit of electricity actually 
dispatc~ed (QFs-in); or an IER representing the utility's average 
efficiency in replacing QF power--i.e., the utility's avoided cost 
measured over the whole block of short-run QF' output--if the 
utility itself had to- generate the electricity delivered to- its 
system. by these QFs (QFs-in/QFs-out). 

PG&E and Edison support the QFs-in approach. 17 1hey say 
that QFs-in more closely simulates a competitive HspotH market 
price.. They note that,. as the number of. short-run QFs selling to a·· 
particular utility grows, the difference between the QFs-in and 'the .' 
QFs-in/QFs-out IERs grows proportiona~ly, and: they claim that using. 
QFs-in results in lower costs to- ratepayers. Finally, they believe 
that QFs-in correctly interprets the directive in federal 

. regulations that sales of· QF energy be 'priced at the purcbasing 
• utility'S ~vo-ided costs __ ' . 

These utilities also caution that un4er certain 
circ:u:mstances, QFs-in/QFs-out does not realistically reflect what a, 

• 

l7 However, PC&E and Edison use differentmethod.s to- calculate 
the QFs-in IER. PG&E seems. to. have in mind its instantaneous. 
marginal rate,. which appears to be equivalent t~what some parties,' 
refer to- as "'system.J:a:mlxla.'" Edison uses a "'zero-intercept"'· 
calculation that accounts tor certain start-up' and other 
operational .. costs resul tinq trom a change. in loads and not. 
re~leeted in sy~'tem lambda. The· consensus of commenters is tha.:t 
Edison's method~ compared toPG&E's,. is less sensitive to minor 
variations in assumptions, and· PG&Ehas indicated that it is 
willing te> consider the method tor its own- use·.. We de> not adopt a ' 
QFs-in method·~ at this time; however, the advantages of the zero
intercept calculation seem clear.. PGSrE. should, be prepared to
explain any reason tor not adopt'ing that ealculation at such time 
as we revisit the variable energy payment issue.· 
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utility would. have delne to replaee short-run QF power.. The 
potential distortion occurs because QFs-in/QFs-out is predicated on 
dispatch of the utility's existing system; however, at some point, 
consistent with prudent long-run planning, the utility would add a 
new, more efficient resource (resulting in a lower IER than that 
suggested by QFs-in/QFs-out) rather than just running its existing 
system harder. The likelihood ot such distortion increases with 
the number ot short-run QFs.. PG&E and Edison concede that the 
retinements'to QFs-in/QFs-out proposed by ORA and by SFG/UjFmight 
mitigate this problem, but they believe that the retinements 
(l) are hard to implement" and (2) do not 'Provide the advantages 
claimed tor the QFs-in method. 
D. Arguments tor OFs-in/QFs=out Unqemental COst Pricing) 

ORA and QF representatives ~ that short-run QFs are 
entitled under tederal law to be paid tor energy according, to the 
costs that a utility would have incurred *but !or* the energy 
delive:r:ed ~y these ,.QFs. The QFs-inlqF~-out, IER' calculation . 

• 
. a.ccur~tely measures such costs.·, QFs-in allegedly unde::values 
short-run QFs because the utility can recover its full cost ot 
replacing QF deliveries.,. should these tall short. of the qUantity 

• 

estimated :for purposes.,o:f calculating the ,QFs-in,. IER. ThUS,. the 
bene:fits claimed for ratepayers under QFs-in are illUSOry •. 

DRA and OF r~presentatives note thattheeleetrie utility' 
continues to occupy an essentially monopsonistic position in·this 
market. They believe that QFs-in,. rather than . promoting 
competition, strengthens the util'itymonopsony .. because only the QFs 

" 

have to compete .at the QFs-in price,. while"the utility in case of 
need can dispatch less e.f.ficie~t resources.. and' still recover its' 
excess costs- through ECAC.' 

SFG/ufF (supportedbyIEP)and DRkbelievethat 
QFs-in/QFs-out does not appropriately. price' short-run QFs' energy 
deliveries- under all circ:umstanceS:~ At:.some point, a utility will 
incur energy-related capital eosts to add a new resource (in order 
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to lower its operating costs) rather than run its existing system 
harder. These parties would all modify the QFs-in/QFs-out method 
to provide a cap on variable energy prices whenever a utility has 
so many short-run QFs on its system that it would substitute a new 
resource to lower its operating costs if all these QFs we~e removed 
from its resource plan. 

These parties present two different proposals for 
identifying ""substitute"" resources. However, ~e purpose of the 
proposals is identical: to arrive at a continuously optimized 
resource plan for each utility, such that short-run QFs in each 
year receive energy prices·that·reflect an optimal.mix"of,existing 
and ""substitute* resources, based on the latest Commission-adopted 
planninq assumptions.18 As these parties note r such opt~zation 
is possible for a utility only by virtue of having QFs on· its 
system. 

SDG&E generally supports' using theQFs-in/QFs-out method . , 

but also believes. that the method could give improper price siqn.als· 
" ' . 

if large amounts of QF power are being purchased.. That is not 
presently the case tor SDG&-E'S. system, and SDG&-E recommends that 
the method not be modified until anaetual situation illustrates 
why modification is warranted. 

18 ·""Avo~dable"" resources are those that a utility would add with 
all its existinq resources shown in itsresour'ce plan: wsubstituteW , 

resources are those thatautility·would· add' with short-run QFS. 
removed from. its resource plan. If an avoidable resource is 
identified, it becomes the basis of a final Stanclard. Offer 4-
auction and may be :built it not deterred through the. auction; if a 

", 

substitute resource is identified,. it would not be:built but h. 

becomes the basis tor limiting energy prices'paid to'short-run QFs.,· 
Essentially,. substitute. resources are a device for ensuring that 
the presence of' a large number of short-run QFsin a utility's 
resource mix does not result in the uneconomie displacement of 
attractive long-run resources • 
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E. Discussion 
1. Pinal standard. Ofter 4 OFs in Period· 1 

Final Standard Offer 4 QFs are allowed to come on-line in 
Period 1, i.e., before the projected on-line date ot the utility 
resource that such QFs deter or avoid. During- Period 1,. such QFs. 
are not paid based on the deterrable resource but instead are to 
receive capacity payments based on the purchasing utility's then
current shortage costs and energy payments based on the QFs-in/QFs-
out method. (See 0.85-07-022', mimeo .. ,. pp' .. 54-56-.) 

The debate in the compliance phase is D.Qj;. over the 
propriety of this treatment of final Standard'Offer 4 QFs during' 
Period 1,. but rather whether the treatment should be extended' to< 
include ill. QFs receiving variable enerqy payments,. as 0 .. 85-07-022 

and 0.86-07;"004 (see pp .• 77-78), suggest ... In today,'s decision, we 
adopt a more qualitied endorsement o~' the QFs-in/QFs-out .method ot. 
short-run enerqy pricinq, so· it is impo,rtant to make clear that,. , 
reqardless ot the pricinq' method tor other QF:> recei vinq variable 
enerqy payments, QFs-in/QFs-out remains appropriate for tinal 
Standard otfer 4 QFs in Period .. 1. 

.. ; 

The reason for this distinction is that even'in Period l, 
a utility system. has increaSing operating costs that will 
eventually justify a commitment of capital (so-called A"enerqy
related capital costsA") to improve'system. etficiency.. Final 
Standard otter 4 QFs, but not,others,'are specifically des.i~ted 
to deter or avoid investments with energy-related capital costs; 
the payment stream to, .tinal Standard' otfer 4 QFs in Period' 1. should • 
therefore refleet·the cost characteristics of· the utility system 
that are projected. to justify the addition'of the deterrable' 
resource at the start of· Period· 2.. This is exactly what the 
QFs-in/QFs-out method does. 

2 _ SUbatitut'o Resources. 
Everyone now accepts. the premises. (1) .that a .prudent 

utility would not continuously add short-run QFs'~ or other' 
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short-rUn resources, and thus (2) that the QFs-in/QFs-out method 
could at some point produceunrealistie results because it relies 
on modeling the dispatch of the utility's existing system. In 
theory, the method should therefore be modified to- somehow account 
for any long-run resources that a utility would substitute for 
short-run QFs if they were all removed from its system. 

For now, we will not adopt either SFG/U/F's or ORA's 
suggested modifications. There are at least three reasons for this 
decision. 

First and most important, short-run QFs, although their 
absolute numbers have increased enormously since the start of the 
QF program, are still a very small part o·f the ut:Llities.' resource 
mix. No party has Said that substitute resources wouldbetound 
now it the utilities, were to conduct a resource plan analysis of 
their QFs-out runs;: ancI several parties, such as- 'SFG/TJ/F' and the 
california CO<]eneration Council, ,have test.lfied that the problem is 
likely to remain; entirely. theoretical at lea'st until the late 
1990s, when large numbers of interim, S~darcI Offer 4 QFs reach the 
end of the fixed energy price periods .in their contracts. The 
record seems· to- support these parties. 

Second, both o't the suggested modifications involve 
fairly complex and hypothetical manipulations of utility resource 
plans. We agree with SOG&E that it is wise' to' gain more experi-ence 
with the biennial resource- planning process before making new 
demands on that process. 

Third,. as we discuss belOW, we may change the basis for 
calculating' variable. energy payments to- QFs other than 'tinal 
Standard Offer 4 QFs in Period 1, depending on possible changes to 
the ECAC ~lancing account procedure and,. further evolution of the, 
electricity market such that the utilities andQFs·compete on a. 

more even footing~ Thus, the need to modify the QFs-in/QFs-out 
method may never arise • 
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3 _ Marginal vs. Incremental CQst Energy; Pricing 
This brings us to the heart of the matter. Specifically, 

we must decide on the method. of calculating variable (short-run) 
energy payments that is consistent with our current regulatory 
policies and. with state and federal laws and regulations on avoided 
cost pricing.19 

As we interpret this ):)ociy of law and poliey, the purpose 
is to create a pricing structure that captures to the extent 
pessiDle the efficiency and other benefits of perfect competition 
in electricity gcneration.20 It seems logical under such 
cond.itions that a buyer (whether for the buyer's own, use or for 
resale) would purchase electricity offered. at a price that is lower 
than the buyer's own cost t<> generate an equivalent amount of 
electricity.. Also, the buyer would continue to' make purchases up 
to the price at which it could otherwise get the offered 
electricity at the same or lower cost.. Everybody benefits·: 'the 
buyer(s) by minimizing costs, the seller(s) , by generatingat'a 
profit, and society at large by efficiently allocating its 
res~urces. Unfortunately, neither QFs-in nor QFs-in/QFs-outwill 
fully capture these benefits under existing conditions. 

19 The federal Public utility Regulatory' Policies Act (PTJRPA) and 
the california Private Energy: Prociucers Act supply the statutory 
context for the development of avoided cost pricing. Also, the 
Federal Energy RequlatoryCommission,has·adopted·regulations 
implementing PURPA '(FERC regulations), and all'o!these authorities 
have :been interpreted in the extensive body of' CPO'Cclecisions on OF' 
matters. (see generally D.86-07-004','and the deeisions cited in 
Append~ C of that decision.) ., 

20 We emphasize "perfect" competition ,because we doUbt that many 
markets in·. fact behave as· theory, predicts,.' and because state' and..· 
federal law do-no more than looselyappro)Cimate a. competitive 
market in electricity:, for example, 'the 'QF generally has few if 
any buyel:'s. fol:' its electricity other. than the, utility in whose 
service area the' QFis situated.' 
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QFs-in/QFs-out does not give an accurate price signal as 
to the value of additional energy deliveries by QFs. The method 
prices short-term energy base"d on the utility's averaqe cost to 
replace projected QF deliveries through other generation resources 
available to the utility. As such, the method truly represents the 
value to the utility of the increment of QF deliveries projected 
for the forecast period. However, the last generation resource 
backed down is likely to be cheaper than that average cost, so the 
utility may be required in some circumstances to, pay a price to QFs ' 
that it would not pay in a true NspotN market because the utility 
would prefer to, run its own plant. 21 

The problems with QFs-in are worse. While QFs-in/QFs-out 
qives an inaccurate siqnal on the value of additional energy 
deliveries by QFs,. QFs-in prices all short-run energy deliveries as 
if the utility could replace such deliveries at its so-called 
marqinal cost. There are, atieast four powerful· obj'ections to 
this •. 

• ,' First, it the projection ot loads and resources·tor the 
forecast period is otherwise accurate, the utility would n.Qj;, be 
able to replace 'a., shorttall in QF energy deliveries at ,a cost less 
than or equal to the QFs-in price. Depending on the timing', of that 
shortfa:ll, the utility might have to dispatch plants significantly 
more expensive than: the running costs of the marginal resource in 
the QFs-in run. 

• 

21 Whether the· result would be overpayments or underpayments to 
QFs is. less, clear. ,It OF deliveries for the' forecast period are 
less than proj ected, then QFs receiving' variable energy pa.yments 
would actually be underpaid.. The problem is that QFs deeidinCJ 
whether·to develop,newshort-run projeetsorincrease deliverl.es 
trom. existing short-run projects would be makinq their decision 
based on an average avoided. cost, not a marginal cost. Oil and gas:. 
prices. are eurrently very loW', so" the practical i:mpact· of this . 
distortion may be Sligh.t; the impact is likely to- increase . 
proportionally as fuel prices rise • 
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Second, the utility does not have to' absorb the increased 
energy costs just described. Those costs are picked up· almost 
entirely by the utility's ratepayers. This is because the ECAC 
balancing account presently flows through to ratepayers almost all 
of the utility's energy costs in excess of those forecast, subject 
only to- reasonableness review. 22 

Third, because ot the factors we have just noted, QFs-in 
gives the utility an enormously powerful tool with which to. explo.it 
its typical position as primary or sole, purchaser of a QF's 
electricity. Onder QFs-in pricinq, a'utility could pursue a 
deliDerate policy' of getting rid of QFs simply by forecasting 
excessive QF deliveries, thus depressing the IER on which the 
energy price is based.23 ECAC insulates such a utility from the 
economic consequences: of such a policy; furthermore, unlike 
weather-related uncertainty" there is no· assurance that forecast 
error resul tinq from· bias will cancel out, over time .. 24 ' 

Fourth" we' don't thinlt that QFs-in equates to, margina,l 
cost ,pricing, even thoughPG&E .and Edison say it does:., an~thougb. 
we ourselves have referred to· it as 'such for·convenience ... 
FUndamentally, QFs-in.identifies the last kilowatt-hour dis}'atched· 

22 The only qualification to this generalization is that the 
utility is at risk for a portion'o.! its..ene:gy costs by virtue of 
the Annual Energy Rate.. This ratevaries.,among· the utilities but 
in each case represents a small fraction of . the 'expenses sUbj ect to-· 
balancing account treatment .. 

23-' The utility has-a similar incentive under'QFs-in/QFs-outbut 
not nearly to- the same degree ):)ecause, the averaging of IERs dilutes ' .. 
the impact of erroneous forecast,s.. '. • 

24 Without. PORPA and the other legal requirements cited earlier, 
a utility could refuse to l?urchase QFs' deliveries or prefer its 
own more expensive qeneratl.on only at some economic risk to- itselt •.. · 
'thus, in some wa-:(s, the interaction o'! ECAC with QFs-in enab-le$ 
the utility t~ ~eld its market power over QFs even more 
effectively than it could.beforethe passage of,P'CRPA .. 
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from non-QF resources on a utility system under a given set of load 
and resource assumptions. That last kilowatt-hour could be 
generated at a cost equal to- or higher or lower than the utility's 
marginal cost as determined in a competitive market. Nobody knows 
which, because the electricity market is far from perfect.25 A 
competitive market is characterized by many buyers and sellers, -
many types ot purchase contracts (some of them for terms of days or 
even hours), and most importantly, price-based decisions to, produce 
or to purchase a particular good. In particular,. the economically 
rational buyer in a competitive market will maximize the buyer's 
wealth by making all attraetivelypricedpurchases, ,and would lose 
wealth by foregoing such purchases. None o·f these conditions now 
exists in the electricity market qenerally or for the utility buyer 
of QF power. In faet,. asECAC presently works, some degree of 
market failure is institutionalized'.' 

'rhus,. while conceding that· good arqwnents support QFs-in 
as the basis for variable energy payments,. we think that :QFS
in/QFs-out is' clearly preferable given'the cun:ent industry 
strueture. 

4.. Consistency with . PO'RPA 
PORPA and the, FERC regulations generally require that the, 

rate paid by a utility' for' QF power. equal the utility'·s. avoided' 
costs. These are defined as·the incremental costs to an electric 
utility of electric energy or capacity or both whiCh, :but tor ,the 
purQhase from. the qualifyinC]· facility or qualifying facilities,. 
such utility would generate itself or purchase from another 
source .. • (18 CPR §292'.lOl(b) (6). •. ) In. determining avoided costs, 

25 Furthermore" it is only in the long-run equilibrium state of a 
perfectly competitive industry that the cost of producing the last 
unit of output, would e~al the' price paid' by consumers for that 
unit. In contrast,. utl.lity eleetric rates to end-users are based 
on av§rage systeIl\ costs • 
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the state regulatory authority is required to consider numerous 
factors as well as data provided by the utility. (lS CFR 
§292.304(e).) 

We think that PURPA and the FERC requlations give the 
states some latitude to determine avoided costs~ in other words~ 
there is no neat formula for. calculating avoided costs. The 
touchstone is always that the rates for utility purchases (1) be 
"j ust and reasonable to, the electric consumen of the electric 
utility and in the public interest" and (2) ,"not' discriminate 
against [QFs J .. " (See P'C'RPA § 210 (b-), emphasis added .. ) , 

The QFs-in/QFs-out method for calculating short-run 
energy' prices seems consistent with the PORPA avoided costs 
standard. '!'he method determines.a:',price for an increment o:t QF', 

deliveries, and FERC defines avoided costs as incremental~ not 
marginal. Also, given our ECAC procedure, QFs-inIQFs-outtrUly 
reflects the costs that ratepayers see "but for'deliveries'from 
short-run QFs·. 

However,. it.does not follow that federal' lawprecl~des . 
'. ' . 

the QFs-in method.. We believe the' state' re9'Ulatoryautho~ity bas:' 
the ability under PURPA to take int~ consideration the, kinds of 
factors that we analyzed in SectionIII.D.3 above and to reach a 
different conclusion on avoided cost!> when. conditions in the, 
electric industry change .. 

'PURPA was passed primarily to'counteractelectric 
utilities' exploitation of their ,market power, to· restrict' , , 
development of potential electric generation by non-utility 
entrepreneurs. That purpose would be . thwarted . by having OF' output 
priced at a so-called marqinal cost: that,' the purchasinq utility did 
not have to· meet or beat. Corresponclingly, it,ECAC were ehanqed: 
such that the purchasing utility were 'at,risk in making' up for ,any 
shortfall.in QF deliveries. at the utility~s stated marqinal cost, 
then it might very well be appropriate' in a· subsequent biennial 
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update to revisit the question of QFs-in as the basis for va~iable' 
energy payments. 

Changes to ECAC, of course, should be considered in an 
ECAC proc:eedinq or in a generic rulemakinq to, revise electric 
utility ratemaking mechanisms similar to- R.8-6-l0-00l. Furthermore" 
we cannot specify in advance the kincis ef·. changes necessary in 
order to. put the utility Nat risk.* We would have t~weigh 
proposed changes carefully to ensure that they are consistent with 
our overall policies as well as with the QF program. On the other 
hand, the utilities,themselves have' indicated a desire to position, 
themselves competit iveIyto respond to- problems such as uneconomie 
bypass; to the extent that,ECAC nows through automatically some, 
axnount ef fuel expense that is susceptible tOo,management",control, 
ECAC contributes tOo.the bypass, problem,.' anc1'theutilities might 
actually be better off by foregeing:, such balancing account 
treatment. 

In sho~,. the QFs-in/QFs-out: metho~ meets the PURPA..· 
requirements· ~or QF pricing. 'Xc the extent ~at chanqes in ECAC 
and possibly other developments create:' a, mere competitive' 
environment and move this industry closer tOo' a true' spot market, it" 
is appropriate and consistent with PORPA to- reconsider marginal 
energy cost pricing for short-runQFs. Such reconsideration would 
take place only in the b~ennial resource plan,proceedinq, which is 
the appropriate. forum. for dealing., wi til standard' offer 
methodelogical issues~ 

rv. SjiAndarsI Otter 4 JU1estODe• Con1;nct 'PrpttiM Issues-

A primary function. of the'standard'. effers' is to. reduce 
the transaction: costs of creatinq power,' purchase' agreements between· 
utilities anel QFs •. By previously approving the terms and 
conClitions. of standard.ized contracts,. the Commission speeds the 
process,. helps to- ensure its fairness~ arid. en~les: QF and utility 
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negotiators to focus on those areas where nonstandard provisions 
may benefit both parties to the agreement. 

Thel development of final Standard Offer 4 provides many 
challenges and opportunities tor contract drafting. Final Standard 
Offer 4 has many unique provisions and requires: adaptations. to the' 
QF Milestone Procedure. 'Also, the QF Milestone Procedure was 
created outside of the standard offer development process, and SQ 

the procedure has. existed as a separate ,document trom the power 
purchase a9%'eements that it governs. This anomaly could be 
corrected for final Standardotfer 4 by.incorporating the procedure 
in the contract form. 

Another important goal is to achieve the highest possible 
deqree of uniformity between the contract ,. forms and terminoloqy of 
the different utilities. This. would ensure evenhanded treatlnent of 

, . 

QFs throughout the state, while allowing such variation as might be 
compelled by the particular circumstances of individual' 

. utilities.,26 
• 'l'he Commission has, felt that' allot these goal~ could be' 

advanced t;hrough co~ul tation,amonq ,the parties. ,in" an informal 
setting', leaving fewer disputed areas for adjudication .. , 'l'be 
parties bring.to such consultation' an ilDpressive range of experti~ 
and experience with existing power purchase aqreements. 

•• 

Discussions among these parties seems both preferable to weeks,ot 

2& workshops were held earlier in this proceeding to develop 
unitorm contract language for the, other' standard otfers. One of 
our tasks. following the tinal, compliance phase decision' is to 
review the aqreements from these workshops for possible CPtTC 
approval. As we discuss in section II • C. Z of the ,second interim 
opinion in this phase, ,somcO'! the products of the ,tina 1 Standard 
Ofter 4 contract drafting' may also-be appropriate for" ·other 
standard offers~ordering paraqraphSofthat decision solicits 
comment on this point • 
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hearings and likelier to produce technically sound solutions that 
everybody could live with. 
A. §mnmary of the Negotiations 

The task was enormous. We cannot discuss the finished 
product of this contract drafting effort without first 
acknowledging and expressing our appreciation for the work that 
went into it. 

D.86-07-004, ordering paragraph l.b, directs the utility 
applicants to amend their applications to' include- final Standard 
Offer 4 contraet forms; makingmaximumusewhere:feasible of 
provisions from the other standard, offers. ' , 

On October 3.l,. 1986, the ut'ilities served their 
compliance filings, including proposed, contract forms. On Novem})er 
2l,. 1986, SFG/U/F served rebuttal testimony that contested many 
utility-proposed provisions and ineluded· its own proposed 'contract 
form. IEi> supported SFG/TJ/F's rebuttal-testimony. 

At'hearings on n?n~resource' planning ,issues held in, 
. ' 

Deeelllber 1986, the 'AL:J urged, the parties to, hold workshops to try . 

,to resolve the areas of dispute'or at least to reduce the number,of 
issues for hearings starting in June 1987. The utility applicants,. 
DRA, IEP,. and SFG/U/F beld· worksbopsfrom early January' on, for a 
total of l8 days during the next five months,. AlSO,. SFG/TJ/F and 
Edison met for several more days during this-period to draft 
language as areas. of agreement, were. reached.. At the end of May,. 
workshops had resulted in agreement on a uniform final Standard 
Otter 4 eontract as to all ,but ];0, areas of c:liSaqreement and two, 
areas (curtailment and power sales at the end of Period. 2") on which . 
discussions were deferred due to ti:me constraints. 

On May, 29 and June l,. 1987, the parties served testimony 
on, the areas of disaqreement. AlsO:,.· PG&E served testimony on five 
areas- :for which it sought utility-speeiticvaria.ti'ons :from. the 
agreed-on provisions.· 
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On the first day of the June hearings, the parties 
suggested that further workshops might resolve some remaining areas 
of disagreement. The AI;J 'authorized workshops to continue, and. 
the parties met for 'four more d.ays, ending July 2, 1987. There was 
one more meeting between SFG/U/F and. Ed.ison to finalize contract 
lanquage on areas of agreement. 

At this point,. the parties to the workshops (other than 
PG&E and. IEP) had achieved agreement on All issues. The Joint 
Testimony served on July 10, 1987,. sets forth- the agreement among 
the parties and identifies areas that remain -disputed by PG&E'and 
IEP. (PG&E still has four obj ections, while IEP has one .. ). The 
Joint Testimony presents a complete final Standard ,. Offer 4 contract 
form for the Commission's review. 
B_ Contract Provisions' ot Final standard otter 4 

As summarized in the Joint Tes.timony (Exhibit 447)., the 
parties have followed the Commission's directive to use,. where 

, " 

possi):)le, 'provisions p:r:eviously approved for use in other standard ' 
offers.. Thus,. the parties. based ,their agreements: on the- uni~orm. 

version of interim Standard' -Offer 4,. with appropriate changes to
account for the different 'basis for calculating avoided cost ,in. 
final Standard Offer 4.. The, parties have _ also incorporateclnew, 
provisions such as Project Development Milestones (thus, avoiding 
the potential contusion resulting- from a discrete QF Milestone, 
Procedure not ~ontained. within thefou,: ,corners of the contract), 
Abandonment,. Power Sales· at End of Period Z,. and liquidated 
damages. 

The Joint Testimony explains that" where the parties have 
modified previously existing' standard offer contract.provisions.and . ' 

added new provisions, ,they did.s~to- accommodate ,the differing 
nature of final Standard· ·Offer 4-. They say (and-; we· agree), that. the 
latter offer involves both a greater degree ofc:liseiplinein.the 
obligations of the-QF, especiallyin'developmentrstag'es, and: a 
greater degree- of utility cooperation wi~the'QF. Thus~ the 
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contract generally reflects a high level of commmunication and 
information between the utility and the QF, and a balancing of 
rigorous development milestone requirements with appropriate 
tlexibility and reduced development risk. 

Generally, the parties also, s~ress that the agreed-on 
provisions represent a whole series ot compromises and tradeot!s:to 
reach a balanced, equit:able agreement.. On that basis, the parties 
*cannot emphasize too strongly that deviations in one or more. 
isolated positions will tend to upset that balance and likely yield 
an agreement which is. not evenhanded and on which agreement could 
not have been reached.* (EXhibit 447, p. Z •. ) 2"7 

C. A Valediction 
The above summary barely hints at, the magnitude and the 

significance ot the achievement marked by the Joint 'Testimony. 
Final St~dard Otter 4 is the most a:mbitious standa~d.o!ter we' have 
ever attempted. Something of this is suggested by the sheer size 
ot the contract torm, whichruns:.to over 100 pages plus appendixes • 
Much more impressive ~sthe ettort involved in giving linguisti,c" , 
expression to complex formulas.: The. parties have riot only met this 
challenge, but have-produced a document'that is- easy to- follow and .' 
even, with allowances tor the technical, nature o,t the subject, easy 
to understand. 

No contract form can be so- meticulous as to wholly 
forestall later disputes on the meaning of the agreement" 
particula:t:ly in a case like this, -where thesubj.ectof the 
agreement is complex and the economic stakes' are high. 
Nevertheless, this joint et!ort has. brought to. bear a wealth of 

2"7 In de terence to· this' view ,.·IEP did not sponsor the Joint 
Testimony but has indicated that it takes issue with that testimony., ' 
in only one respect. PG&E did' sponsor the Jo,int Testimony,. .-
although it requests different provisions specific to PG&E in four' 
respects. . 
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experience (some good, some bad) under other standard offers and. 
has tostered a common understanding and an atmosphere of 
cooperative problem-solving that .should.:result .in.fewer and more 
easily resolved disputes. 

The mass- and detail of the.contract form again,recall the 
signiticance of the standard,offer:in reducin9'.transaction.c~sts .. 
Negotiating this contract would overwhelm the capabilitie~ of.a, 
small OF.. We suspect thatcase~by-case nec;otiation of such 
contracts would severely strain even.large OFs and the utilities 
themselves.. Even nonstandard power purchase aqreements are helped 
because the parties to· such 'agreements may be able to. use' most ot 

I • , . " , 

the standard provisions and, thus to. concentrate their efforts" on 
project-specific provisions' (e.g __ ,. additional performance features) 
that would benetit both seller and utility .. , 

We .think that the final Standard' otfer 4 contract form' is .. 
one of the outstanding aehievexnents'inthe ·evolution- of .theQF 
industry-.. '!'hat the contract·form is the :produet of a cooperative 
etfort of utilities, QF~, and, our 'own staft, marks, the 'fUrther . 
maturation of the QF industry.: As we have often. said,' the full' 
integration of OFs in utilities' resource Pl~in9';, requires . that 

. . 

QF/utility discourse 'occur .:more,.often at the 'bargaining table and 
less often in our bearinq,rooms. 

For, all . these , reasons, we are delic;hted with the product '., 
of this negotiating effort.. 'All, the participants in. that e:!tort
Eciison, IEP, PG&E, SDG&-E, ·SFGITJ /F, and ORA--bave earned' our. 'thanks 
and congratulations. . -
D. Xsmae Deterred,: WIater Raglution 

One area put at issu,e'in testilDoriy served before'.the 
Joint ,'restimony relates to,. the capaeity factor assumed tor the 
avoidable resource. Somepartieswould:f~this factor tor the 

, \ >. • 

duration of the contract at. the time· the resource is identified; 
other parties'woulci make some provision for. updating this factor • 
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The parties basically ran out of time to aeal with this 
issue. They jointly request that we approve the final Standard. 
Offer 4 contraet as presented in the Joint Testimony, while 
deferring the capacity factor issue to· the next round of utility 
resource plan filings. 

This request ma:kes good sense. In the absence of an 
avoidable resource for any of the utilities at this t~e, we feel 
no urgency in addressing this issue. We accordingly defer this 

issue to the biennial update proceeding. We of course encourage 
the parties to discuss the issue before that proceeding, ana t~ 
present any negotiated resolution for our consideration at that, 

time. 
x_ bcrreeaent in Principle on' curtAilJAent Prgri:d.9n 

The Joint Testimony says that 'the parties have reached 
agreement (with one qualification bY~Ethat.~e will discuss 
later) on the general terms of a provision under' which the ' 
purchasing utility could curtail a QF's."outp.ut pursu~t to oneo! 
two options (to be -elected by the :QF at;, the time it executes the· ' 
final Standard otfer 4 contract). option. I. allows the utility to 
eurtailfor a negative avoided cost or hydro spill condition, 
without any limits on frequency, duration,. or n\UDl:)er of 
curtailments. Option II allows the utility to curtail at its sole 
discretion for up, to lSOO' hours. annually, during off-peak and super 
ott-peak periods., with a minimum duration' of three hours..28 . 

The parties request that' the Commission approve these , 
c:urtailJnent terms and direct the~rtie$ to· continue workshops to 
draft the specific language for the curtailment provision;" These 

.' , 

workshops are needed because agreement .in prinCiple was reached ted 

28 See Appendix A of Exhib'it 4'47 for a detailed swmnary of the 
curtailment terms • 
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late in the negotiations for detailed consideration o~ wording to 
fit all aspects of ac1minister~ng the agreed-on terms. 

We strongly endorse the concepts of the proposed 
curtailment provision. It is another step in the integration of 
QFs in utility system operation. Moreover, it achieves this 
through use of flexible operating and pricing.termsthat recognize 
the diversity of QFs rather than trying to force all QFs int~ a 
single rigid mold. We approve the proposed curtailment prOVision 
in principle and. direct the parties to· complete. the drafting of the 
provision in further workshops. We are also considering. including: 
such a prOVision in Standard. Offers 1 and 2. Accordingly, we;will 
review as soon as it is available the specific language for the' 
curtailment provision that is developed at the workshops. 
F _ Proyision Pisputed by :rep 

IEP" di'5a9rees. with the JOoint .restilnony"s treatment of· 
capacity payments tOo as-availab,le QFs. Under, that treatment, such 
capacity paYments would be limited' to a:~evel' equivalent te> ~e : 
effective capacity of the QF _ . IEP woul'9. delete this iilnitation. 

As-ava.ilable QFS are those" which cannot or 'de> not wish' to 
commit to provide firm capacity. Often;. such' QFs use a weather
dependent technolO9Y (e.g_,. wind, hydrOo).. For planning' p~ses, • 
the purchasing utility converts' the ,nameplate capacity of· such QFs, 
to. some fraction, designated the Keftective* capacity, which is. 
presently derived from agg'reqate historical performanced otQFs. , 
using the same tec:hnolO9Y,. and which, (together with :bid price) is 
the basis for allocating tinal Standard Ofter4 contracts tOo such ' 
QFs. 

IEP'says the limitation systematically Ul'lderpays 
as-available QFs. For example, a wind· QF,with highly reliaJ)le 
equipment will,o:ften outpertorm'the average ,wind QF but will ne~er, 
have that superior pertormance recognized in' its capacity payment_ 

Thejustitication, for the Joint Testimony"s treatment (as: 

explained by Edison)'is that tinal Standard Otter 4 prices are 
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.... predicated on deferral or avoidance of specific resources. The 
utility can only ~eter resources equivalent to· the long-term 
effective capacity of as-available QFs signing that otfer: the, 
utility cannot ~efer resources based on temporary levels of 
capacity produced by as-available QFs· that exceed effective 
capacity. In short, QF capacity is only as valuable as the 
capacity that the utility can defer as a result of the QF's 
commitment. 

We find that, while there are sound arguments on both 
sides, Edison's arguments are more persu~sive in the context of 
final Standard Offer 4. We also" give some weight to. the parties' 
representation that the Joint Testimony's recommendations must ~ 
treated as a balanced whole. Parties to. a settlement need room to 
compromise on issues; no such room exists if the settlement must 
resolve each issue in exactly the same :way asi! the issue had been 
litiqated in full. We have concluded that'theJointTestimony's 
uniform final Standard Offer 4 contract provisions,. taken as a. , , . 

.... whole" are. reasonable and' in the p,ublie in~erest. That .reasonable 
people might differ on some of the. provisions does not negate our. , 
conclusion. 
G. PrgyisiODs' Disputed by PGiE 

PG&E believes that certain of the agreed-on provisions 
are unreasonable, at least as applied to~ its own system. We have 
allowed some variation between, utilities in their respective 
standard offer prOVisions (e ... g. r on QF', size for purposes of the 
telemetry requirements) where a util'ity-specific need'is 
demonstrated; However, we de not believe that PG&E has lnade a 
conv.incinq showinq on any of the disputed 1:'rovisions .. 

1.. lira capacity DeaopstratiOD Test 
The dispute is that.PG&E proposes a firm capacity 

demonstration test that requires the, OF to operate at 100% o"r . its 
firm capacity commitment.level. for at least 80% of the hours over 
30 consecutive days, while the Joint Testilnony,· in, which, Edison and: ..... 

.. ' ., . 
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SOG&E coneur, has a less stringent test, i.e., operation at 80% or 
greater capacity level for 30 days. 

PG&E fails to sho~, either that the less stringent test 
is technically inadequate, or that conditions on the PG&E system 
require the more stringent test~ PG&E simply says the latter test 
is "not unreasonable." (Concurrent brief, p. 65-.. ) It well may:be 
*not unreasonable* but that does not persuade us to prefer it to a 
technically adequate test that is acceptable to the other parties. 
We reject the PG&E proposal .. 

2. SUrplus sale Option 
PG&E would require the tinal Standard Offer 4 QF either 

to sell its net output to' PG&E or to use' some. of the generation 
on-site and sell the surplus to PG&E. 
would not be permitted~ 

Retail sales to end-users 

PG&E concedes that retail sales to certain end-users ~re 
permitted when made by QF~ operating under other standard offers or ' 
nonstandard contracts. ,Moreover, the Publ.ic Utilities Code "i" 
expressly exemptscoqenerators and users, of unconventional power . ',," . 

sources from public utility' status ,even though they make certain 
retail sales to a class of end-users specified in the code. PG&E 
invokes current concerns about system. bypass to- justify its 
proposal.. However,. ,QFs operating under tinal standard Offer 4 se,em 
very unli)c:ely to contribute to uneconomic bypass .. ' This i~ ,beeau..--;c 

final Standard· Offer 4, contracts only become available When> the ." < 
utility'S resource plan shows· a need: tor base load or intermediate 
capacity. PG&E's position is untenable.. ,. 

3. laergency Availability 
During a system emergenC::Yr the' utility generally preterS; 

that,. so- far as.' possible, generation sources. remain' connected to. .' 
the grid and continue energy deliveries. ThiS: helps. to st.'at,ilize. " 
the system,. while unnecessary separation could exacerbate· an: 
abnormal system condition. 
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The emergency availability provision recommended in the 
Joint Testimony says that WSeller (i.e., the QF] shall use 
reasonable efforts to deliver energy during periods of Emergency at 
an average rate of delivery at least equal tOo the Effective 
Capacity. If Seller has previously scheduled an outage whien 
coincides with an EmergenX?, seller shall use reasonable efforts to 
reschedule the outage. If Seller reschedules the outage pursuant 
to this Section, (utility] shall waive the notice periods for 
scheduled outages •••• w (Emphasis in original.) 

PG&E's version has an additional requirement, which PG&E 
inserts between the first and second, sentences. o·f- the Jeint 
Testimony's provision: W(IJn the event ot a PGandE electric system 
frequency or voltage excursion which exceeds. the normal limits ef 
regulation, but, does not cause the Prot~iye Apparatus to· 
automatically separate the Generating facility from the PGandE 
system, Seller shall not :manually separate its Genetro:ing,Fascility 
from PGan~'s system without first 'notifying and obtaining 
permission from the PGandE 'Oesiqnated ,SWitching- Center~ Such 
permission shall not be unreasonably wi thheld. Seller shall not. 
alter settings ot the' Protect i ve Apparatus from the settings 
established during the pre-parallel' inspection." (Emphasis in" 
original. ) 

The eoncern that QFs'seem to.' have with PG&E's version is. 
that, the version could effectively require the OF to sustain damaC]e" 
to its plant if the relays either de not function or are set at 
levels sufficient to, protect PG&E's equipment but riot the QF"s . , 

equipment. (See cross-examination.. ot PG&E witness Oi Pastena by 
SFG/trIF, Tr.7971-74.) For example, we think it probable that a 
utility switchinq center in an emerqency w~uld'have higher 
priorities than to determine whether the relays' ata tivemeqawatt 
OF plant were malfunctioninq', even, tho'uqh the consequeXlces to- that ,', 
OF might be serious. 
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We think that, under a fair reading ot the Joint 
Testimony's emergency availability provision, the QF is already 
required to continue to deliver energy it it can d~ so without harm 
to. its equipment. What seems to underlie PG&E's wordsmithing is a 
eoncern that some QFs separate from the system ,even when the 
frequency or voltage excursion, at least in PG&E's,opinion, is not 
so. great as to endanger the QF. However, from the QFs' Viewpoint, 
PG&E is demanding the right t~ make the final decision on a matter 
affecting the safety of the QFS' personnel and equipment. 

We are satisfied with the approach taken in the Joint 
~ Testimony~ We also feel stronqly that appropriate OF response to 

emergencies is vital if utilities are to' rely on 14rg,e amounts of 
QF power. The Joint QF/Utility Consultative Committee that is 
getting underway effers a suitable forum to· discuss technical . 
problems and possible improvements in communication between the 
utility and QF during emergencies. PG&E' should pursue' this topic 

• 

• 

in the committee,. particularly since, 'as PG&E. note~, tho'thousands 
of QF megawatts already 'under contract.with PG&E are not subject·te 
the type of emergency requirement that PG&E seeks 'here. 

4. CgrtAi11lent 

As we mentioned' in section IV.E above, PG&E qualities in' 
one respect its endorsement efthe Jo,int TestiInony's curtailment' 
provision. PG&E's. support of the 1500, hour curtailment option is 

• < ' • 

conditioned on ~urdeterm.inin9' that the IERs. used~ for PG&E's enerqy • 
prices should be updated on a quarterly basis .. If we do not'accept: 
PG&E's update proposal, then PG&E would oppose including in its 
final Standard Offer 4 an' option to< limit eurtailable hours. 

PG&E j:ustifies its position on the basis that,. unlike 
Edison and SDG&E,. PG&E's system. has a substantial quantity ot hydro' 
resources. Unless there is'a mechanism tor updating IERs 
tr~quently, and so' eapturethe impactotvarious levels of expected 
hydro generation, PG&E says that the limitations of the 1500 hour 

... ". 
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curtailment option could result in energy payments above avoided 
cost. 

We think PG&E's linkage of IER updating with curtailment 
options under the final long-run offer is inappropriate. First, 
curtailment is a contr~et drafting issue, while IER updating is 
not. Neither tinal Standard Offer 4 nor any other standard offer 
specifies any particular method for updating IERs. second, and 
more tundamental, IER updating atteets enerqy pricing tor QFs with 
variable energy payments (see Section III.A above) but is largely' 
irrelevant to energy pricing for final Standard Offer 4 QFs. For' 
example, the energy payments to such QFs tor output corresponding' 
to what would have been, delivered by the avoidable resource in, 
Period. 2 (the time, after the avoidable' resource would have come 
on-line) derive from either (1). an IER fixed when the contraet is 

, , 

si911ed multiplied by the system marginal fuel cO,st or (2) the 
avoided plant's heat rate multiplied by the' price of fUel that the 
plant would have co~umed'. (See ]).86-0~-004, pp. 79-S0a.) The 
relevant updating for final Standard Offer 4 is the cost of ~uel 
(which we do qu.arterly), ~ the IER. 

PG&E Exhibit 453. posits, based onER-&, that,larqe 
amounts ot non-oil/qas-fired qeneration will appear on the marqin' 
for PG&E in wet years by the late 1990s. This should not be a 
problem because the vast majority of PG&E's QFs, such as those 
operatinq under interim Standard Ofter 4, have, contractS that set . , . 
no limit on PG&E's ability to, invoke hydro spill pricing- or 
negative avoided cost eurtailment.' 'l'he presence in final Standard 
Otfer 4 ot an option limitinq Curta1lable hours is. loqieal,., 
considering that the otfer is o~y made available when the 
utility's. resource plan shows a need forbaseload or intermediate . , 
capacity., 

'l'he most surprising-part of PG&E~S position is.. that, on 
the whole, the '1500 hour curtailment option seems preferable from a. 
utility standpoint to the curtailment optionlimitedto-neqative 
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avoided cost or hydro spill conditions. The incidence ot such 
conditions to date has ~een extremely low (zer~ tor negative 
avoided cost), while in contrast the utility can require 
curtailment under the 1500 hour option whenever the utility finds 
it economic to do so'. We think that the greater flexibility of the 
1500 hour option easily outweighs the limit on curtailable hours. 
Possibly PG&E considers 1500 hours. too- conservative, given the 
quantity of hydro on its system; if so:, PG&E should have made a 
utility-specific Showing to j.ustify a higher limit, e.9' .. , 2000 

hours, such as PG&E has negotiated tor some of its existingQF 
contracts .. 

We find that Option, II (the 1500 hour curtailment option) 
should ~e included in PG&E's final Standard' Of'fer 4.. We address' in: 
0.88-03-026' the question ot quarterly versus annual IER: upclating .. 
B. Contract Xlmlgentation RegUireaents' 

The Joint Testimony outlines: several, steps, that need to 
De taken in conjunction with ,approval ot the final Standard Offer 4,', 
contract form.. 

1.. Allocation of ADi1able; Trmnrlssion Capacity 

We grant the parties" request that each utility be 

authorized to- sw,mit,. by advice letter tiling', revisions. to the 
respective utility's Tariff ~e 21 (governing QF-utility system 
interconnections) to. provide for the allocation otavailable 
transmission' capacity on the utility system ... 

The reason'tor this request· is that final StandardOfter 
'" .' ,.,. 

4 incorporates milestones from the/ QF Milestone Procedure without, 
" , 

providing' for, the .allocation of ava,il~le' transmission capacity. 
The proposed taritf revisions would Say in essence that, for a QF' 

that (1) is not sw,ject to. the QFloIilestoneProcedure, and CZ) wills" 
a :final stanclard·, Ofter.4 contract,:" entitlement to-'available 

. '. ,\1~" ':" ' . ," 

capacity on the utility's transmis~ion/distrib~tion system and a 
priority to such line capacity' is estaDlishedas of the <!ate that 
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the QF's bid is determined to be a winner. The QF thereafter 
retains its entitlement and priority so long as it does not default 
in performance of its agreement. 

We agree with the parties that the proposed tariff 
revision is an appropriate means to allocate transmission priority. 

2. other Revisions to. taritt Rule 21 (Edison« PGiE) 

Edison and PG&E had included certain provisions in their 
final Standard Offer 4 compliance filings that. the parties agree 
would more appropriately appear in the operating requirements 
manual (implementing Tariff Rule Zl) of the ,respective utility. 

• 'I'he provisions in question set forth, generatin9 facility desi9Xl and " 
siting requirements. 

.0 
We authorize Edison to file by advice letter appropriate' 

, , 

revisions to its Tariff Rule 21 and,. upon'our acceptance of suCh 
revisions, to. delete Sections 6.1(d), 5~1(e'),. 6.1(f),. and 6.3(j) 
from its final standard O~fer 4 contract form. Of these four 
sections, only sectio~ 6'.3.('j}, applies ,to, PG&E, and none of· "these" 

sectio~ 'applies. to SDG&E. We authorize PG&E,.' as'with Edison,. to 
make the appropriate revision and deletion. 

3. utility-Specific OOntractPr9yisigna 
, The Joint Testimony generally sets forth its 

recommendations by reference to Exhibit 446, which is Edison's 
proposed final Standard Offer 4 c~ntract form as ot June 198-7.' 

That form has various, provisions andterminoloqy .specific to 
Edison. Appendixes G and' K to. the J;int' Testimony contain a list 
of utility-specific F1od.ifications to ,Exhibit 446 needed to adapt it' 
tor use by PG&E and SDG&E,.,. respectively. ' The bulk of" the 
modifications serve t:o. correctly-identify the, Purc:hasin<l utility, 
and to be consistent with that ~utiiity"s termino.1Q(JY. (E ... g'.,. SDG&E' 
says wsem.i-peakw rather than ·mid-peak~W) .We ac;ree that PG&E,ancl~ 
SOG&E, in conforminqtheir f:tnal,Standarcl Offer '4 contract forms,. 
should make these modifications.. , 
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v. Response to Comments on AIJ's Proposed Deci;l!ion 

Pursuant to Public Utilities Code § 311 and to our Rules 
of Practice and Procedure (California Code of Regulations, Title 
20, Rules 77 to 77.S), the Proposed Decision of AI:! Kotz was issued 
before today's decision. Four parties (ORA, PG&E, SOG&E,. and 
Edison) filed timely comments on the proposed decision. TWo 
parties (C09'enerators of Southern California {esC) and SFG/Tl/F) 
submitted late comments, accompanied by motions tor leave to file 
late. We grant their motions.~9 Finally, esc filed comments. 
replying to part of Edison's comments. 

We have made' a nUl1ll:>er ot moditications and clarifications 
in response to these comments.. We have also corrected 
typographical errors· and updated several sections where the

proposed decision tails to reflect developments in various, 
proceedings. that we refer to here ., Although many pages have 
~ges, we have made 1'19 substantive 'moditications to: the analysis 

. . 
or disposition of issues in the proposed decision. 
rinclingsoth.ct 

l. An EUE-based ERI method for valuing capacity was adopted 
in D.86-ll-07l. The method, ,as implemented bySDG&E and Edison, 
(l) produces reasonable results,(Z) is'reasonably consistent: with 
capacity requirements proj:eeted by the CEC in ER-6, and (3) is 
suitable for use by these 'utilities in any proceeding before this 

1 '., " , 
" 

29 ECG requested changes to the proposed decision by letter to r ,:: . 
AIJ Kotz dated December l7,· 198-7. ECG's'letter did not comply-with. 
the rules governing comments, most notably. the rule. requ.i:z::ing. , . 
service on all parties (Rule 77.2). On December ZZ, 1987, AIJ Kotz.·,· 
returned ECG"s letter, noting its. noncompliance with· the comment . 
rules and enclosinq a. copy of those rules. We' are unaware' of any 
action by ECG to cure these defects. Accordinqly,.' we cannot tile 
or consider the' comments in ECG's letter • 
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Commission when projecting capacity need or valuing capacity 
already on or to be added to, their systems. 

2. ~he ERI method, as implemented by PG&E, does not produce 
reasonable results. A temporary capacity value is needed tor use 
by PG&E for certain QF payments in 1988. A reasonable temporary 
value would be to continue PG&E's 1987 as-available capacity price 
($42 per kilowatt) .. 

3. Further comment is needed on how to, make future capacity 
value adjustlnents for as-available QFs on PG&E'ssystem. For long
term capacity planning purposes, use, by the epuc o.f the CEC"s 
target reserve marqins for PG&E (as projected'in the CEC"s most 
recent Electricity Report) would result in consistent treatment o.! 
different types o.f resource options. Reasonably consistent 
treatment is one of the chief 'goals of this proceeding and :future 
resource plan updates .. , 

4.. The tact that a given type ot ~ C]enerat~on resource,. such, " 
·as a peaking plant, is nondeferrable under 'D·.86-07~004 does not by . .. . . . 

itself~stablish that such a resource can or ,sl;l,ould be inCluded. in 
a utility's resource,plan. The 'utility must'also. :shoW' that the 
'resource is cost-:-ef:fectiY~ in order to-, j,ustity such inclusion.: 

5. Standard Otfer 2 and tinal Standard ,Offer 4 contain long
term fixed prices and accordinC]ly require lonC]-te:z:m,foreeasts.~ 
Such forecasting is done, tor thePG&E,. SOG&E,., and Edison systems in· 

.. the biennial resource plan proceedings, so. these' proceedings are 
suitable tor setting the fixed payments for these offers. 

6. Because: ot the lack ot avoidable :meqawatts for purposes 
ot final Standard. Offer 4 and the continued' suspension ot Standard, 
Offer 2 tor PG&E and, Edison; the only long-term fixed prices that 
need to be established at this time are the, capacitY price. 
schedules tor SDG&E·'s Standard Otter' 2 •. 

7. Variable capacity payments to. QFs (Chiefly under Standard 
Otfers 1 and j) depend' on, short-term foreeasts ~d' should be 

updated annually. ECAC proceedings-are well suited tor such 
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updating because they already involve the adoption of assumptions 
on the utility applicant's loads and resources during the one-year 
forecast period. 

8. Edison's variable capacity payments. have been set in'its 
current general rate case (Application 86-12-047), using the ERI 
method approved in today's dec·ision. 

9. SOG&E's. variable capacity payments (pending revision in 
its 1988 ECAC) will equal its. annualized fixed costs of a 
combustion turbine. 

10. SOG&E's capacity price table tor reinstated Standard 
Offer 2 needs prices for two· blocks. of SO megawatts each:Ceffeetive 
capacity). Upon reinstatement,. the blocks. are to be a.vailable 
until the end of calendar year 1988 or until fully s'@seribed,. 
whichever occurs first. Prices shown for the second block assume 
that all QFs from the first block are already on-line. The table 
is to contain capacity price schedules for each year in which this I 

cohort of Standard Offer 2 QFs is allowed' to come 'on-line (i .. e., 
through 1993), and for all contraet lengths to and includinq 30 
years. 

11. SOG&E's capacity price calculations for reinstated 
Standard Offer 2', as described in finding' of faet 10,. are to-assume" 
the refurbishment· of Silver Gate'butno other additional resources. 

12.. Reliability models have great and growinq importance in 
CPC'C proceedings. 'rhe on-going study of computer models pursuant 
to Assembly Bill 47S- (Chapter 1297 of. the' 1985 statutes) , is the, 
appropriate setting to develop information on the various types of 
reliability models. 

13. "Variable energy payments" are those that are set 
periodically,. ,based on the current price of the marginal fuel and 
the eurrentIER:for each ' utility. "Fixed', energy' payment~" are,' 
those for which at· least the IERisestablished by contract for 
some period longer than the update cYcle used for recalculating th~ : 
bases for variable enerqypayments~ 
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14. "QFs-out" (when used in relation to· variable energy 
payments) represents the computer-modelled dispatch of a utility 
system with all variably-priced QFs removed~. In the same context, 
*QFs-in* represents system dispatch includinq all variably-priced 
QFs anticipated to ~e on-line during the forecast period. "QFs
in/QFs-out* refers to the average of the IERscalculated~y 
performing ~oth computer runs for a given utility .. system.. 

15-. Edison's zero-intercept method for calculating the QFs-in 
IER. has the advantaqe o'f being relatively insensitive (compared to
the instantaneous marginal rate) to :minor. variations in 
assumptions. 

l6. Under certain circu:mstances., QFs-in/QFs-out does not 
realistically reflect what a e ,utility woulcihave. done to replace 
short-run OF ·,power. However, these circu:ms.tances are likely to 
exist only when short-run QFs constitute a relatively larger part 
of a· utlity's resource mix than they presently do for·PG&E; SDG&E, 
or Edison. Also:, refinements. tOQFs-ln/9Fs-out_proposed by-ORA, 
SFG/Tl/F, and. I,EP could mitigate the problem.. " . 

l7. QFs-in undervalues short-run QFs. so long as'the 
p\l%'chasin9' utility can recover its full cost of· replacing.QF . 

. deliveries., should these fall short of the quantity estimated: tor 
purposes ot· calcu:tatiriq' the QFs-in· IER. Thus,. . QFs-in: strengthens 
the utility's. market power because only the QFs have .to comp~te at" 
the QFs-in price,. while the utility in case' of need can dispatch ... '/" 
less efficient· resouX'ces and still recover most o~ its excess costs' V,"""',' 
through ECAC. 

18-. QFs-in/QFs-out is the appropriate enerCT,{ pricing: method . 
tor :final Stanclard Ofter 4 QFs in Period" 1 "regardless of' the 
pricing method ':for other QFS receiving. variable energy payments. 

19. The prtmary purpose of .state ancl tederal policies 
reqarding, QFdevelopment is'to create a:pri~in9' structure that, 
eapturesto the extent possible. the. effiCiency ano., other benefits 
of perfect competition in electricity generation ... , Neither C:Fs-in 
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.~ . 

nor QFs-in/QFs-out will fully capture these ~enetits unaer existing 
conditions. 

~ 

~ 

20. A prim.ary function of the standard offers is to reduce 
the transaction costs of creating power purchase agreements ~etween 
utilities and QFs. 

21. The existence of stanaard offers also helps in the 
creation of nonstandard power purchase agreements because the 
parties to such agreements may ~e able to use most of the standard 

r 

provisions and thus to concentrate their et'forts on project-
specific provisions (e.g.,.additional performance features) that 
would ~enetit both seller and utility. 

22. It is appropriate to. deter to· the biennial upclate 
proceeding tollowing ER-7 the contract issue :6: when and tor how 
long the capacity factor assumed for· the avo:Ldable resource should 
be fixed. 

23. The general terms ot the curtailment. provision proposed 
-in the Joint Testimony are ,consistent withthe.Commission's goal of. 
integrating QFs in ~tility syst~, operation. through ~lexible 
operating and pricing te~. 

24.. Under the tinal Standard Ofter4 ·me-r..hodoloqy, the value 
ot a QF's capacity is measured. i~ ter.zz:s ot the. capacity that the 
utility deters or avoids as a result of the QF's commitment. 

250. PG&E has not shown, either that the firm capacity 
demonstration test proposed in. the Joint Testimony" is technically 
inadequate, or that conditions on the PG&E system require a more. 
stringent test. 

26. sales of electricity by tinalStandard Otfer .; QFs to. 
certain enci-users are very unlikely-to contribute to· uneconomic' 
bypass_ 

27. T.he relevant prOVision in the Joint Testimony reasonably 
specifies the QF'sauties ina system emergency. 

28. The relatively high dependence ot PG&E's system on hydro-.· . 
resources has an impact on the desiral:>le frequency of IER updating.;·' 
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however, such updating has only a small effect on enerqy pricing 
for final Standard Offer 4 QFs. 

29. It is reasonable to establish a mechanism in the 
respective utilities' tariff rules for allocating available 
transmission capacity totinal Standard Offer 4 QFs. These tariff 
rUles could also appropriately include the respective utilities' 
technical specifications for QF-utility system interconnections. 

30. The implementation of ramped payment streams as proposed 
in the utilities' compliance filings is consistent with the 
derivation of the utilities' own revenue requirements and thus 

preserves ratepayer indifference as between QFs deferring a given 
resource and the utility acquiring it •. 
CODelYsioDS 0' Lay 

1. The E'O'E-based ERI method,. as' implemented by Edison and 
SDG&E, should be used. by these utilities in any. proceedinq before 
this Commission when projecting.capacity·need. or valuing capacity 
already on or tobeadc:lec:l.to' their systems .. , 

z. PG&E's 1987 as-available capaci-typrice. ($4Z per 
. . . 

kilowatt) should. be. continued untiladoption"'of an apl=lropriate . 
method for adjusting.variable eapaeitypaymentsto. QFs on PG&E's 
system. 

! ........ . 
, 

3-. For long-termcapacitY,planninq purposes, the. CEC's 

target reserve marqins for PG&E. (as proj ected in the <:EC's 

then-current Electricity Report) .shoUld be u~ed .. 

~ ... 

4. SDG&E should· be directed to file a: revised . capacity, price • 
table for reinstated Stand.ard Offer 2' consis'cent with findings of· 
faC't: 10 and 11 •. 

S.. A utility should show that· any given resource proposed' 
for future' development in it$ resource plan is cost-effective, 
reqardless of whether the resource'would. be .. deterrable.by 'QFS. . 

6-. The long~term· foreeasti~q needed for Stanciard Offer 2 and; 
~inal Standard Offer. 4 sh.ouldbedone biennially, and these. otters 
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should be updated in coordination with the CEC's Electricity Report 
process. 

7. Variable capacity payments.to QFs should be updated 
annually in ECAC proceedings. 

8. The QFs-in/QFs-out method for calculating short-run 
energy prices is consistent with the PURPA avoided costs standard. 

9. To the extent that changes in ECAC and possibly. other 
developments create a more competitive environment and move the 
electric industry closer to a true 'spot market, it is consistent 
with Po:RPA to reconsider marginal energy cost. pricing for short-run. 
QFs. 

10. The final Standard Offer 4 contract provisions set forth 
in Exhibit 446, as supplemented by the agreements set forth in 
Exhibit 447, should be approved in·their entirety. Proposals by 
IEP and PG&E to· modify those provisions'shouldl:>e rejected~ 

11. nie curtailment terms- set forth in Appendix A of Exhibit 
447 should l:>e approved .. and the'parties'should ,be directed to 
continue workshops" to :draft conforming contract language.' 

12'. PG&E and Edison should be authorized to file advice 
letter revisions to- their respective tarit'f.rules regarciing 
technical specifications: for' QF-utility interconnections ,.as . . , 

described ,in Section' IV .. H.2' of this decision... PG&E, SOG&E, and. 
Edison should also file advice letter revisio~ to include in ,. 
Tariff Rule 21 of each utility a mechanism' for allocating available .. 
transmission capacity to final Standard Offer 4'QFs.~ 

13.. The capacity factor updating '.issue should be . deferred to 
the biennial resource plan update. proceeding: followinq ER-1.· Save 
for this issue, PG&E, SDG&E,andEdison should. file .a complete 
final Standard Offer 4 in com~liancewith this decision, such 

, filing to be" due no- later than 90 days af't,er today. 
14. This opinion. and order Should· be made. effective today in 

order to expedite completion· of the work. in implementing final 
, Standard' Offer' ,4 and reinstatinq Standard Offer 2' • 
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15. PG&E's petition for modification of 0.86-07-004 should be 
granted with respect to the proposed treatment of improvement~ to 
hydroelectric projects in the' context of relicensing proceedings. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. san Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) and Southern 

california Edison company (Edison) shall use the capacity ,valuation' 
method described in finding of tact 1 and conclusion of law l. tor 
purposes of the biennial,resource 'plan update proceeding and in any , 
other proceeding before this. Commission when projecting capacity. 
need or valuing capacity already on or tob& added to th~ir 
systems. 

2. The capacity price for as";'availableQualifyinq<Facilities 
(QFs.) on the system, ot· Pac-ificGas and Electric'Company 'CPG&E) 
shall, continue to. be $42 per kilowatt., A ,schedule for comment' on' 
the method for future adjustments ,to PG&E's variable capacity 
payments, ineluding the proposal described in section II.E· of 
today's decision, shall be set by ruling of the assigne¢ 
Commissioner or Adm!nistrative Law Judge. 

3;. For long-term capacity planning purposes in proceedings 
before this Commission, the target reserve margins for. PG&E as 
shown in the then-current· Electricity Report of, the ca'!.ifornia 

• , • ' ·T'· • 

Energy commission (ae) shall' be used •. 
4.. SOO&E shall :rile within 30' days of the date oi issuance 

of this decision a revised capacity price table tor reinstated : 
Standard Offer 2 consistent with findings of fact'10 and'l2.. with'"." 
the limitations stated in those findings, Standard Offer2' .. is 
reinstated for SOG&E, effective 3-0 days 'afte~ the filing of the': 
revised capacity price- tabJ.e and' of the· ameXl,dments. to- APP1i~tion ' , 
82-03-78 previously ordered in Decision 87-12';;'056-. SDG&E shall···· 
serve these filings on all parties. to Application 82-04-44 et al •. 
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5.. Division of Ratepayer Advocates shall study the 
reliability models used by the parties in this proceeding and shall 
include its observations in future reports prepared pursuant t~ 
Public Utilities Code sections 1821-l824. This study shall include 
a description and comparison~f the various models and how they are 
calibrated, and shall recommend any appropriate modeling 
conventions t~ be used in future proceedings before this 
Commission .. 

6-. Division of Ratepayer Advocates,. in coordination with c::c 
, . 

Staff, shall hold a public workshop. to- discuss potential 
ilDprovements in analyzing, electric system, reliability and capacity 
valuation, including the value-of-service appr,oac:h. 

7.. Variable capacity payments to QFs shall be updated 
annually in Energy Cost Adjustment, Clause (ECAC) proceeding's. 

8. The final Standard Offer 4" contract provisions set forth 
in Exh;bit 446-, as supplemented by the aqreements set forth in 
Exhibit 447, are appr,oved"in their'entirety • 

9. The c:urblilmentterms set forth in Appendix A of Exhibit 
447 are approved, in principle .. , The parties shall :file' their 
recommenda~ions on final Standard Offer 4 contract language 
co~orm.ing: .. to these terms- within 90 days-of the date of" issuance of ' 
this decision. The parties~are strongly encouraged to-develop a 
joint recommendation for the Commission's, consideration. 

10. PG&E and Edison shall file advice letter revisions to 
their respective tariff rules regarding techn1cal specifications 
for QF-utility interconnections (Tariff Rule: 21) 'in 'order to, 
incorporate certain material, as described in section IV~H .. Z of 
this decision. PG&E,. SOG&E,. and, Edison shall also tile advice 
letter revisions to the same rule to-include a mechanism for 
allocating available transmission capacity to: final Standard ··Offer .•. ' 
4 QFs. These advice letter revisions shall be· :filed within 90 clays:'. 

of the date· of issuance.ot this decision • 
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11. The capacity factor upaating issue shall be deferred to 
the biennial resource plan update proceeding following the CEC's 
Seventh Electricity Report. 

12. PG&E, SOG&E, and Edison shall file a complete final 
Standara Offer 4 in compliance with this decision within 90 days of 
the date of issuance of this decision. 

13.. Unlike other generation resources, improvements to 
hydroelectric projects proposed in the context. of relicensinq 
proceedings at the Federal Energy Regulatory Co~ssion shall be 
treated as generically unavoidable by QFs.. In a biennial resource. 
plan update proceeding, the resource plan of a utility applicant 
shall reflect such anticipated improvements by identifying the 
projected capacity, output, and operational date of each such 
improvement,. but need. not otherwise describe the improvell1ent or 
justify its cost-effectiveness .. 

14.. Except to· the extent granted in Ordering Paragraph 13,. 

PG&E's petition tor moditicationot, Deci&ion86-07-004 is denied~, 

This order ~lRez3wve today. 
Dated' . ' , at san Francisco-, calitor.nia~ 

,-58:-
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STANl..EY· w. HULE'IT', 
, Pl'esident ... ' 

DONALD VIAL ' 
.FREDERICK R. DUD..\:: 
C. MITCHELL WILK :. 
JOHN B. OHA.'rJJ\..""J' ; 

Coml:xlis:io=ers 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

Table of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

This table contains an expansion of each acronym and 
abbreviation used. in today's decision.. Followinq the expansion is 
a reference to the section in the body ot the decision where the 
acronym or ab~reviation' first appears. 

A:L:1 

BTO' 

CEC 

CFR 

CPUC or commission 

esc ' 

D. 

ORA 

ECAC 

ECG 

Edison 

E:R,-& 

ERI ". 

E'O'E 

FERC 

IEP 

IER 

toLE 

Administrative Law Judge (XI.E) 

British thermal,Wlit (III.A)! 

calitornia Energy Comxnission (II) 

Cod.e of Federal Regulations (III.E~4) 

CalitorniaPublic Otilities commission (II.A) 

cogenerators: of Southern California (V) 

Decision (I) 

Divisionot Ratepayer Advocates of CPOC 
(formerly PUblic StaftDivision) (I) 

Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (I). 

. Energy consu~tinq Group (1I~G) 

Southern'Calitornia,Edison Company' (I) 

The CEC's SiXth Electricity ,'Report (II) 

Energy Reliability Inde)C (I),' 
" 

Expected OD.served, Energy (I) 

Federal-Energy Requlatoxy Commission (II.A) 

Independent Energy .Producers Association (I) , 

Incremental Energy Rate- (:dII) 

Loss' otLoad Expectation ell) 

" . ". " . 
0·

'····· 
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LOLP 

MAREL 

PG&E 

PORPA 

OF 

R .. 

SDG&E 

SFG/U/F 

Tr • 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 2 

Loss of Load. Probability (II .. E) 

Multi-Area Generation System Reliability 
Model CII .. F) 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (I). 

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 
1978, as· amended (III .. E.3) 

Oualifyinq Facility (I) , 

Ord.er Instituting Rulemaking (III.E.4) 

san Diego-Gas &. Electric company (I)' 
, ' ! 

. Santa Fe Geothermal, Inc. ,Union oil Company 
Of. california, and'Freeport-MeMoRan Resource 
Partners.' (II •. D) 

Reporter'S: Transcript (IV .. G .. 3)_ 
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'1'BmD IN'l'ERJX OPXNJ:ON, COMPIJ:ANCE PHASE: 
CAPACI'.t'Y'VALO'ATXON: VlUttABLE ENERGY PRXCXNG: 

~ARD 0PFRlL4 MXLE§1ON'E. CONTRACT; DRAFTrNG .IS~ . 
" 

1,',/' 

x. Introc1.y£tion ,I' 

~' ,1' 

In Decision (D .. )87-05-060, our first interim compliance 
" phase opinion, we dealt with certain non-resource/~lanninq issues 

in the implementation of final Standard Offer 4.:1 We have since 
held, further hearings in this proceeding in Jwt~ and July .. These 
hearings concerned resource planning and un~rm contraCt 
provisions for final Standard'Ofter 4, andfiosSlble reinstatement 
of Standard Offer 2. In our second inte~ compliance phase 

, §' 

opinion, we found that (1) there are pr,esently no- avoidable 
1\ 

'resources for purposes o,t final standard Otfer4" and (2) that 

Standard 'Offer 2' ShOU1,Cl be reinsta7ted.~ for san,,'Diego Gas & Electr, ic 
Company (SOG&E).. , , ' . 

"Today's decision"our tlUrd interim 'opinion,., deals ,with . 
, • ;tt' • 

• . the two· remaining pric,ing meth~:Qlogy issues for all standard 
offers and the development ofa final Standard Offer 4 contract 

• 

.' i~ . ,f' 

form with (so- far as possibler)' unitorm.· provisions ,and terminology 
for all utilities... ! ' , , 

We find'that the/utilities have' generally complied with 
our direction in D .. S6~11j071 regarding: creation,' of a, reliability, 
target and. capacity value' adjustlnent basedon'Expected Unserved 
Energy (EOE). We find;b.e result:i:ng ,Energy R~liability Index' (ERI) • 
m.ethod should be usecY'by SDG&E and bY'::';outhern. california Edison 
Company (Edison) .!oJ:!valuing capacity ,from any source, including 

,ii' ' ," " '. I, 

both Qualifying Facility CQF) and' non-QF sell:ers and the utility's 
own plants and prAC?~ects. We tind the ERI does not yield, reasonable 
results for Pacitic Gas and Eleetric Company (PG&E); and we adopt a 
temporary capacity value for use byPG&E in 1988'. 

For -QFs receiving- variable- energy payments, we co~i:r.m. 
, ' , 

our conclusion in D.8'S-07~022 that final Standard Offer, 4 QFs 

- z -

, i 
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'l.'I[[RD nr.rERDl OPIN:tON, COMPLJ:ANCE PHASE: 
CAPACITY VAL'IJ'A.1'XON; VA.RJ:ABX.E ENERGY PRXCXNG; 

STANDARD OFfER 4 KrLESTONE· CONTRAC;t DIW"1'XNG ISSQES 

I. Introduction 
~/ ... 

. .' 
'c 

In Decision (D .. )S7-05-060, our first interim compliance 
"r 

phase opinion, we dealt with. certain non-resource planning issues. 
,r 

in the implementation of final Standard Offer 4.. We bave since c _c 

held further hearings in this proceeding in June and/July.. These 
hearings concerned resource planning and uniform coftract 
provisions for final Standard Offer 4,. and poss~/e reinstatement 
of Standard Offer 2.. In our second interim comI?liance phase c' 

opinion, we found that (1) there are, presentlYi~q. avoidable 
resources for purposes of final Standard Offer' 4,. and (2)' that 

/r" 
Standard Offer 2 should ~e reinstated for Sap: Diego: Gas «Electric 
company (SDG«E).. / 

Today's decision, our third int~im opinion, 'deals with ' 
, t; 

the two remaining pricing methodology issues, for, all' standard 
, " If 

offers. and the development of a final" Standard O:ffer 4 contract 
, , " . " 

form with (so far as poss~le) uniform~rovisionsand terminology 
for all utilities..: c ," I ' 

We find that theut:llities,havegenerally complied with 
our direction inD~86-11-071 regardi;gcreationof a reliability 

" ,~ 

target and capacity value adjustment' based on Expected unserved 
, , , ~, , 

Energy (EtJE).. We find the resulting,Energy Reliability Index (ERr) 

method should be used by SDG&E anti'by Southern california Edison c , "'~ , . 
company'CEdison) for valuing capacity from tJ:ri,y source,. including.: 
both Qualifying Facility CQF) , and non-QF sellers and the utility's.,' 

• ~ . A,;f " t"' " 

own plants tJ:ri,d proj ects. We fiJ).d, the ERI does, not Yl.eld reasonable 
results for Pacific Gas and, Ele'bic ComptJ:ri,Y (PG«E),. and,we adopt a " 
temporary,capacity'vaiue adjustment for,use by PG&E iD.'19S:S.. .' 

, . ~ . 
(, 

l 
1 
I,' 
.) 

.- 2--
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~ For QFs receiving variable' energy payments, we con!i~ 

• 

our conclusion in O.8S-07-022 ,that final Standard Otfer 4 QFs 
on-line in Period 1 of their contracts should have such pa ents 
calculated according the HQFs-in/QFs-outH method. er QFs 

'" receiving variable energy paYlllents should also have su payments 
calculated according t~ this method for the time bei However, 
tor the latter QFs, we may shitt later to, marginal ostpricinq 
(i.e., QFs-in), contingent on appropriate change einqmadeto 
utilities' cost recovery through the Energy Cos Adj.ustment Clause, 
{ECAC) procedure, so that the benefits of mar nal cost pricing 
:fl~w through to ratepayers .. 

We approve the uniform final 5 
provisions jointly sponsored byQF ~du 
by Public statf (renamed the, Oi;.rision 

dard·Offer 4 contract 
lity representatives. and 

. Ratepayer Advocates. (ORA).' 
after the close of' these, hearings),. erejeet certain alternate 
provisions proposed by Independent ergyProducers Association 
(IEP) and by PG&E .. 

IX. 

We' use capacity v. uation in many ways, but in , this 
proceeding the chie~ tunct ns, are determining capacity pay.ments;to· 
QFs and testing, the cost tfectiveness of proposed resource 
additions. ,All parties gree with the goaltbat the sa:me' capacity 

. '.,' "'.".", 

valuation method be us d !orboth tuneti,ons.. All parties.also 
aqree that the capac y' valuation method' must be ,able' (1). to . ' 

measure the utility' relative neea tox: capacity ov~r a. qiven time 
frame (based on an appropriate retiability·targQt)~ and· (2) to lrlalte 

stments to, the utility's' capacity pay.ments. 
The method; that w~, adopted:'in. D.86-11-071 was 

intended to sa isty.. these goals.. These goals are compromised 
somewhat, in t at' th~'caii:fornia<EnQr9Y"c6mmission (CEC) has its own 

e margins tor, each-: utility" using'the CEC"s' 
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reliability model and a target based on a one-day-in-10-years Los 
of Load Expectation (LOLE).. (The ERI method has a reliability 
tarqet expressed as EOE and derived by analysis of the utili 
system in one historical reference year.) 
confusion in the resource plan hearinqs on whose tarqet 
marqinwas to be used by the utility for purposes of 
scenario. 

Fortunately~ the methodological differe e 
significantly affect our conclusions at this t on either 
avoidable resources or capacity payments. e disCuss shortly, 
the ERr as implemented by SDG&E and,Edisony' lds target reserve 
:margins almost identical to: those speeifie for the respective 
utilities by the CEC in its current Ele ieity Repo:i:t (ER-6) .. 
This is not the ease for PG&E~: however, there do, no't appear to. be 

any avoidable resources' for' PG&E'even sing: the EOE tarqet; which 
PG&E finds to bere'lativelY more-stqent than LOIZ. Thus, we 
arrive, via: a different path, at' 
consistent ,with _ ER-6;'. 

There is general agr ent that the:utilities have 
complied with the ERI me:thod,' pec'ifiedin D.S6-11-071.The 
remaining ERIissues conc input assumptions and updating. The' 
ER:t is a way to. calculate' hort-termand 10n9',':"'te:t:m capacity values~ 
given the utility's anti pated'-loads and resources for the, 
forecast period.. Long- erm' capacity, ,values areneedeclfor 'the 
standard offers with ixedcapacity prices' 'CStandard :Offers 2' and' , 
4).. Short-term cap ity values are need.ed,for the standard oft~. " 
with. variable cap! ty prices' (primarily Standard Offers 1 and 3,. 
plus a few QFS u Cler interim- standard Ofter 4,). Therefora,. input' 
assumptions wi affect prices under .. all. the standard ofters.. Many 

e the utilities:' assumptions on . loadS: and resources :: ... 
s (and ultimately capacity values) are ealculated~ 

- 4 -
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A. Nond.eferra:bility and Cost Effectiyeness 
We will analyze planning assumptions in detail n the 

tinal decision for the compliance phase. However, one tt-repeated 
criticism leveled at the resource plan filings dese s immediate 
comment. The criticism is.that Edison and PG&E sh 
utility resources coming on-line during the next 
despite alleged capacity surpluses, 
effectiveness. ek Expansion 
Project.) Edison responds that the additio are mostly peaking 
resources, thus nondeterr~le by QFs ~d, ,Edison's view, not 
subject to screening for cost effectiven s. 

Edison misreads 0.86-07-004. 1 Nondeferrable generation 
resources don't belong in a resource an unless they ,are Shown_to, 

, be cost-effective. 2' To include su' resoUrces ~airly reduces 
capacity payments to QFs and viola as least-cost planning. 
principles. Reliance on such a r. source plan would limit QF 

1 We have a four-part st dard for a showing. of nondeferral:>ility." 
on a project-specific basi. The showing must: "(1) establish the. 
project's cost-effectiven ss,(2') set forth the aspects of the' 
project claimed to justi a finding'of nondeferrability, , 
(3) quantify the econo and operational benefits of such aspect:>, 
and (4) describe the· act of attempted deferral through the use 
of 'adders.' and stand d offer contracts;,."'· ([)-.86-07-004" mimeo., ., 
pp. 83-84 .. ) The sam decision, says that peakers are nondeferrable.: 
however, that gener -statement can only be held to cover part 
(2) of the require showing~. There is such a thing as a capital
intensive peaking' acility--pumped storageprojeetssueh as· 
Edison's Bi«;f cree and PG&E's Helms are examples... These projects 
may have unl.que ystem· benefits, but that doesn't excuse the 
utility from sh wing that the benefits: are worth the-costs. 

2 Ideally, this statement would, also apply .. to conservation and. .' 
load-managem, t pr09X'alnS. We are' currently unclertaking with the .' 
CEC and int rested parties. the modifications- to the joint CEC/CPOC, 
standard actiee Manual, needed'to- ensure thatstrateqies tor'. 
inereasin . electrical supply' and managing or reducing electrical 
demand· compared on "a'level playing'field." See Section 
I.B.4.a f our Second Interfm'Opinion,- Compliance Phase. 

- 5- - , .1' 
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opportunities at ratepayer expense. That is obviously 
unacceptable. 

There is an exception to the above generalization 
nondeferrability and cost-effectiveness. The exception 
hydro relicensinq. In a petition for modification of o·~~-{] 
PG&E has. asked that *improvements to· hydroelectric 
proposed in the context of relicensing proceedinqs* 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) be treated as celler 
nondeferrable. According· to PG&~~ *(iJf the 
improvements are ' avoided' by (a Standard 0 

may be precluded from complyinqwith the 
mandate to develop the resource· and thus 

contract, PG&E 
Power·Aet's 

. unable to propose 
plans- qi'\-inq its customers the best cn.anc:Qfto· retain these valuable 
resources." 

:. No party has opposed and we have decided.· 
a unique case, in that 

im]:)roveJn~~t could cause the loss (throuqh 
to qrant it. Relicensinq 
the !ailure to pursue the 
denial of· relicensiftg) of an t;I"",J.~}r.~lll3 resource. FUrthermore,. the 

.vetress of the proposed improvement. FERC reviews the cost-e 
Thus, it is appropriate to 
generically unavoidable by 
applicant should reflect 
identifying the proj 
eaCh SUCh ilnprovement~ 

r ...... _T . relicens.inq improvements as 
The resource plan o! a utility 

anticipated improvements by 
capacity, output,.: and operational date of 
need not otherwise describe the 

ilnprovelnent or j its cost- effectiveness. 
B. 

compliance phase decision .will have a complete···· 
updating. process for tha standard. offers •.. 

now in order, to: clarify why we are setting·. 
payments here and why some will be set in. other 

and final Standard O:ffer 4 contain: 

accordingly· require ·long-te~ forecastS,; 

- 6. -
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" There is an exception to the Move generalization/on 
.' 

nondeferrability and cost-effectiveness. The exception ~elates to 
hydro relicensing. In a petition for modification of D,.'86-07-004, 

,J 

PG&E has asked tha'c "improvements to hydroelectric projects 
" proposed in the context of relicensinq proCeedinq$~t the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC') be treated aS/qenerieally 
nondeferrable. Accordinq to PG&E, "(i) r the ret1censing 
improvements are. 'avoided' by' [a Standard orfe: 4) contract, PG&E . . ' I 
:may be precluded from complying with the Fe~ral Power Act's. 

~ r, 
mandate to develop the resourceif' and thus/"be unable to propose 
planS qiving its customers the· best chance to- retain these,valuable 
resources. " / 

,No party has opposed' PG&E'~request, and we have decided 
to grant it. Relicensing improvem~s are a unique case, in that. 

the failure to pursue the improve,rnt could cause the loss (through, 
denial of relicensing) of an ex~ting resource. Furthermore, the 
"FERC reviews the c6st-effectiv~b.ess· o·f the proposed improvement •. " 
Thus, 'it 'is ,appropriate to' trjat relicensinq improvements as. 
generically unavoidable byoFs. 'l'he,resource.plan O't a utility 

applicant should reflec:tt~ anticipated. i.mprovements by 
identifying the proj ecte capacity,.. output, and' opera.tional date of 
each such improvement". . t . need not otherwise. describe the . 

improvement or' j ustifY. its . cost-effectiveness .. 
B. EBI UpdatWI· . 

Our ~~ourtbl' interim compliance phase op"inion has. a.' 1 
complete picture 0 the p~riodicupdatinqprocess for the standard 
offers. We dil>CU s ERI updates. now in order to· clari!y why we are 
setting some QF pacity plP:yments· here and why some will· be set in 
other proceedi. s. 

S rdOfter 2 and' final Standard Otter 4 contain 
ed prices and accordingly require lonq-tem forecasts.:' 

We do in our biennial resource plan proceedings., o'!< 

,' . 

- 0. -

... ", 

, . 
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We do such forecasts in our biennial resource plan proceedings, 
which this is the first. Thus,. the fixed payments in these 
will be set in the resource plan proceeding~ 

We have previously determined that none of the 
now has avoidable maqawatts for purposes of final 
and we have also continued the suspension of Standard 
PG&E and Edison. Thus,. the onl.y long-term fixed 
in tod.ay's decision are the capacity price 
Standard Otfer 2. 

Variable capacity paYJIlents (for the 
under Standard Offers 1 or l) depend on 
should :be updated annually.. Such: payments ","n'.-.n I 

this. proceeding," which is biennial and W,&.4.1.v.u. 

to" things SUell, as. business" cycles that, 

4,. 

er 2 for 
to be set 

SDG&E's 

contracts 

for the Short' term .. Our annual ECAC PX'oCleeC1l.IlQ are ideally 
suited for such updating because they require us to adopt ' 
assumptions on the utilitY's,lo~ds . resources durinq the one
year torecast" period. ECAC prlOC4aeSll1.1llQS establish the utility"s ' 
marginal costs tor several purpOS'tas this'feature should, limit the:" ' 
"'gaming'" that we, tear would' occ;nr in a ,proceeding' held only to., set . ' 
short-run QF 'prices'. 

'rhus, we will, UJX1M;e' variable capacity. payments each 

. year.. In thetuture,. update will normally be done in' 
the ECAC proceeding' tor utility .. 3 capacity values tor SDG&E 
and Edison will' baus.ing the ERI method specified in ' 

3 Since 
must devia 
proceeding. 
by-utility 

is the :l:'irst' year of: the 'annual update cyele,.we 
from:, our intended reliance on the ECAC 

U"DC1a1:,e variable capacity paYJIlents.. see the utility
u.:::O~"..1..""n that fol'lows .. 

- 7'-
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0.86-11-071; for PG&E, we are using a temporary capacity value 
adjustment, described in Section II.E below. 4 

, / 

~M~ / 
We first reviewed Edison's proposed EUE target in 

0.86-11-071 and there expressed concerns over its derivati~. 
Edison provided an elaboration in its compliance phase t timony,.' 
and we are now satisfied that the proposal, which coup s the E'OE 

4· Our final deeision in this. proee ing will deal with updating i' 
generally. However, so that everyon ' ,understands.·. that we are not . 
:burdeninq the ECAC proceeding with ditional litigation" we' ' 
:briefly'~'mmarize now what is invo ed in·the updatinq of. variable 
capacity payments. 'rhe ECAC proe ding already develops: a sales 
forecast and supply assumptions; updating' app'lies a formula , 
(described below)' to· theadopte ECAC asswnptionsto come up. with 
the capacity 'price. ," , 

First; an annualized eo of a combustion turb'ineforthe' 
particular utility is neede ,This. cost was fonuerly set in the" 
utility's general rate ease "in the ,future", it will be updated in 
the :biennial resource plan ,update proceeding, still using the , 
costing methodology esta:b ished;' in,' 0' .. 82-12'-120'.' second~ the 
utility's latest estaDli eel combustion turbine cost will be, 
escalated using the pre 10us year"s recorded GNP deflator. (see'" 
D .. 87-05-060, mimeo·." p '29.)', 'rhird,. the E1U is calculated using 
(1) the load arid reso ce assumptions developed, during the ECAC" ' 
proceeding, and (2") e ERI tormula described i:c.D, .. 8:,6-11-011 and 
applied to the blo ot QFs receiving variable' capacity payments. 
Fourth and. tinally, the annualized, combustion turbine costs are 
multiplied by the alculated ERI. 

This. approa to ERI updating eliminates. an issue, tromour 
general rate ea proceedin~s and ensures consistency with the 
results of our· CAcproceedl.ngswithout adding issues to the 
latter • 
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target with a target reserve margin, is reasonable and 
approved. 5 

Edison's target reserve margin seems consi 
planning criteria. Table 2-13 of ER-6 (HReserve M gin Assumptions 

, for Key Years") sets the reserve requirement for 
planning area at 19.30% in 1990, a.eclining to- .50% in J.997 ana. 
therafter. Edison's target reserve margin i 18: ± 2%.. Thus, the 

CEe's reserve requirement throughout the 6 forecast period falls 
within the narrow band' of :the target res e. margin that we approve: 
for Edison for use in conj,unction" with, e standard: offers. 

Under the :rormer capacity, p ee updating procedure r this 
issue was inc:J.uded in each utility' general'rate case. Thus, 

although the methodological quest Il$ for capacity valuation have 
been in this proceeding, the p :Les to Edison's current general 
rate case (Application 86-12-0 ) have- litigated the question of 
what resourees are likely to e available in 1988- for purposes of, ' 
adj ustinq Edison's variable capacity payments to- QFs': ' We will 

• in a decision in the general rate 

ease, using theERI meth approved by today's decision.', FUture" 
'lpd.a.tes to Edison's va able capacity payments will be done 
annually in an Edison 
D. WlGU 

1 reviewed SDG&E's ,initial EOE proposal and 
clarifications and additional conservatism in the 

ility target. SOG&Eresponded to- both requests;, 

a probabilistic eoneept r while the target reserve , 
deterministic-but'far ,easier, to calculate. Essentially; 

under D'. 6-l.l-071."the utility would always: ,plan to-meet its target
reserve margin (within a ·s-tated tolerance) but would base its. . 
capac! payments to QFs. on E'OE whenever: such, analysis indicates 
that gher-than-tarqeted . reserves are needed in order to-:maintain 
syst reliability at the level'derivedifrom the historical 
refe ence year .. 
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in its compliance phase testimony. Also, at the re 
Fe Geothermal, Inc .. , Union Oil Company ot Californ' , and Freeport
McMoRan Resource Partners (SFG/U/F), SOG&E provi d a sensitivity 
analysis showing the reaction of its ERI to cha ges in input data. 
We are satisfied that the proposal (which, 1i 'Edison's., couples 
the EUE target with a target reserve margin) provides a reasonable 
method tor valuing capacity on the SDG&E, , stem .. 

, There is little divergence betw en CEC planning criteria 
~d SOG&E's target reserve margin.. In -&, the CEC aSSUlD.es. a' 
capacity reserve req\lirement for SOG&E of l8 .. l4% in 1990.. This 
declines rapidly to, lS.30%: in 1992, 

in 1997, and remains. at that level 
t en aeclines slowly to- l4.23% , 
ereatter.. SOG&E's target 

capt tor the earliest years, reserve marqin is lS ± l%. Thus, 
SDG&E and, the CEC are very close, 
req\lirements for the ER-6 tore 

n their proj'ected reserve' 
t period .. 

In SDG&E"s most recegeneral rate "'case (Application 
84-12,-Ol5) , ,we deterred' to'th s proceeding the issue ot capacity 
values tor purposes, ot' all , e st.andardotter~. (See O,.SS-12-,lOS,: 
m.imeo., p-.. ' SS.) We' theret e, deal with, SOG&E's variable capaci.ty' 
payments in, tOday' s dec:is' on. 'Consistent with the discussion in 
Section II .. B- above, tut e updates to, SOG&E's variable capacity 
payments will be done' ually in' an SOG&E ECAC proceedinq .. 

SOG&E'S var le capacity payments are based at this time 
on the tull annualiz ',fixed costs of'a combustion turbine. In ., , 

1988-, such payments should- be based on' the annualized fixed· costs ' ! 
, • f I 

m.ultiplied by SDG&'s ERI tor that year.: SOG&E must supplement its 
testimony in one espect in order to p~rfo~ this calculation: ' 
SDG&E'S cost to a combustion turbine;, shown' as $597 per kilowatt 
(Exhlbit 437), needs. to ,be annualized~ usinqthe cost of capital 

ci:fied: in 0';;'86-07-004 .. '.' 
, " 

w: ' have decided" based on" SOG&E's near-term need tor 
, set' SOG&E'sERI to;r198S: at 1 ... 0. 'I'h.is is a 

, judgment, but such ajudqment is necessary" beeausethe 

-,10 -
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record in this proceeding lacks an appropriate short-range orecast 
(such as we would. have in an ECAC proceeding) with which 0. perform 
the quantitative analysis specified. in 0.86-11-071. 

We have four problems with SOG&E's propose 
price tables for reinstated. Standard. Offer 2c.. Fir , pursuant to 
our second interim opinion, there should be two. 
instead of two 100 megawatt blocks· as shown in . it 430.& 
second, the tables need to be completed with pacity price 
sChedules tor eaCh year in which the s~and d O~ter 2 QFis allowed 
to come on-line" and tor all contract, len s to and including 30 

years.' (The schedules for the second ock should assume for 
each year that. all QFs. trom the tirst~ lock are on-line .. ) 'l'hird, 
we are puzzled by ,the column. in '1'abl 7B. and 7C (Exhibit 430) with, 
the heading "'30 YE.A:R LEVELIZED PA ' 15 YEAR DEFERRAL .. '" Standard. 
Otter 2 QFs do not· deter or avoid ow,er plants; the capacity 
payment to be levelized is the xed 'cost of a combustion turbine ',' . 

c " 

(possibly adjusted: in the earl year's, of the contract it the E.R:Iis-
less ~ 1.0) tor the enti%.' period ot the contract,. i.e .. , as: m.ueh, 
as 30 years. SOOtcE will ·'to explain and correct this C01UlZln, 

as appropriate .. 
Our fourth pro em. concerns the, additional resources 

assumed by SDG&E When c culating Stand.ardo~ter Z ca~city pri~eG. 

6 SDG&E endors s this change in its concurre~t. briet. 

7 It appears t present that all of the. hurdles to reinstating' 

.'. 

, Stand~d otter' tor' SDG&E will be cleared by the end of 1987.. . ... ,. 
These blocks 0 Standard, o~ter 2,:megawatts should only be availal:>le' .... 
until th~~enc1 of calendar year 1983 or until tully SUbscribed, ,'" 
wh1Chever-oc $. tirst..Sinee the Standard otter 2' QF has five ' . 
years after contract, siqninCIwithin· which to come on-line" S'OG&E 
must produ eapac:ity.prieeschedules. for each year through' 1993.;,' . 
In the, bi 'al resourceplari proceedinq,.te>·tollow ER-7, we Will, . 
consider uthorizinq additional blocks."under upda.ted . capacity 'price 
schedule.. " 

- 11 -
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We agree with IEP that the only resource that SDG&E 
its resource plan ~efore computing Standard Offer 2 
is the Silver Gate returbishment. Had we tound avoi able megawatts 
for purposes o.f Standard Otfer 4, those would have 
the resource plan and Standard Otfer 2 capacity ices computed 
under the assumption that Standard Offer 4 woul be fully 
subscribed.8 We did not accept'SOG&E's reco 

there are no. 
supply. The 

cidable under Standard 

avoidable megawatts, however, and consequent 
Standard otfer 4 resources to. augment SOG& 
refurbishment of silver Gate, though not 
Offer 4, is cost effective in all cf the SOG&E planning scenarios, 
at estimated fixed costs much less th a combustion' turbine.. ,It 
seems reasonable for a utility needin capacity but not energy 
(which is SDG&E's situation in at 1 st the early years in the 
deferral window) to., choose- the, low t capital cost resource 
addition (here, Silver Gate) an~,. 0' add it ahead o. fmore ~ensive 
alternatives, including Standar ·Offer 2 QFs. -. 

I '. • 

. Thus, we direct SOG« to.:make the aboveadj UStXl1~ts to. 
its Standard Otfer 2 capacit~ price tables. AlSo." pursuant to our,' . 
second interim opinion, we- e revie~ng cODents on queue 

&EJ;?roposals for incorporating 
~eatures of, ~inal Standard. Offer 4 in 

management and on certain 
milestone and eurtailmen 
reinstated Standard Off We. are scheduli~g the tiling-of these 

ic1eration of' the comments so- that Stand.ard' adjustments and our co 
Offer 2 can in fact b reinstated in our' ,tinal compliance phase 
decision, to -be iss c1 shortly. 

8' As stat d in D.86-07-004, *[S)ho:rta~e costs forshort-runQF~; 
should be c mputed to asswne full s~serl.ptionof final stanclard 
Otfer 4.* (~ ... , p. 71,. n. 42.) 

~, ' 

- 12 -
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PG&E was the first of the utilities to· have a C 
approved capaeity value adj~stment.9 In approving that 
adjustment, we noted several deficieneies in PG&E's a We 

urqed then, and have continued since to urqe, that E &E develop· a 
reliability tarqet based on EOE. PG&E has explor several 
approaches in the interim, and has also. develope an E'O'E-bascd ERI " 

that follows our directive in 0.8'6-11-071. 'We re at long last 
persuaded that the Eu.?-based ERI in this to , however suitable it 
may be for Edison and SOG&E·,is not a reaso le way to. adjust 
capacity value on PG&E's system. 

The ehiefreason for: our cone (and 
apparently other probabilisticmeasur of reliability) varies 
exponentially in relation to changes in loads. or resourc~s, and 

. ' " . 
that degree of sensitivity ,seems t,us inapp'ropriate for a util~ty 
system, such as PG&E"'s, that is, ghly dependent on as-available" 
resources such,as hydro • 

Exhj'bit 454·' illustr es this sensitivity. At the requ.est 
of the assiqziedAIJ, PG&E cul.ated ERIs for 1988 usingit.s' 
existinq. capacity value a ustment method,. which .ha~ a target' baSeci' , ' . 

. I " I,,' 

on Loss of . Load' 'Probabil y (LOLP). Pursuant' to. that request, PG&E 
combined assumptions f . m,. ,its. current ECAC pr~eedinq with diy and' 

, " " " I 

average, hydro- yearda The results show that under average hydro· 
conditions, PG&E's LP-based' ERIwould :be 0.Z2--in. other words, 
the system would ve capacity much in excess of the reliability 
target.: Under conditioM,' the'LOLP-basect' ERI would be :L.ll~' 

tirst, ERI was adopted in PG&E's ·testyear 1984 'general 
, D~a3-12-068 in Appl-ication 82-12-4r8_ "For, the subsequ.ent ' 

ation in the present proceeding o~· thatERI·and other .'. 
es to capacity value ad.justment, see 0.86-07-004,. pp'. 27-
and 0;.86-11-071, ~p .. 1-17.. 'I • 

- 13: -
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which says that the system would not meet its reliability t 
in other words~ it would be 'capacity-short~ An EOE-based 
similarly show extreme sensitivity to hydro· availability 

The EOE-based ERI developed by PG&E also se 
excessively conservative.. In D.S3-l2-06S, wl'lere we f' st urged 
PG&E to develop an ETJ'E target,. there is eertainly no- indieation 
that we intended a more· stringent reliability crite ion than the 
one-day-in-10-years LOLP used for' the .earlier ERI. However, PG&E"'s, 

implementation of the E'UE. target described. in 0'.. 11-071 seems to ,.' 
have had that result. According to- PG&E (see .c:.~;u..rJit 415) ,'its 
tables showing annual· reserve· margins and ERIs ith the EOE target 
imply reserve requirements. (to' reach an ERI 0 1.0) that exceed . 
30%. In contrast, the reserve requirements plied by PG&E's 
value-of-serv1ce approach are around. 20%, d the reserve 
requirements implied :by. the former LOLP t get. (which PG&E feels' is. 
itself too stringent)' .tend to :be less 2:5%.. (l.Q.:;', pp .. :s II1- :' 
11, -12.) We also note that the capacireserverequirements' . 
shown in ER-6 for PG&E appear much low than those resUl. ting 'from.. 
PG&E'S E'OE,targ'et. 10' 

PG&E has many ·other critic :ms of. the. EOE approaeh 

described in 0' .. 86-11-071.: ese criticisms are generic to, 
the approach, while others are spe 
We agree with PG&E that there is 

fic to PG&E's eirC'l.tmStances .. 

degree of' arbitrariness anc1 
. , ' 

subj ectivi ty in the approach's r iance on 'one historical. reference· , . 

year; however, some subj.eet1vi t 
that we knOw. of. For exa:m~J;e, 

inheres in:any reliability target 
sPG&E witness Poland candidly 

acknowledges, PG&E's. value-of- erviee approach (compared. to E'OE., 

LOLP, et 801.) :makes some kin of subjective j'ucigments unnecessarY 

~o For the Northern Cal fornia supply planning,' area, whieh 
ineludes'PG&E and the Sa ramento' HunicipalUtility· District, ER-5 ,: 
shows a. reserve-requ-ire ent of 2"2.60%. in1990',dec11ninq tOo 2"0'.04%', 
in 1997 and thereafter' , 

- 14'- . , 
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but requires other kinds of subjective judCJ1llents. 
doesn't enable us to determine that one approach is more 
than another, or, that the more subj ecti ve approaoh ther less 
validity. 

On the other hand" we agree with PG&E that the 
interaction of various conservatisms in our EOE ap oach seems to 
produce unreasonable results in this case.. We wo d expect that 
PG&E,. because of its siz,e and the importance of 
resources to its system,. . would' have. relatively "gher reserve 

, , ' 

requirements than SDG&E or even. Edison. This expeetation is 
consistent with the ac's projected capacit requirements :for. the 
respective systems inER-6.. Nevertheless, e EOE approach implies. 
very much higher reserve margins tor i'G& than what we have 
previously found prudent or necessary~' \ e will not adopt such 
higher reserve margins without thinkin through their implications 
:for system bypass and the ultimate stion, o:f how much reliability 
are PG&E's customers willing to pay or~ll. 

since we do not :::'einstat Standard Offer 2'for PG&:E at 
this time, we need not adopt a 1 g-term.~apaeitY price table for ' 
PG&E in today's decision. Howe r, we must address as-available, 
capacity prices for:19SS. 
this record is to,. continue 

ink the most' .supportable· ac:tion on, 
effect' the 198-7 price' ($42 per 

kilowat1:) which already ret acts a substantial discount (based on 

•. , I 

11 PG&E has ob 10usly made a good-faith effort to comply.with Qur 
direction in o. 11-071 'to develop thisE'CE approach. The fact ' 
that PG&E made. uch an e~tort,: and that PG&E, has. provided a·, , :' '. 
scholarly an~ ispassionato' critique ot the approach,.. also.incline 
us to give we ght to'PG&E's Objections.. . ,-

f 
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last year's ERI of 0.62) from the full annualized fixed costs o,f' a 
combustion "turbine. 12 /' 

For future adjustments to PG&E's variable capaci~' 
payments, we invite comment on the following proposal. w:. would 
make such adjustments based on ORA's target reserve mar{in proposal 
from Phase II of this proceeding, with slight mOdifiottions. ~h~ 
target re,serve marqin w~uld be taken from the CEC' s;1most recent ER. 
The ERI would have a ceiling of 1.0' and a floor Ot'O.4. The 
ceiling price would be paid whenever the project.ld reserve margin 
tor the forecast year (as determined in a PG&:EhCAC proceeding) .. 
woulcl be equal to or less than the target. ~e ERJ: would decline 
linearly until the projected reserve marg~s six percentage: 
points over the target;. at or beYOnd"th:r.t oint,. PG&E woulcl pa~ the.' 
tloor price tor as~vailable capacity.13 , 

We rec09Uize that in a wet y. ar, and in many average '. 
years, the tloor price will result ilmoaest capaci'ty overpaj!lnents:. 
to as-available QFs~, however, as E'9iib~t,454 shows, the ceiling , .... 
price will result in capacity uncl¢:pay:ments 'in virtually any clry .' 

12 Since we are continui g the 1981 capacity payment without , 
~lation adjustment, the :implicit ERI is slightly;owe~, than' that 
Jon effect tor 1987.. The esults8el11.S at least qualJ.tatl.vely' .:' 
consistent with. PG&E's ant ,circums.tances.''l'ne 1981 ERI d.erives 
from PG&E's LOLP-based capacitY value adj.ustment that we approve<:1,:" 
in D.83-12,..068. We w that that ERI was.'predicated on a very loW' 
projection of QFs co ng on-line. On the 'other hand, both. .: 
0 .. 83-12-068 and it 454 in :the present proceeding sugCje~ that~, 
PG&E's 1988 ERr mi t be higher than in 1987 rather than lower. . .... , 
'I'he dilll. prospects. or return to service ot RanCho Seco- also- sU9gest,,. 
that any marked cline in PG&E's ERI for next year i$ unwarranted,;',:,.'· ' 

13 This tormu a would also apply' tOo those tew interilJl standa.rd\:., 
Ofter 4 QFs. th t receive variable capacity payments.. :. 

'I'he sug ested floor price derives from: 'the cost of ' . 
re furbi shin a . combustion turbine (as indicated by SDG&E's data for, , 
Silver Gat eompared to the cost of construeting a new one. 

1& -
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year, no matter how large the apparent capacity surplus on PG&E's 
system. This seems to be a reasonably balanced"approach to 
adjusting variable capacity payments on a utility system wher 
hydro plays such an important part. 

The above proposal is not intended for lonq-te 
purposes. However, as PG&E has noted, PG&E's own therm 
plant projeetsreceive certi~1cation trom the CEC bas on 
conformity with the CEC's projected capacity requir ents trom the 

most recent ER.. We th.ink that the resource planni g criteria 
applied by the various requlatory agencies shoul be reasonably 
consistent,. and since we have rejeetedthe E'OE- ased ERI tor PGScE,. 
it seems logical that we use the current c:E:C i teria in our own 
proceedings whenever capacity planninqon E's system is at 
issue. 

To summarize, we will use EOE~ tor' SDG&E and 
Edison, and CEC-based' target reserve gins torPG&E,. in our 
capacity planning approach tor the re etiveutilities.. The only 
issue that remainS open is the sho term capacity value adjustment 
tor PG&E.. Atter. taking- comments 0 

hope to adopt an adjustment meth 
compliance phase. 
F. 

" 

our :floor/ceiling proposa).,.we . 
tinal decision of this: 

esource' plan hearings shows the . 
growing importance of reli ility :models inCPtTC proceedings.. The' 
nU2Zlber of such models, the CEC's reliance on~,. :makes it 
desirable for us to· inc ase,our' understanding of them.. . We should," 
know how such models e cal1br.ated and·' how they differ from' (or 
are similar to) oduetion cost models with which we are more 
familiar. 

Also, . e EO'Es calculated by. the utili ties seem' anomalous 
when compared w . each. other.:. Specifically, PG&E's and SDG&E's . 
EOEs bear roug y the: same proportion as. their. respeetive peak 
demands. Thi logical •. Edison's EtT.E. calculations" on the 

- J.7 -
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other hand, are proportionally much lower than PG&E's or S 
This does ~ affect the validity of the reliability targ~ or the 
ERI,. As SOG&E points out, there are many relial:>il£ty ~els, using 
different methods to calculate EUE; what matters is. ( th~ 

internal consistency of a given model"and (2) the nsistent use 
of'a single reliability model by each utility •. S 11, it is 
puzzling that the absolute value of the EOEs ea ated by 
differ~nt models seems to va~ by an order Of~gnitude~ 

Pursuant to Assembly Bill 475 (Mo~e'" Chapter 1297 of, the., 
198.5 Statutes):, we investigated and have p • pared a report to the 
california Leqislature on computer model used in our proceedings.' 
We are also developing rules for public access to· such'models under, 
that law. our ongoing study of compu r models i$ the appropriate 
setting. to devel0I> information on r DRA. should 
evaluate the reliability models. useCl by the parties in this 
proceeding and include its findiry/s in fUture reports prepared 
pursu~t to Assembly ~ill 4750. jthis evaluation should include a 
descrl.ption and comparison of~e various m~els and h~wtlley a::e 
ealibrated,. and shouldreco_end any approprl.ate modell.nq 
conventions to be used, in ~ture proceedings~ 

Finally, . both ~ CPOC and the CEC are committed to 
improving our analyses r reliability and capacity valuation. For' 
example,. the CEC iS~i 'estigating potential, refinements to MAREI., 
and both com:missions ave noted with interest PG&'Els ground
breaking analysis 0 ,~e value-of-service approach to- capacity , 
valuation. We bell5;eve that approach. has .pot,ential advantages over " 
traditional meas,h-es •. Whether (and when) that approach can be 

substituted fol1"traditionalmeasuresis another question'. ,oRA., iri"" 
coordination I~th CEC staff, should· hold a workShop-, probal:>ly aft~: 
our fina.l- compliance phase decision, to determine what are the 
utility p~ in this area, and to develop> a consensus on' goals ~d 
priorities. 

- 18' -
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G. h'P'Pf9 Payment streNl' 
The Energy Consultinq Group (ECG) raises 

Offer 4 implementation issue that implicates capacity valu~ion, 
cost-effectiveness analysis" and calculation of the ~ixe ' (or 
capital) costs of the deferred resource. . , . 

One part of the payments that the final St dard Otfer 4',' 

QF receives is based ,on the fixed costs of' the deftifred resource on 
an annualized ):)asis. This part. is. established:' ,"real" terms
(discounted_ by the result of the second.. price ction if the offer 
is oversubscribed) at ,the time the QF enters nto its contract. 

", "I 

This part is also adjusted ("'ramped,y) accor nq to, actual inflation· 
durinq the contract. The ramped payment eamprovides 
substantial price certainty to, QFs but' oids the risks of front
loaded.., payments and keeps all parties different as to the, impact 
of 1nt'lation. We derive the' ramped e.yment stream using the,'so- -
called ,ydeferral method,y (see D.S7f5-0~O"mimeo., pp .• Z8-Z9). ,,:' 

. ECG questions' the ,impl?entat10n of the deferr,al ,. method: : 
as proposed by the utilities~ BeG says t.h.at'the utilities' i9l:lore 
the tax, deduetibilityo,t' inte st expense; whiCh results :in .~, 
discoUnt rate which is too qb: by about, 1~8.%: and thusovustates I 

the ramped capital 'costs. ccordinq,to ECG,.' the utility 
impJ.'ementation (1:)' delay the apparent cost-effectiveness of 
baseload and intermedi~ plants, and (2) ,causes ratepayers to 
overpay capital costs.;bY about 4%: each year .. · 

Edison"s ;eDuttal is. succinct.. ECG,. according- to Edison,. 
witness Jurewitz, ~ails to re~oqniz& tha~ the income- tax component 
of utility revenrequirementsalread~-: incorporates the'interest" 
expense deduct n.. Thus, the.'i%lcrcental cost of capital 
calculated" by: dison represents the return on investment. required. ' 
by investor, already',takinq into· ,accoUnt·. the tax' deductibility of 
interest,e (Exhibit 424, p. II-13·.) _ 

. We aqr47e'withEc1ison that the. tax deductibility of 
inc1etendninq,utility revenue 

- 19'-
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requirements. Furthermore, the utilities appear to have 
formulas here that are consistent with present practice tor 
caleulating revenue requirements. It seems from the pre reQ 
testimony anQ cross-examination that the question is no 
~ . 

but how the tax QeQuctibility of interest expense is 
accounteQ for. However,.' ECG also has a point in th 

used for factoring' certain fractions int~ the form a can affect 
the bottom line. 

For present purposes, i'.e., determini q avoided' cost 
payments for deferrinqlavoiQinq a utility res rce, we approve the' 
implementation o·f ramped payment streams as roposed in the 
utilities' compliance filings. This is be se these filings are 
consistent with. the derivation of the uti ities' own revenue 
requirements and thus preserve ratepayer: indifference. as between '
QFs deferrinq a given resource and the- ti'lity' acquiring it·.14 

:ax .. 

One of the 'main issues the consoliQateQ stallQard' offer· 
proeeedinq concerns the ealcula on of ener9":{ prices for QFs whose: 
contracts, provide energy paymentS.15 Such QFs are 

oas not "preclucle a separate· investigation: 
of the treatment of t sin.: caleulating. utility revenue ' 
requirements.. We reco nize the' importance o·f this subj,eet,. but ·it, 
is beyond the scope o the. present proceeding.-' 

15 'Variable ener payments' are'those that we. reCalculate 
periodic:ally,. base on. our latest proj ections' of the; price of the. 
marginal tuel and of, the inerementalenerqy rate elER) for eac:h. . 
utility.. (The reflects-the' utility'S use of ther.mal energy-in:' ' 
producing elect city at the margin:, 9'enerally, the marqinal. unit, " 
of electricity s qenerated· byburn1nq oil' or gas, but the- CPUC's.' 
energy pricin method also'recoqn1zes periods when~. e'.g. .. , non-

(Footnote page) 
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.. ' / pr1mar1ly on the short-run standard offers (Standard Offe~ 1, 2, 
and 3) but also include interim Standard Offer 4 QFs a~e end of 
the fixed price period, certain QFs under nonstandard ontraets, 
and final Standard Offer 4 QFs that come on-line du ng Period 1 
(i.e., before the on-line -date of the deterred res urce) •. We 
conclude that the calculation method. known as"'Q -inlQFs-out,.'" 
which we have previously approved tor tinal S dard Offer 4 QFs 
during Period 1 (D.85-07-022), and torpricin short-run QFs on the 
SDG&E and PG&E systems,. should be used at s time' tor all 
utilities and all QFs receiving variable·e er'lY payments.. However, 
we reject arguments that QFs-in/QFs-out required by federal la~·,. 

and we are willing to- consider changes our ECAC balancing 
account procedure that may .justify mar inal cost pricinq (i.e., 
QFs-in) for QFs on short-run contrac 
A. 

All parties would: use 
calculate variable energypaymen 
here is the derivation o·f one 

same basic components to-
. to QFs;" what is under debate 

components, the IER. 

(Footnote continued fro previous paqe) 
oil/~as fuels or power: purchases are on the marqin, and· reduces the"'· 
utill. ty's IElt accord! qly.) Marginal tuel prices have been upd.atcd. 
quarterly since the e~inninq of· our .QF· program. In our finaJ.· ,. . 
compliance phase de iSl.on, we plan, to adopt anew updatinq. 
procedure that con lnu.es the quarterly revision of marginal fuel. 
prices and instit es at least an. annual revision of the IERs • 

. ' 

Some QFs ( .. q., final standard, Offer 4 QFs durinq Period 2,. 
interim. Standa Otter 4 QFs early in their contracts) receive . 
"'fixed energy ayments ..... · By this term, we mean simply that at' 
least the I used to- calcul.ate' s.uch a .QF's. energy payments. is 
established. ycontract: tor some period, longer than the update 
cycle we,us tor recalculat1nq'thebases tor variable ,energy 
payments. 

,,,,,,,,, 

.. ,.,' 
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tinder all of the various QF contracts that we mentL 
above, the QF gets paid on a cents per kilowatt-hour basis or 
energy that it generates and delivers to the grid. The p. yment 
essentially results from a two-part formula. One part's the 
purchasing utility's IER, which is its incremental ef 
converting heat enerqy to electricity and which i$ e res$ed as 
British the:r1Da.l units (BTU's) per kilowatt-hour. '1' other part is. 
the cost of the purchasing' utility'S marginal fue , typically oil 
or gas. This part is expressed as. dollars. per 
MUltiplying the 1ER by the fuel cost gives the ents per kilowatt
hour that the purchasinqutility pays for the QF's output. l6 

The ~ormula worked quite smoothly. or the ~irst few years 
of the QF program.. currently, there is co oversy that affects 
both parts of the formula due to: recent ges' in circumstances • 

. The calculation ot marginal fuel cost is complicated by major 
set ,in motion by. 

"1l1lplementation of that 
changes in CP'tTC gas rate design policie 
0.86-l2-009. We are now completing 
decision and have- set hearings (to- b in on FebrUary 22, 198:8) on· 
the issue ot gas costs avoidable by' QFs. 

The calculation of incr ental., efficieneywas. also- easy , 
as long as QFs were a very small art of a utility'S resource mix:: ,\ 
i~ QFs account tor relatively f. kilowatt'-liours, all parties. aqree· 
that the generation efficiency: of the::las~ ,ldlowatt-hour dispatchecl , . ,,' 
trom the utility'S ~wn. resow:: es is a. reasonable appro~tion of .. 
what the utility would do- i the QFs', absence. ,The problem that we 
address' here!s. how to- cal ulate the 1ER when Cas. is now the case)i', 

.', 

l6 The cents. per k· lowatt-hour figure is thentime-differentiated" 
to-, reflect. the pur asinq utility's variation in marqinal ~q i' .' 

costs at dl.tferent imes. ot daY' and seasons ot the year. 'rae-·,.' ,', 
differentiation,' s es to: qiveaccurate price'· signals to., QFs ,and't~ , 
maintain ratepay neutrality in,havlnq energy generated by the OF ' .• 
rather than 'by t e ' utility." .,' , ". ;'" 
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QF output is much greater, both proportionally an~ in absolu~ • 
terms, so that QFs in effect ~ack down many different util~y 
resources, with potentially many different efficiencies. 
B. ~er Runs and Variable Energy Payments 

, Our discussion uses the terms ~QFs-in" and QFs-outH to 
describe two kinds of computer runs that represent, e operating 
efficiency of any given utility system by means 0 a production 

/ 

cost simulation model. As their names suggest, e only difference 
between the two runs is in the'treatment of QF. The QFs-out run , 
represents. the projected dispatch of, the sys :m. with all variably
priced QFs removed... The QFs-in run represe s system. dispatch" 
including-a,ll variably-priced QFs antieip ed to be on-line during: 

, ' 

the forecast period... ,Finally" ,the term' Fs-in/QFs-outW
, refers t~ 

the average of the IERs calculated by B two, runs for' a 

c. 
As QFs are,added to a ut" ity's. system,,. that utility is 

able to turn. ott its less efficie t,. bigher running-cost plants an~ 
increasing proportion of the t In other,' words, , the utility'S. 
IER'dr0ps. The present debate concerns what' IER: to use in 
calcuJ.ating varia))le energy yments: an'IER: representing the 
utility's efficiency fox:th last unit of electricity actually' 
dispatched (QFs'-in);, or ~ER representing-; ,the utility'~s average: 
efficiency inreplacing:power--i.e.,theutility's. avoided cost 
measured over .the ,whol block.otshort-run QF output--it the" 
utility itself. had to enerate .. the electricity delivered to. its 
system by these QF~ QFs':"in/QFs-out).' 
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PG&E an4 E4ison support the QFs-in approach. 17 

that QFs-in more closely s~ulates a competitive -spot- mar t 
price. They note that, as the number of short-run QFs se ing to, a 
particular utility grows, the difference cetween the QF -in and the 
QFs-in/QFs-out IERs. grows proportionally, and they cl J.m. that usin9'; 
QFs-in results in lower costs to ratepayers. Final , they believe 
that QFs-in correctly interprets the directive in ederal 
regulations that, sales of QF energy be priced, a the purchasi%lq 
utility's avoided 'costs. 

These utilities also caution that der certain 
circumstances, QFs-in/QFs-out does not rea stically reflect what a 

" ~, r· 

utility would have done to replace short- 'QFpowe~. The 
potential clistorti~noccursbecause QFs In/QFs-out, is predicated, on 
dispatch of the utility's eXisting sy elI1:;however, at some po;nt,,: 
con.~istent with prudent long-run pla ng, , the utility would add a' 
new, m.ore efficient resource (resu ing in:a. lower IElt than that, 

, ", 

'su9qestecl by QFs-in/QFs-:out) rath r than justrurming its existing 
system harder. 'The likelihood such ,4istort:i.on increases w:l.th 
the number ,of short-run QFs., G&E and' Edison"concede that, the 
refinements to, QFs,:",in/QFs~oU proposed by DRAand'by SFG/U/F m..ight:, 

17 However, PG&E an Edison" use different: methods to: calculate 
the QFs-in, IER.. PG&E seems to, have' in mind ,its instantaneous 
lDa%'qinal"rate, which appears to. be equivalent to., what some parti-es. 
reter to as -system lambda.- Edison uses a 'zero-intereept' 
calculation that a counts tor certain start-up and other 
operationu eosts esul.tinq :from, a chanqe in loads and'not 
reflected insys em lalDlxla.. the consensus o:f commentex:s is that 
Edison's method compared. to. PG&E's, is'less sensitive to minor" , 
variations in, swnptions" and PG&Ehas indicated-'that it is' "" 
willinq'to co ider the method:, for its 'ownuse..r ,We d.o' not' adopt a 
QFs-in. methat this time; ,however, the"advantaqes ,o'! "the zero
intercept culationseem:. clear,.,PG&E' should be ,prepared to ,', " 
explain any' reason tor not adopting' that. caleulation at such'tilne' 
as we rev! it:, the variable: energy payment issue.: ' 

-'24 
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... mitigate this problem, but they believe that the refine ~s 

• 

(1) are hard to implement, and (2)' ,do, not provide th advantages 
claimed tor the QFs-in method. 
D. 

ORA and QF representatives say that s 
entitled under federal law to be paid for ene 

are 
according t~ the 

costs that a utility would 'have, incurred *b 

delivered by these QFs. The QFs-in/QFs-o IER calculation 
accurately measures such costs. QFs-iri llegedlyundervalues 
short-run QFs because the utility can eeov.~r its full cost of 
replacing QF d.eliveries"should thes fall short of the quantity 
estimated for pw:poses of calculati g' the QFs-in IER. Thus, the 
benefits claimed for ratepayers er QFs-in are illusory~ 

ORA. and. OF representa ves note that the electric utility' 
continues to occupy, an essenti lymonopsonistic, position in this 
market. They believe that QE -in, rather than promoting 
competition, strengthens th utility monopsony because only the QF$ 
have to compete",at the QF in price, whIle,the utility in case of 
need can dispatch less e ficient resources and still, recover its '" 
excess costs through E c. 

SFG/TJ/F (su orted by IEP) and ORA believe that 
QFs-in/QFs-out does ot appropriately price:' sho~-runQFs' energy 'C 
deliveries under a circumstances. At some pOint, a utility will: 
incur energy-rela eel capitalcosu to add a: new resource (in order 

r • • • • 

to lower its 0 atingcosts) rather than x:un. its: existing-system. , 
harder... These arties would ail modify the QFs-'in/QFs-out -method 

I I 'I· 

to provide a 
so many sho 

p on variable energy prices ,whenever a utility has." . , 

-runQFs on its, system. that it would . substitute a new 
resource t lower its operating costs it all these QFswere ,removed' 
from its esource plan. , ' _ ' , 

These parties present two cl!fterentProposals to~ 
ing "substitute" resources.. However, the purpose of the 
s is identical: to- arrive' at a continuously optimized' 
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resource plan tor each utility, such that short-run QFs i~ach 

',year receive energy prices that reflect an optimal mix of existing' 
and "substitute" resources, based on the latest commi~ion-adoPted 
planning assumptions. 18 As these parties note, suc~oPtimization 
is possible for a utility only:by virtue ot havin QFs on its 
system. 

// 

SOG&E qenerally supports usinq the. s-in/QFs-out methOd 
:but also believes that the method, could giv improper price signals . 
if larqe 'amounts of QF power are being p That is not 
presently the case for SDG&E's system" 
the method not :be, modified until, 
why modifi~tion is warranted. 
E. 12isqassion 

1. 

SDG&E recollUUends that 

al situation illustrates 

QFs are allowed. to· come on-l'ine in 
Period 1, i.e.,'before the 'pro ected on-line date of the utility 
resource that such QFs defer r avoid., During Period 1, such QFs 
are not paid based on the ferr~le resource but instead are to 
receive capacity payments as,ed on the· purchasinq utility'S then~ 

.current shortaqe costs d enerqypayment$·based on the QFs-in/QFs
out method. (See D.85 7-022, mim.eo·., pp. 54.-:56.) 

. resources are those that a.. utility would .add with '. 
all its exist q resources shown .in its· resource plan; "subst! tute",··· . 
resources. ar those' that a utility would add with short-run QFs, .. 
removed tro its resource plan. It, an avo1~le resource is .:. 
identified, it becomes the bas,is·of·afinal·standard Offer'4 
auction an may be built if not deterred: throuqh the auction::- if a 
substitutresource is. identi:fied, it would not ,be' built but .' 
becomes e,·basis for limitinq:energy prices paid to- short-run QFs~, 
Essenti ly,. sobsti tute resources are a. device tor ensuring .that: ' 
thepr ence' of a large' number of short~run .QFs in a util·ity's, 
resour emix does not result in the uneconomic displacementot 
attr tive long-run resources. 

/' 
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The debate in the compliance phase is ~ over e 
propriety of this treatment ot final Standard Offer 4 Q s during 
Period J.,. but rather whether the 'tre.,.tment should be 
include All QFs receiving variable energy payments,. 

ended to 
s 0.85-07-022 

/ 

and 0.86-07-004 (see pp. 77-78) suggest. 
adopt a more qualified endorsement of the QFs-i 
short-run energy pricing, so it is important 

s decision, we 
QFs-'out method of·· 

regardless of the pricing method for other Q s receiving vari~le 
energy payments, QFs-in/QFs-out remains ap opriate for tinal 
standard Offer 4 QFs ~ Period 1. 

The reason tor this distincti nis that even in'Peri~ 1, 
a utility system has increasinq opera nq costs that will 
eventually justify a commitment of p~tal (so-called oWenergy
related capital costsoW ) to improve system. efficiency.. Final 
Standard otter 4 QFs,. but not 0 H,. are specifically designated 
to defer or avoid investments ~. th energy-related capital costs; 

" 

the paYlUent strea:m.to final S dard Otfer 4 QFs in Period 1 should . 
therefore reflect the cost· caeteristics ot the utility system 
that are projected to just y the addition of the deferrable 
resource at the start of eried 2.. This is exactly what· .the· 
QFs-in/QFs-out method d 

2. 
accepts the premises· (1) that a prudent 

tinuously add short-run QFs, or other 
short-run resource,. and thus. (2) that' the QFS-~/QFs-out. method. 
could at some. po t produce unrealistic results because it relies 
on modeling~ the ispatCh of: the utility~s existing system. In 

theory, the me 
for any lonq
short-run QF. 

cd. should theretore be moditied.to·somehow' account. 
resources that a utility would substitute for· 

it they were allrelDoved. from its system. 
. '. " 

will not adopt at this timeeithe:r'SFGfTJ/F'sor DRA's 
oditications. There are at least. three' reasons' tor this 
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First and most important, short-run QFs, althouqh their 
absolute numbers have increased enormously since the start of the 
QF program, are still a very small part of the utilities' resource 
mix. No party has said that substitute resources would be found 
now if the utilities were to conduct a resource plan analysis of 
their QFs-out runs; and several parties" such as SFG/TJ/F and the 
california Cogeneration council, have testified'that the problem 
likely to remain· entirely theoretical at least until the late 
199 Os, when large numbers 'Of interim Standard Offer 4 QFs 
end of the fixed energy price periods in their contracts. 
record seems to' support these parties. 

Second." both of thesuqqested. modifications 
fairly complex and hypothetical manipulations of util 
plans. We aqree with SOG&E that it is wise to· gain 
with the biennial resource planning process hA~Ol~A' 
demands on that process., 

Third,' as we discuss below, we may I,A,l,C:I..u\.f the basis for 
calculatinq variable energy" payments to'QFs than' final 
Standard. Offer 4 QFs in Period, 1', 
the ECAC balancinq account procedure'. 
QFs-in/QFs-out method may never arise 

3. 

This brinqs us to' the, Specifically" 
we must decide on the method' of variable (short-run) 
enerqypayments that ,is eo:ns:Ls;~en,t with our current regulatory 
policies and with laws and regulations,onavoided" 
cost pricinq.19 

• II' ,'. 

19 The 'federal rw.,.&. .... ~' Utility Regulatory. Policies Aet ,(PORPA) ·and ,', 
the california Energy Producers, Act, supply the statutory, , 
context for the 'of,·avoided cost, pricinq. Also, the', 

(Footnote co:n~:rntleS on nextpaqe) 

" , 
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As we interpret this body of law and policy, the purpose 
is to create a pricing structure that captures to the extent 

possible the efficiency and othe.r benefits of perfect CO%D.pet.it£'on ' .. 
in electricity generation. 20 It seems logical under such .. . 
con~itions that a buyer (whether for the buyer's own use or tor 

. resale) would purchase electricity offered at a price that is wer . 
than the buyer's own cost to generate an equivalent amount 0 

electricity. Also, the buyer would continue to· make purch 
to the price at which it could otherwise get the offere 
electrieity at the same or lower cost_ Everybody ben its: the 
buyer(s) by minimizing costs, the seller,s) by <Jene ting, at a. 
profit, and SOCiety at large ~yefticiently alloc ing its 
resources. t1ntortun~:~ely,neither QFs-in nor. s-in/QFs-out will 
fully capture these benefits under existing, c 

QFs-in/QFs-out does· not give an . curate price signal as, 
to the value of additional energy deliver' esby QFs.. the method 
prices short-term. energy based· on the' 
replace projected'QF deliveries thro 
available to the utili ty. As such, 
value to· the utility of ~e iricr 

ility'saveraqe cost to . 
other generation resources 

e method truly represents the 
ofQF deliveries. pro:rected 

for the forecast period· .. ~ the last generation resource· 

(Footnote continued fr : previous page) 
J ,. , , • 

Federal Energy Requl ory Commission has adopted regulations 
implementing Pt7RPA ERe regulations),. ·;and allot these authorities, 
have been interpre d in: theextensi ve body o-r CPO'C decisions on QF 
matters. (See qe rally·D.S6-07-004· ancl the decisions cited in 
Appendix C of .. decision.). . .. . .. ~ 

e "'perfect*.competition because we doUbt that many 
markets in fa . :behave as. theory predicts,. and because state and: 
federal law d . no more than loosely approximate a competitive . 
market· in'el ctricitr: . for example,. the utilities retain their :' 
monopsony p sition v1rtually untouched'. 
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/C 
backed down is likely to ~e cheaper than that average cost~ so the 
utility may ~e required in some circumstances to, pa~~ price to QFs 
that it would not pay in a true HspotH market beca~e the utility 
would prefer to run its own Plant. 21 

The pro~lems with QFs-in are worse. QFs-in/QFs-out 
gives an inaccurate signal on the value of a ~itional.enerqy 
deliveries by QFs, QFs-in prices all short energy' deliveries as. 
it the utility could replace es at its so-called, 
marqinal eost_ There are at least to powerful objections to· 
this. 

First, if the projection loads and resources for the 
forecast period is otherwise accu te,. the· utility would.ll.Qj; be 

" able to repla~e a shortfall in energy deliveries at a cost less, 
than or equal to the QFs-in. pee. . Depending: on the timing ot that 
shorttall,. the' utility:tnight ave to·· dispatch plants significantly; . 
more expensive .than the ingcosts,. ot'the marginal resource in 
the QFs~in run •. 

Second, lity'does not have to- absorb the increased 
energy costs j ust~ desc ibed. Those costs are picked up, almost 
entirely by the util' y's ratepayers..· This is. because theEC.AC . 

balancing esently flows.' through to· ratepayers. almost all ,. 

21 r the resul.:twould be overpayments. or undeJ:payments· to '. 
QFs s clear. It QF deliveries for the forecast period are • 
less. tha projeeted,' then QFs: receiving variable energy payments· 
would a tually be underpaid. . The problem., is that QFs deCid.in<1 . 
wheth to develop,new· short-run projects or, increase deliverl.es. , • 
tro~m.stinq short-run proj ects. WOUld' be maJdnq their decision " . 
based on· an averaqe avoidecl cost,: not. a margi.nal cost. O,il and gas 
pric s· are currently very loW', . so- the practical impact of this' .: .. 
d.is rtion' lIUSy be sliqht;' the impact is likely to increase . : . . 
pr

/

OJ'Ort1CMllY a.. fUel price .. , rise. ' ' 
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of the utility's enerqy costs in excess of those fore ast, subject 

only to reasonableness review. 22 ~ 
Third, because of the factors we have j t noted, QFs-in 

gives the utility an enormously powerful tool w' which to exploit 
its monopsony power. onder QFs-in pricing, utility can pursue 
a deliberate policy of getting rid of QFs si ly by forecasting 
excessive QF deliveries, thus depressing IER on which the 
energy price is based. 23 ECACinsulates e utility from the 
economic consequences of such a policy; furthermore, unl.i.ke 
weather-related uncertainty, . there is 0' assurance that forecast 
error resulting from bias will canc out·overtu;,e. 24 

at QFs-inequates t~marginal 
cost,pricing, eventhouqh PG&E 'Edison say it does, and though 
we ourselves have referred toi as such for convenience .. 
FUndamentally, QFs-in identif' 5- the last kilowatt-hour dispatched. 
from non--QF resources on a 
and resourCe assumptions • 

ility system under a given set of load 
at last kilowa:tt~hour could, be 

generated at a cost equal to- or higher or lower than the utility's 
marginal cost as dete ed in' a competitive market.. Nobody kno'WS, 

22 The only qu ification to- this generalization is that the ' 
utility is at r k for a portion of its energy costs by virtue ·of. 
the Annual Ene Rate~, This-rate varies amonc; the utilities but' " 
in each case presents a small fraction of the expenses subject· to. 
balancing ac unto treatment. 

2~ Theu lity has a similar incentive under QFs-in/QFs-out b\..'t., 
not nearly; to the same degree because the averaging of IERs' dilutes 
the impa of erroneous. forecasts. , " 

" 

24 Wi out PORPA and' the other "legal requirements cited earliCtr,', 
a util y could' refuse to- 'purchase QFs'deliveries' or prefer i~ :, 
ownm e.expensive generation only at some economic risk to- itselt~ 
Thus, ~,some wa,,:(s, tl:einteraction of ECAC with QFs-in enables: ' 
the tl.lity to wl.eld l.ts market power over,QFs even more, . 
eff ctively than it could before.the passage of P'CRPA. 
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which, because the electricity market is far from perfec~5 A 
competitive market is characterized by many buyers an~el~ers, 
many types of purchase contracts (some of them for tps of days or 
even hours), and most importantly, price-based dec~ions to produce 
or to purchase ~ p~rticular qood. In particular the economically 
rational buyer in a competitive market will ma mize the buyer's 
wealth by making ~ll attractivelY,priced pur ases, and would lose 
wealth by foregoing such purchases. None these conditions now 
exists in the electricity market generall or for the utility buyer 
of QF power. In fact, as ECAC presentl works, some degree of 
market failure is institutionalized~ 

Thus, while conceding: tha goOd. arguments support QFs-in" 
as the basis for variable energy' P, yments, we think that QFs
in/QFs-out, is clearly preferable, iven the current industry 
structUre. 

4. 

r~gulations. generally require that " the 

rate paid by a utility for QF power equal the utility'S avoided 
costs. ,as ·the incremental costs'to an electric, 
utility of electric ene 9'Y. or capacity or both which,. but for the 

purchase from.' the qua fying facility or qualifyinq facilities, 
such utility would 9: erate itself or purchase trom another, 
source.' (18' em 92'.10::' (b) (6}.) In dete:r;mining avoided cost.c;., 
the state regulat., authority is required to consider numerous: 
factors as well s data provided' by the.utility. (18- em 
§292.304 (e) .) , 

25- Fu exmore,. it is only' in ,the long-run equilibrium stateota 
ycompetitive industry tliatthe cost' of producing the last 

t output would equal the price paid by consumers for that • 
In contrast,. utility electric rates, to'en.d-users are based';, 

~n~~ system costs.'" 
" 
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We think that PURPA and the FERC regulations qiv 
states some latitud.e to· determine avoided eosts: in other ords, 
there is n~ neat formula for calculating avoided costs. The 
touehstone is always that the rates for utility pureh s (1) be 
"just and reasonable to the electric consumers of 
utility and in the pUblic interest" and (2) "n?t 
against (QFsJ." (See P'O'RPA §2'lO Cb), emphasis ad 

The.QFs-in/QFs-outmethOd for ealcul 
energy prices seems. eonsistent with the PORP. avoided costs 
standard. The method determines a price fo a~ increment of OF 
deliveries, and FERC defines avoided eostsasincremental, not 
marqinal. Als~, given ourECAC proeedur , QFs-in/QFs~out truly 
reflects the costs that ratepayers see ut·, for"d,eliveries from 
short-run QFs. 

However, it a.oes not follo that 'federal ,law precludes 
the QFs-in method. We believe the tate regulatory authority has

theabi'lity under PURPA t~ take-· i ~ consideration· the kinds of 
factors that we analyzed· ,in Sect on III.,D.3 above and, to reach'a 
different conclusion on avo ide costs when eondi tions in the 
electric industry change., 

PORPA was' passed P, 'imarily to counteract, electric 
utilities' exploitation ot eir market power to restrict 
development of potent:i:al', ectric generation by non-utility 
entrepreneurs. That pu ose would be thwarted by having QF output 
priced at 'a so-called, rginal cost that: the purchasing utility did,. 
not have' to meet orb t. correspondingly ,.if ECAC were changed 
such that the purcha inqutilitywereat risk in,malcing up for any 
shortfall ,in QF·de veries. at the utility'S stated marqinalcost, 
then it might ve well 'b~ appropriate in a subsequent biennial 

the question of QFs-in as the basis for variable 

ges to ECAC, of course,. shou~dbe considered in an 
Cling or in our rulemaking to revise electric utility 

33 
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ratemaking mechanisms (R.86-10-001). Furthermore, we c 
specify in advance the kinds of changes necessary in or 
the utility Nat risk.* We would have to' weiqh propos 
carefully to ensure that they are consistent with 0 

policies as well as with the QF program. 
utilities themselves have indicated a desire to, 
competitively to respond to problems such as 

sit ion themselves 
conomic bypass; to 

the extent that ECAC flows through automatica y some amount of 
tuel expense that is susceptible to :m.aIlaqem. t' control, ECAC 

contributes to the bypass problem,. and the utilities would actually , 
be better off by foregoing suen balancin account treatment~ 

In short, the QFs-:[n/QFs-out ethod: meets the PORPA 
, . 

reql"lirements tor QF, pricing. To the ent that changes in ECAC 
and possibly other developments ere e a more competitive 
environment and move this. ,industry closer to a true spot market,. it 
is appropriate and consistent wi PORPAto reconsider marginal 
energy cost pricing for short- QFs • 

xv. 

standard: offers is to reduce 
the transaction, costs 0 creating power purchase agreements between 
utilities and QFs. By: previously' approving: the -terms and. 

conditions of. standa ized contracts, the' commission, speeds the 
, " . " 

process, helps to e sure its fairness:~ and enables QF and utility 
neqotiators,tof s: on those:areas where nonstandard provisions 

'. ' .. 
may bene;it both arties, to- the aqreement.: 

The d velopment of :final standard Offer ,4' provides many 
challenges an opportwti.ties tor contract clrattinq. Final S1:andard 
Offer 4 has y unique provisions anel requires adaptations to the: 
QF Miles-to Procedure. Al so-, " the QF"Miiesto~e Procedure 'was ,,
created, 0 side of the standard' offer development process, and s<> 

existed as a· separate document from the- power 
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purchase agreements that it governs. 
corrected for final standard Offer 4 

in the contract form. 

This anomaly could be / 

by incorporating the proeedure . 

Another important goal is to achieve the highes possible 
degree of uniformity between the contract forms and te ~nology of 
the different utili ties. This would ensure even.b..ande treatment of·· 
QFs throughout the state,. while allowing such varia on as might be.' 

compelled by the p~rticul~r circumstances o~ indiv dual 
utilities. 26 

'rhe Commission has felt that all of 
advanced through consultation among' the parti s in an informal 
setting, leaving fewer disputed areas tor a udication.. 'rhe· 
parties .bring. to. such consultation an imp ssi ve range of· expertise 
and experience witb. existing power pureb se agreements .. 
Discussions. alDong these parties seems. th preferable to- weeks of . 
hearings and likelier to produce te 'cally sound solutions that 
everybody could live with • 
A. fiVpmtary of the Jlegotiations 

'the task was enormous. We cannot discuss the finished 
product of this contract, d%:'aft g effort without first 
acknowledging and expressing ur appreciation for the work that 
went into it. 

0.86-07-004, ord rinci paragraph l .. b, directs the utility 
applicants t~ amend thei applications to·' include final Standard.' 

26 Workshops we held earlier in this.proceedinq to.develo~ 
uniform contract anguage for the other standarcloffers. One of 
our tasks . follo g the final compliance phase decision is to· 
review the.' agr ents· from these,. workshops for possible' CPUC " 
approval. As e discuss in section II.C ... 20f the second interim , 
opinion in s phase, some of the products' of the final Standard . 
Offer 4 con: act draftinq., may also, be. appropriate'. tor other. . ' 
standard 0 ers.: orderinq paragraph 50 of that deeision solicits 
comment· 0 this. point ~ 
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O~~er 4 contract forms~makinq maximum use w~ere feasible 
provisions from the other standard offers. 

On october 31~ 1986~ the utilities s(~rved 
compliance filings, including proposed contract fo On November 
21, 1986, SFG/TJ/F served rebuttal testimony tb;:,.t co tested many 
utility-proposed provisions and included its o!,:n 
form. IEP supported SFG/TJ/F's rebuttal testimon • 

At bearings on· non-resource' planning ssues held in 
December 1986 ~ the AL:1 urged the parties to- h ... d workshops to. try' 

to resolve the areas of dispute or at least 0, reduce the nwnber of' . 
issues tor hearings starting in June 1987 •.. The utility applicants; 
DRA, IEP', and SFGfTJ/F held workshops-,fro early January- on~ tor a 
total of, 18 days during the next tive m ths.. Alsc>, SFG/TJ/F and 

Edison met' fo~ several more days durin this period to- draft 
language as areas of agreement were' At the end otMay, 
workshops bad resulted in agreement n a uniform final Standard 
otfer 4 contract as to all but 10 
areas (curtailment and power sal 
discussions were deferred due t 

eas, of disagreement and' t::r..Ic 
,at'the end of period. 2) on which.' 

On May 2'9 and June .1987, the parties served testilnony. 
on tbeareas of disagreement 'Also" PG&E served, testimony on five 
areas tor which it sought 
a9'%'eed-on provisions •. 

i', '" • 

ility-specifie variations from the 

On 'the :first d Y' ,cf 'the June hearings, the parties 
sUggested that further orkshops .. might' resolve some rellULining areas' . 
ct disagreement.. The:' . authorized workshops to. continue', and 
the part~es met for our'more days, ending July 2',. 1987. 'l'her~ was 
one more meeting 1:1 eenSFG/T1/F and' Edison to. finalize contract, 

, ' 

languaqe on areas ofaqreement;. 
At t'b.i ~ point~ th~, parties to· the workShops. (other than," 

PG&E and IEP) d achieved agreement on All. issues.. The Joint 
ed on July 10" 1987, sets 'forth ,the aqreement among! 

the parties d identi~iesareasthatremain' disputecl bY' PG&E' and ': 
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IEP. (PG&E still has four objections, while IEP has one.) 
Joint Testimony presents a complete fi~al Standard Offer contract 
form for the Commission's review. 
B. Contract Provisions of Fjnal standard otter 4 

As summarized in the Joint Testimony (Exh' 

parties have followed the commission's directive ,use~ where 
possible, provisions previously approved for use in, other standard 
offers. Thus, the parties based their aqreeme s on the uniform 
version of interim Standard Offer 4, with ap 
account for the different basis for calcul in~ avoided cost in 
final Standard Offer 4. The parties have lso incorporated new 
provisions such as Proj eet Development lestones (thus avoiding 
the potential confusion resulting fro a discrete OF. Milestone 
Procedure not contained within the f corners, of· the contract), 
Abandonment, 'Power sales at End of eriod 2 ,and 1 iqu.id,ated , 
damages. 

The Joint Testmony where the parties have' 
modified' previouslyexistinq s dardottercontraet provisions ~d 
added new provisions, they d so' to" accommodate the differing, " 
nature of tinal Standard Of er, 4 .. 'They say (and we agree) that .th'; , 
latter otter involves bo a qreater degree of discipline in the 
obligations ot the QF, e ecially in developm~nt stages, and a' 
greater degree of util" y cooperation with. the QF. Thus, the' 
contract generally re ects a high levelo! commmunication and 
information between e utility and the OF, and a balancing of 
rigorous Clevelopme milestone requ'irem.ents with appropriate 
tle:rlbilityand r ~uc:ed development risk. 

Gener ly, the parties also- stress tha.t, the agreed-on ' 
provisions rep sent a whole series of comprom1se~ and tradeoffs to: 
reach a balan ed,. equitableagreem.ent.. On· that basis, the parties ;, 

, .. . 

size too stronqly that: deviations:in one or more 
itions will tend .to upset that balance and likely yield, 

.' I •• 
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an agreement which is not evenhanded and on which agreeme could 
not have been reached. .. " (Exhibit 447, po. 2.) 27 

c. A Valedic'tism 
The above summary barely hints at the ma tud.e and the 

significance of the achievement marked by the Jo,in testimony. 
Final Standard. Offer 4 is the most alDbitious sta 
ever attempted. Something of this is suqgeste by the sheer size 
ot the contract form, which runs to over 100 ages plus appenclixes .. 
MUch more impressive is the etfort involved 91 vin9 li%lg'Uistie 
expression to complex formulas. 'Xha- part' s have not only met this _ 
challenge, but have produced a document at is easy to follow and: 
even, with allowances nature of the subject,. easy 
to understand. 

No contract form. can be s meticulous as to wholly 
forestall later disputes: on the m inq of the. _agreement, 
particularly in a ease- like. th,i . where' the subject· of the 
agreement is complex and the e nomic' stakes ·are high. 

, " 

Nevertheless, this joint ett bas brouqhtto bear a wealth of 
experience (some qood., some ad) under other' standard otters and. 
has fostered a common und standing and an atmosphere of 
cooperative problem-solv' q that should result in fewer and more 
easily resolved disput 

The mass an the' contract torm again recall·, the . 
significance of the tandard otter in reducing transaction costs. 
Negotiatinq this c tract. would overwhelm the capabilities of a 
small QF. We sus ct.that case-by-casenegotiation of such 
contracts would everely strain even-large QFs and the utilities 

27 In d erence to. this view ,IEP. did, not sponsor the, Joint . , ' 
'Xestimony; but has indicated that it takes issue with that testimony 
in only ne'respect. PG&E: did sponsor the Joint Test:Lmony~ • ' ,.' 
althoug it requests different prOVisions specific to PG&E in tour '
respe 
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themselves. Even nonstandard power purchase agreements ar~ helped 
because the parties to such aqreements may be able to use most of 
the standard provisions and thus to> concentrate their efforts 
project-specific provisions (e.g., additional performance 
that would benefit both seller and utility. 

We think that the final' Standard Offer 4 eon is 
one of the outstanding achievements in the evolution of 
industry. That the contract form. is the product of a ca~'O'~r~ 

effort of utilities,> QFs, and our own staff, marks 
maturation of the, QF industry. As we have' often sa 
integration of QFs in utilities' resource planning 
QF/utility disco~se occur more often at the .D.a:rg.;l1Ul~IlLg 

less often in our hearing rooms .. 
For all these .reasons, ae,J.l.C;.I)'t:ea with the product 

in that effort-of this negotiating effort. All the 
Edison, IEP, PG&E, SOG&E, SFG/TJ/F, and our .thaxlks. 

and conqratulat:tons • 
D. 

One area put at issue in 
Joint Testimony relates ,to the I"OQliJo,.w'''' 

served before 'the 
factor assUlDed for the 

avoidable resource. Some parties fix this factor for the 
duration. of the contract at the 1" .. _,_ the resource is identified; 
other parties would make' some "6Jr'OV;LSJ.on .• tor updating this factor .. 

The parties ran out of time to· deal wi ththis ' •. 
issue. They jointly that we approve the final Standard 
Offer 4 contract as in the Joint Testilnony, while 
deferring the capacity issue to. the' next, round of utility 
resource plan fil 

This.' "'1A,m'..:WIi!.~ makes good sense.. In the absence of an .. 
',' . ' . 

,.avoidable reS01.lX'c:eJ any ot the. utilities, at ,this tilDe, we feel: 
aaC!fr-BS=J.1Ilg . this issue.· We accordingly de'!er this 

issue to the W.ll~,~c;lL'" updateproceedinq., ,We. of course encourage 
• I' • 

the parties issue before that proceedinq, and to, 
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present any negotiated resolution for our consideration 
time. 
E. Agreement in Principle on CUrtailment Proyision 

The Joint Testimony says that the parties h 
agreement (with one qualification by PG&E that we w' 
later) on the general terms of a provision under w en the 
purchasing utility could curtail a QF's output p of 
two options- (to be elected by,the OF at the t ~ , it executes the 
final Standard Offer 4 contract). lows the utility t~ 
curtail for a negative avoided cost or hydr 
without any limits on frequency" duration orn'lllllber of. 
curtailments.. option II allows the uti ty to- curtail at its ~.ole 
discretion for. up to: 1500 hours annual , during off-peak and super 
off-peak periods, with a ·minimum dur ion of three hours. 28:. 

The parties request, that' ecommission approve these:; , 
curtailment terms and' direct, the· rties to continue workshops to 
draft the specific languaqefor' e curtaillnent provision. These 
workshops are needed :because a eementin principle was' reached to<>: 
late in the negotiations" for' ,etailed cotisideration of' wording to: . 
fit all aspects of administ ing"the agreed-on terms. 

sethe concepts of the proposed 
curtailment'provision. is another step; in the integration of 
QFs in utility system. ration. Moreover~ it achieves ·this . 
through use offlexib 'operating. and pricing, terms ,. that recognize ' 
the diversity of QFrather than trying. to- force all QFs into a: 
single rigid mold. We approve the proposed curtailment provision·· " , 
in principle and:, irect the parties to: ,complete the drafting' of . the ' . 
provis.ion, in: f er workshop~·. ,Weare alsO: considering including , 
such a provisi n in' Standard Offers l' and 2'~' AccorcUngly, we wUl' 

ppendix A of Exhibit 447 for a detailed su:mmary of.the 
nt terms. ' 

" . ;' '; 

• ' i l
. 
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review as soon as it is available the specific language tor. the 
curtailment provision that is developed at the werkshops. 

PO.. Proyi,si9Q PiSPuted by XEP 
IEP disagrees with the Joint Testimony's tr tment of 

capacity payments to, as-available QFs.. Under that eatment,. such 
capacity payments would be limited to a level equ' alent to the 
effective capacity ef the QF. IE~would delete is.. limi tatien. 

As-available QFs are those 'Which 
commit to. provide tir:mcapacity., Often, su 
dependent technolow (e.g ... , wind, hydro). 

IW<UJDQt or do. not wish to 
QFs use a weather~ 

or planning purposes, 
the purchasing utility converts: the namep tecapacity otsuch QFs 
to- some fraction, des.ignated the 'etta 
presently derived trom,aqqreqate.histo 

ve' capacity,. whi~ is 
cal perfermance of QFs 

using the same technelogy, and 'Which toqether with bid price) is 
the basis ter allocating final stan ard Ofter 4 contracts to. such " 
QFsoo 

IEP says the limi tatio systematically underpays 
as-available QFs. For.,'example', a' wind QF with' highly reliable, 
equipment will often outperto the averaqe wind QF' but will never '., 
have that superior perle e recoCJllized in its capacity payment. 

The just1ficatio for, the Joint Testimony's treatlnent Cas 
explained by Edison) is t at tinal Standard Otfer 4 prices are 
predicated en de terral avoidance etspec1tic reseurces.. 'I'lle 
utility can only deter eseurces equivalent' ,to' the leng-term 
eftective capacity 0 ,as-availableQFs signing' that otter:-, the 
utility cannet dete resources based on temporary levels of 
capacity produced as-available'QFs that exceed ettectiye 
capacity. :tn' sho QF capacity is ,onJ.y as valUable as. the 
capacity that utility can. deter 'as', a result Qt· the' QF's 
c:ommi tment. 

'Whilca there are' sound arguments on. both 

sicles,. Ediso 'sarquments are mere persu~sive' in the. centext. o~ 
~inal Stanel rcl Ot~er 4 _ We, also qi ve some' weight to,"the, parties' 
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representation that the Joint Testimony's recommendation must ~e 
treated as a balanced whole. Parties to a settlement ed room to 
compromise on issues; no SUCh room exists it the sett ement must 
resolve each issue in exactly the same way as it th issue had been 
litigated in tulle We have concluded that the Jo' t Testimony's 

I 

uniform tinal Standard Offer 4 contract provisio s, taken as a 
whole,. are reasonable and in the public intere That reasonable 
people might cliffer on some of the 
conclusion. 

not negate our 

G. Provisions Disputed, by PG&E 
PG&E believes that certainot e agreed-on provisions 

are unreasonable,. at least as applied 0- its own system. We have 
allowed some variation between utili es in their'respective 
standard otfer provisions '( e.q.,. 0 QFsize for purposes of the 
telemetry requirements) where a'u lity~specific need is 
demonstrated. However, we do n believe that PG&E has made a, 
convincing showing on of t e disputed provisions • 

1. 

t PG&E proposes a firm capacity 
demonstration test that r ires the" QF t~,operate' at 100% of its, 
firm capacity commitmen: level for at least' 80%' of the hours over" 
30 consecutive days, wile the Joint Testtmony, in which Edison~d 
SDG&:E concur, has a ss stringent test,.. i.e., operation at SO%. or 
greater capacity. le el tor 3,0 Clays. 

PG&E fa s to' shoW', either that theM less stringent'test' 
is technically i dequate, or that: conditions' on the PG&Esystem,', 

stringent test.. PG&E simply says the l'atter test 
(Concurrent brief, p;.' 65.) It well maybe 

that ,'cloes not persuacleus.to· prefer it ti>' a 
adequate test ,that is acceptabl~ t~ the other- parties..; 

I • .", ' 

e PG&E'proposal. 
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2. SYmluS sale Option 
PG&E would require the final Standard Offer 4 

to sell its net output to PG&E or to use some 
on-site and sell the surplus to PG&E. Retail sales 
end-users would not be permitted. 

PG&E concedes that retail sales to neig 
permitted when made by OFa operating under other tandard offers or ' 
nonstandard contracts., Moreover ~ the Public 'C't' i ties· Code 
expressly exempts cogenerators and usere of onventional power 
sources from public utility status even tho h they make certain 
retail sales to neighboring l,oads. PG&E, ~okes current concerns 
about system bypass to justify its propo 1. However; OFs 
operating under final standard Of'!er 4 eem very unlikely to 
contribute to yneeonomie bypass. 'I'h' is because final staIldard 
Offer 4 contracts only become avail lewhenthe utility'S resource 
plan shows a need for baseload or capacity.. PG&E"s 
position is untenable • 

3-. 

During a em geney~ the utility generally prefers, 
, , II 

th~t" so far as possible" 
the grid and continue ene 

neration sources remain connected to: 
'I'his helps to' stabilize 

,the system, while unnec saryseparation could exacerbate an 
abnormal system cond'i , " 

/' '!'he emerge dy availability provision recommended in the 
Joint'I'estimony that *Seller [i .. e., the OF] shall use 
reasonable to, deliver,energy,durinq·periods of hergenC)Cat 
an average rate of delivery at least equal to· the Etfeetiye ", ' 
CAPacitv;. If eller ,has. previously scheduled an outagewhic:h 

. . ' . 
coincides' wi "an Emergency", Seller' shall' use, reaSo~le' efforts to' 
reschedule e outage. ~r Seller resch~dules theoutaqe pursuant 
td this,~ ction, [uti:ity ], sha17 w~ive' th,e.notice periods tor 
schedu14l\l6. outages.......' (ElDphaS1s l.n oriqinal.) , . ' 
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PG&E's version has an additional requirement, 
inserts between the first and second sentences of the 30' t 
Testimony's provision: W(IJn the even~ of a PGandE el 
frequency or voltage excursion which exceeds the no 1 

regulation, but does not cause the~~~~~~~~~~ 
automatically separate the Generating Facility fr 
system, seller shall ,not manually separate its ~~~~~~~~ __ 
from PGandE's system' without first notifying , obtaining 
permission from the, PGandE Designated' SWi tchi g Center.. Such 
permission shall not,be unreasonablywithhe seller shall not 
alter settings of the Protective'APparatus 
established during the· pre-parallel insp 

from'the settings 
(Emphasis in 

original.) 
The concern that QFs ave· with PG&E's version. is' 

that the version, could effectively r ire the QF to. sustain dalnage 

to its plant if the relays either dnot function or are set at 
levels sufficient to protect· PG&E' 'equipment but not the:- QF.'s 

'equipment. (See cross-examhiati ,of PG&E witness 01' pas1;ena by 
SFG/TJ/F, 'I'r .. 7971-74_) For' le,. we think it probable that a 
utilitY,switeh.:Lnq'center in ,an emergency would, have higher 
priorities than to- determine hether the relays: at a five megawatt, 

,,'" I • , I 

QF plant were maltunctionin , even though the consequences to. that: " 
QF 'might be serious:. ' . , , 

We think that, der a tair reacUng of the 'Joint 
'I'es.timony's emergency av ilability provision, the QF is Already' 
required to continue t deliver energy ,if, itean do· so withoutMm 
to its equipment. Wh . seems to' underlie PG&;e"s worclsmithing: is' a 
concern,that some,QF separate from,the system.:' even when the 
trequency or voltag, excursion:, at least,.. inPG&E's op,inion,. is not 
so great as to. en goer the QF. 'However, tromthe QFs~ viewpoint; , . 
PG&:E is demanc1in the right to makethe:final decision on a :matter',' 
affecting the ety of the QFs' personnel and, equipment~, 
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We are satisfied with the approach taken in the Joint 
Testimony. We also feel strongly that appropriate QF response 
emergeneies is vital if utilities are to, rely on large amount 
QF power. The Joint QF/Utility consultative Committee that s 
getting underway offers a suitable· foru:m to discuss techn' al 
problems and possible improvements in communication betw en the 
utility and QF during emergencies. PG&E should pursue is topic 
in the committee, particularly since,: as PG&E notes, e thousands 
of QF megawatts already under contract with PG&E ar not subject to, 
the type of emergency requirem.ent that PG&E seeks ere. 

4. s;urtailment 
As we mentioned in Section rv.E abov in 

one respect its endorsement of the Joint Test ony's curtailment 
provision. PG&E's support of the 1500 hour ilment option is 
conditioned on our determining that the ,I used. tor PG&E'S energy 
prices should' be updated :on a quarterly sis~ It' we do, not. accept. 
PG&E's~ update proposal·,. then PG&E would oppose including in its 
final Standard Offer 4 an option'tOo l' t· curtailable hours. 

PG&E justifies. ,its positio on the basis that, unlike 
Edison and SOG&E, PG&E's. system- ba a substantial' quantity of hydro 

resources. Unless there is amec anism for updating IERs 
t'requently, and so capture the pact ot'various levels of expected". 

hydro- generation, PG&E says tb t the limitations ot' the 1500 bour 
curtailment option could res tin energy payments above avoided 
cost. 

We think PG&E's inkage of IER.updating with curtailment, 
options under the final ong-run offer is inappropriate. First, 

drafting issue" while n:R updating is 
dard· Offer 4 nor any other· standard offer , 

J , • I 

curtailment is a contr 
not. Neither final S 
specifies any parti 
more fundamental, 

lar method for updating IERs." Second, and 
updating affects enerqypricingfor QFs with ," 

variable energy p yments (see' Section III.A above), but is largely 
irrelevant to- e rgy priCing for final standard Offer 4 QFs.. For 
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example, the energy payments to such QFs in Period 2 

after the avoidable resource would have come on-line) derive from 
either (1) an IER fix~d when the contract is signed ultiplied by 
the system. marqinal fuel cost or (2) the avo·ided p. ant's heat rate. 
multiplied by the price of fuel that the plant w 
(See 0.86-07-004, pp. 79-80a.) The relevant up atinq for final 
Standard Offer 4 is the cost of fuel (which w do quarterly), ll2:t 
the IER .. 

PG&E Exhibit 453 posits, based 0 

amounts of non-oil/gas-fired generation w l,appear on the margin 
for PG&E in wet years by the late 1990s. 
problem because the vast maj ori ty of E's QFs, such as those 
operating under interim Standard Ofte 4, have contracts that set 
no limit on PG&E's ability to invoke. ydro spill pricing or 
negative avoided cost curtailment.. The presence in final standard 
Offer 4 of an option limiting ilable hours is logical, 
considering that the offer is 0 y "made' available when the 
utility'S resource plan shows need/forbaseload or intermediate, 
capacity. 

the whole, the 1500 hour 
part of PG&E's position is that, on 
-ilment option' seems, pre terabl e from a. 

utility standpoint to the curtailment option limited,. to· neqative. 
avoided cost'or hydro sp ll-conditions.. The incidenceot such 
conditions to date ,has een extremely low (zero· for neqative 
avoided cost), while ' contrast theutili'ty can require 
curtailment under th 1500 hour option-when~ver the utility finds 
it economic to do s. We think. that the qreat.er flexibility of the-

1500 hour' optio~ sily outweiqu·the limit on curtailable hours. 
. . 

possibly PG&E co siders _ 1500 hours- too, conservative, given the 
quantity of hyd 0 on its system; it so,.. PG&E should- have made a 
utility-specif c showing to- justify 'a-higher limit, ,e~9'·~,. 2000-
hours, such negoti'ated. tor some of its existing' QF 
contracts. 
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;' 

We find that Option 'II (the 1500 hour curtailment oPtiOn)~ 
should be included in PG&E's final Standard Offer 4. We reserve 
our final compliance phase opinion the question of quarterly ver s 
annual IER updating. 
H. Contract IlImlementation Requirements 

The Joint Te$t~ony outlines several s~eps that eed t~ 
De taken in conjunction with approval of the tinal Stan 
contract 

1. 

We grant the parties' request that eac.":l ility be 

authorized t~ suklmi t,. by advice letter tiling, r.:fisions to- the 
respective utility's Taritf Rule 2'1 (qoverninq er-utility system 
interconnections) to- provide tor the allocati ot available 
transmission capacity on the utility system 

The reason tor this request is t final Standard otter 
4 incorporates milestones trom,the QF Mi stone Procedure without 
providing for the -allocation 'of avai,lab e transmission capacity .. 
The proposed tariff revisions, would sin.:essence that, tor· a QF 
that (1) is not .suklject to the QF, estoneProc:edure,. and (2) wins: 
a final Standard otter 4 contract, entitlement to available 
capacity on the utility'S tr sion/distribution system- and a 
priority t~ such line capacity s estabiished as ot the date that 
theQF's. bid is determined to a winner.. 'the QF thereatter' 
retains its entitlement and' riority so long as it does not detaul t: 
:in performance ot ' its agr 

We aqreewith e parties that the proposed,tariff, , 
revision is an appropr' temearisto-allocate transmission priority ... ' 

.,' , . I, 

2. 
in their 

tinal Standard ot r 4 e'omp1iance- filinqs that the parties: .iqree 
would, more appro riatelyappear in the operatit::9' requirements 
manual (impleln ting Tariff Rule ,21)' of· the respective,utility. 
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avoided cost or hydro spill conditions. The incidence of such,1 
conditions to date has geen extremely low (zero for negative/l 
avoided cost), while in contrast the utility can requ.:i.re ;I' 

curtailment under the 15,00 hour option whenever the utili:ty finds 
it economic to do so. We think that the greater flexi~ity of the 
1500 hour option easily outweighs the limit on curta~~able hours. 
Possibly PG&E considers 1500, hours too conservativei,' given the 
quantity of hydro, on its. system; if so', PG&E shodd have macle a 

I' 
utility-specific showing to justify a higher ltmit, e.g., 2000 
hours, such as PG&E has negotiated for some o~ its existing OF 
contracts. J'. 

We fJ.nd that option II (the lsocihour curtailment optJ.on) 
should be included in PG&E's final Standtrd Offer 4. We address in 
our fourth interim compliance pha,se oP~ion the question .of 
quarterly versus ~ual rER. Upd.ating~ 

• . • J , 
H. contract XlpplementAtljon BeQ'\l1RJ1lent:i 

The ~~int. 'test~ony OU¥ines' several steps that need to • ' 
-be taken in eon:fun~ion with ap.y ,oval of the final Standard otter 4 ' 

contract torm. ' 1_.' 
1.. Allocation ot AnilAAle 'l'QDS1!lissiOD capacity: , , , 

We grant the parti4s' request that each utility be 

authorized to 'sUbmit, gy ~'vice letter' tiling, 'revisions to· the' 
respective utility's TarS4t Rule 2'1 (governing- QF-utility system 
interconnections) to: pro?ide tor the allocation of available. 
transmission capacity'dn the,utility system., 

, , ,. 
The reason;tor this request is thattinal Standard Offer 

4 incorporates milestones from., the QF. Milestone Procedure without 
• J " , 

providing tor the «llocation of available 'transmission capacity. 
The proposed tarift revisions would say in essence that, tor a QF 
that (1.) is not 'ubject to: the QF ·Milestone. Procedure,., and (2)' wins: 

I ' , 

a tinal Stand~U~d Otter 4 contract, .entitlement to. available 
capacity on the utility'S transm.ission/distribution system and a 

. . t I ch line . i tabl' h d t th d th prl.orl.ty ! capael.ty "es . l.S e . as 0 e ate at 
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The prov~s~ons in question set forth generating facility desi~ and 
, siting requirements. / 

We authorize Edison to tile by advice letter ayPropriate' 
revisions to its Tariff Rule 21 and, upon our acceptan~,of such 

" 

revisions, to delete Sections 6.1(d),. 6.1(e), 6.1(f) and. 6· .. 3(j) 
I 

trom its final standard Offer 4 contract form. Of ese four 
sections, only section 6.3 (j') applies to PG&E, an nine of these 
sections applies to SDG&E. We authorize PG&E,~, ~th. Edison, to 
make the appropriate revision and deletion. 

3. 

The Joint Testimony generally set its 
recommendations'by reference to· Exhibit 44 1sEdison's 
proposed final, standard Offer 4, contract to as ot June 1987. 
That torm bas various provisions and term ol'oqy specific to 
Edison.' Appendixes G and ,K to-the Joint. estimony contain a list 
of utility-specific modifications to jJ)·it 446 needed to. adapt it 
for u~e by PG&E and' SOG&E,. respective Tbebulk of, the 
modifications serve to c,orreetlyide ify the' purchasing utility 
anel to be consistent with that uti tY's.terminology_ (E.g.,. SOG&E 

says -semi-peak- rath~r than -mid eak. N ) We agree thatPG&E and 
SDG&E,. incon!or.m.ing their finaJ. tandard Offer 4 contraet!orms,.' 
should make these mod1ficatio 
Findings ot Fact . 

l. An EOE-baSedERI_~od for valuing. capacity was adopted 
in D.86-ll-07l. 'The methoy,_~s imp,lemented by SDG&E and Edison,. 
(1) produces reasonable rrults, (2) is: reasonably consistent ,with , •• 
capacity requirements pr:jected by the CEC in, ER-()'~ and (3) is . , 

suitable for use by th e' uti11tie~ in anyproceedinq before this 
Commis~ion when proje ingcapacity need or valuing capacity' 
already on or to, be ddea to· their systems. 

2. The ERI ethod,as implemented by PG&E, does no~produce 

needed for )lse· 
A temporary capacity value acljusaent is 

PG&Efor certainQF: payments in 1985. A. 
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./ 
reasonable adjustment would be to continue PG&E's 1987 aS/~aVailable 

capacity price ($42 per kilowatt) through 1988. 
, ~ , 

3. Further comment 1S needed on how to make future capac1ty 
value adjustments for as-available QFs. on PG&E's sYS~. For long-
term capacity planning purposes, use by the CPUC of e CEC"s 
capacity requirements for PG&E· (as proj ected in . CEC" s most 
recent Electricity Report) would result :in cons ,. tent treatment of 
different types of resource options... Reasonab consistent 

tr~atment is one of the chief go~lS. of this·· ;oceeding and future 
resource plan updates.. . I . . . 

4. The fact that .80 given type of g(/lfteration resource, such . 
as a peaking plMt, isno'ndeferrable und~ 0.86-07-004 does not by 
itself establish that such a resource • or should 'be· included in • 
a utility's. resource plan. :must also- show that the 
resource is cost-effective in order 0', justify· such inclusion. 

5.. Standard Offer 2' and f - Standard Offer 4 contain long"; 
term fixed prices and .. accorclingl require long-term .forecasts. I 

SUch fore~st1ng is do~e· for tb/ PG&E,. . sOO&:&,.. and Edison ,s¥s;tems in 
the bienru.al resource· planprc:ieedings, so· these proceed1ngsare 
suitable for setting the f d payments for these offers~ 

6. Because of the 1 k o·favoidable meqawattsfo:r: purposes. 
of f~ Standard: Offer 4 and the continued suspension of Stand.arc1· 
Offer 2 for PG&E and Ed'· on, the only lonq-te~· fixed prices that::: 
need to- be established at this time. are the capacity price 
schedules for SDG&E" Standard· Offer Z. 

7.. Variable paci ty payments to- QFs (Chiefly under standard 
. . 

Offers 1 . and 3) de end"onsbort-term' forecasts and should be 
updated annually ECAC proceedinqs are.well suited tor such 

. • I ~ .' • 

updatinq beaus they already involve' .the adoption of assumptions 
. . . 

on the utility applicant's loads and-resources.durinq the _one-year 
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/ 
8. For 1988 only, Edison's variable capacity p~ents will 

!1 
be set in its current general rate case (Application 6-12-047), 

using the ~ method approved in today's decision. 
9.' SOG&E's variable capacity payments for 988 will equal 

its annualized t'ixed costs of a combustion turb' e. 
10. SOG&E's capacity price table for re' stated Standard 

Otfer 2 needs prices for two blocks 01' 50 me watts each (etfective 
capacity).. Upon x:einstatem.ent, the blocks e to be available 
until the end of calendar year 1988 or un fully subscribed, 
whichever occurs first. Prices shown l' the second block assume 
that all QFs from the first ,block are, ready on-line. the ta])le 
is to contain capacity price schedul tor e,ach year in which this 

cohort ot standard otter Z QFsisa 'owedto,come-on-line (i:.e., 
through 1993-), and tor· all contra lengths to: and. including:- 30 

years. 
ll. SOG&E's capacity pric .calculations for reinstated 

Standard otter 2, as descril:l~Jin tindinq -ot :fact, l.O, are to· assume 
the refurbishment ot Silver QCte but no other additional resources. 

.: 

, ' 

12. have _great and growing:: importance in 
CPC'C proceedings. The on oinq' study of computer models pursuant 
to Assembly Bill 475 (Ch ter 1297 of the 1985 Statutes.) _ is ,the 
appropriate -setting to' evelop information' on the various 'types' 'of ' 
reliability models ... 

13. "Variabl~ nergy payments· are those 'that are set 
, , 

periodically,. base on the current price of the marginal fuel and 
the current IER f each utility.. '·Fixed, energy payments· are 
those for which t le~st. the IER is-established' by contract_ tor 
some period 10 erthan the: update cycle· use'd for recalculating the 
bases for var le energy payments.· 

14. s-out· (when used'inrelation to,vaJ:.i.3ble energy 
payments) presents the. computer-modell~d'. dispatch ot a utility-

all variably-pricedQFs removed •. "In the same context, . 
represents- system. dispatch includinq:.al.l variably-priced .., 
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QFs anticipated to be on-line during the forecast perio. "QFs
in/QFs-out" refers to the average o,f the IERs calcula d by 
performing both computer runs for a given utility SY. tem. 

15. Edison's zero-intercept method for calcu ting the QFs-in 
IER has the advantage of being relatively insens' ive (compared to. 
the instantaneous marginal rate) to minor varia 
assumptions. 

16. 'Onder certain circumstances, QFs-out does not 
realistically reflect what a utility' would'. ave done' to replace 
short-run QF power. However, these cir tancesare likely to 
exist only when short-run QFs constitute relatively larger part . 
of a utlity's resource mix than they pr sently ~do- for PG&E, SDG&E, ," 
or Edison. Also, refinements to QFs-' /QFs~out proposed by ORA, 
SFG/'O/F, and IEP could mitigate the oblem. 

17. QFs-in underv~lues short- ,QFs so long as the 
purchasing utility can. recover it full cost of replacing'QF 
deliveries, should these fall sh rt of the quantity estimated for 
purposes of calculating the QF in IER.. '!'b:us;,' QFs-in strengthens 
the utility monopsony because oilly the. QFs have to compete at the 
QFs-in price, while the uti ty in 'case of need can dispatch less 
etticient 1 recover" its excess eosts through 
ECAC. 

13. is the ap~ropriate energy pricinglilethod' 
tor final ,Standard Off r 4 QFs in Period 1, regardless ot the 
pricing methoa for 0 

19. 
er QFa receiving variable energy payments. 
purpose' of ,state and federal policies 

regarding QF deve pment .is, to create a pricing structure tl).a.t 
captures· to ,the ent possible the etticiencY and other benetits 
of perfect comp tition in. electricity generation. Neither QFs-in 

, ' 

nor OFs-in/OF out will tully capture these benefits under existing 
conditions-. 
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• 20. A primary fUnction o·f the standarcl offers is to reL 
the transaction costs of creating power purchase agreementslbetween 

• 

utilities and QFs. 
21. The existence of standard offers· also helps . 

se the creation of nonstandard power purchase agreements bee 
parties to such agreements may be able to, use most 
provisions and thus to· concentrate their e~fort$ 

the standard 
project-· 

specific provisions (e.g~, additional performanc features) that 
would benefit both seller and utility. 

22. It is appropriate to defer to the 
proceeding following ER-7:the .contract issu ot' when and,for how 
long the capacity faetor assumed for the 'oidable resource should 
be fixed. 

23. The general terms of the ailment provision proposed 
in the Joint Testimony, are consisten: with the, commission"s goal of, 
integrating QFs in utility system' eration through flexible 
operatinq and pricing terms., 

24. 'Onder the final Stand dOffer 4 method.oloqy, the value 
of a QF"$ capacity is measure in terms of the- capaeity that the 
utility defers or, avoids as ,result of the QF':s commitment. 

either that the firm' capacity 25-. 
demonstration test propos C:l in the Joint'restimony is.'tec:b.nieally' 
inadequate, or that con tions on the'PG&E system require' a more 
str:Lngent· test. 

26. Sales. of e ctricity b;i final Standard Offer 4 QFs to· 
neiqbboring retail oads are very unlikely to-contribute to 
uneconomic bypas$ 

27. The re evant prOVision in the Joint Testimony reasonably 
specifies-the "8 duties in a system·emerqeney.· 

213.. 

resourees 
The relatively high dependence of PG&~"s system on hydro,' 

an impact. on the. desirable frequency of IER updatinq:, 
updatinq' is larqely irrelevant to energy pricing' tor, ' 

a.ardOtfer 4 QFs. 
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29. It is reasonable to establish a mechanism in the 
" respective utilities' tariff rules tor allocating available , 

transm,ission capacity to final Standard Offer 4 QFs. /These tariff 
rules could also appropriately include the. respecti~ utilities' 
technical specifications for QF-utility system intlrconnections. 

30. The implementation of ramped payment seams as proposed 
in the utili ties' compliance filings is cons-is nt with the 
derivation of the utilities' own revenue re rements and thus 
preser.res ratepayer indifference as between Fsdeferringa, given' 
resource and the utility acquiring it. 
conclusions of Law 

1. The EOE-based ElU method,. AS p1emented by Edison and: 

.SDG&E, should be used by these'utilit es in any proceeding :before 
this commission when projecting cap ity need or valuing: capacity I 

already on or to be added to. their. systems-.. 
2. PG&E's 1987 as-availab capacity price ($42 per 

kilowatt) should be continued 
~. For longo-term capac planning p\1%lX)ses,..' the CEC's 

capacity requirements for E .cas projecteclin the CEC'"s then-
current Electricity Report 

4. SOG&E should -dir.ected 'to file' a revised capaci typrice 
table :for reinstated St dardOffer 2 consistent with. findinqs- of,: 
tact 10 . and 1.1 .• 

s. A utility hould show'tliat any given resourc~" proposed 
for future.develop ent' iil its ~e~ource plan is cost-effective" 
reqarcUess of wh er the resource would be deterrableby QFs .. 

&. g~term.forecastinqneeded.tor standardotterz and 
final standar Otter 4 should be done biennially,. and these. otters: 
should ~ ated, in. coordination,- with th~CEC'S. Electri~itY' Repol::t·· 
process. ~ '" , 

- " 

capacity payments to QF&- should be updated. 
in ECAC proceedings. 

, . 
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. 1 . j' 
S. The QFs-1n/QFs-out method for ealcu at1ng short-run 

energy prices is consistent with the Ptr:RPA avoided costs standard. 
9. To the extent that changes in ECAC and possibl I other 

developments create a more competitive environment and 
electric industry closer to a true spotmarket~ it i 
with PORPA to reconsider marginal energy cost prici 
QFs. 

consistent 
for short-run 

10. The final Standard Offer 4 contract pr isions set forth 
in Exhibit .44&, as supplemented by the- a<]X'eem s set torth in 
Exhibit 447, should be approved in. their enti ty. Proposals by 
IEP and PG&E to modify those provisions shou ~ be rejected. 

11. The curtailment te:rms set forth Appendix A of Exhibit-
447 should be approved and the parties sh ld be, directed to 
continue workshops to. draft conforminq . ntract language. 

12. PG&E and Edison' should be' au orized to tile advice 
letter revisions, to-their respective., riff rules regarding 
teelmieal. specifications for QF~uti ' ty interconnections,. as 
described in Section IV.K.Z of thi decision., PG&E, SoG&E; and' 
Edison should-also: tile advice 1 ter revisions to· include in , . 

Tariff Rule ' 21 of each' utility, ,mechanism for allocating available . 
transmission capacity to' final Standard Ofter 4QF~~' 

13-.updatinq . issue should be deferred. to ' 
th~ biennial resource plan te proceeding. following ER-~.. Save 
for this issue, PG&E,: S and Edison should file a complete 
final standard· Offer 4'i compliance with this decision, such 
filing to' be due no· lat r than 90 :days atter today. 

14. This opinio .and order should be made effective· 
today in order to e ed:lte' completion' of' the work in'implementing 
final Standard Ofte 4 and reinstatinq- Standard,'Otfer 2' .. 

1S.. PGa's tition for modification o:f D~S6-07-004' shoulcl' be: 

granted with res ect t(;. the proposed treatment ot improvements to 
hydroelectric: oj'ects 'in the context 'ot 'relieensin9. proceedinqs~ 
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TBXRD :rNTERDl ORDER - COMPTJN«:;E PHASE 

XT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. San Diego Gas & Electric 

california Edison Company (Edison) 
Southern 

capacity valuation 
method described in finding of tact 1 and con us:i:on of law 1 for " 

" 

purposes ot the biennial resource plan upda proceeding and in a:n.y 
, ! 

other proceeding before this Commission wh proj,eeting capacity 
\ 

need or valuing, capacity already on; or t be added to their' 
'f 

systems. ;; 
i 

2'. '1'h,e 1988 capacity price for s-ava:tlable Qualifying 
1 ' ' 

Facilities (QFs) on the system. of P ific ~s.andEleetric Company 
(PG&E) , shall be $42 per kilo,watt. , sched.ule tor comment on the . , 

, , ;~} . ,. . 
method tor tuture adjustments to' &E~$ varl.able capac1ty pay:ments, 
including, the proposal describ, in Secti~ri II ... Eoftoday's 
decision,. shall be set'by rul" g of' the assigned ,Commissioner or " " 

J ' 

.. /I 
" 

Administrative Law Judge. 
3., For, ,long-term, ca acity plannin~,purposes.' in proeeec1ing'S 

before this Commission, ecapacity reqUlrements for PG&E as' shown 
in the then-current El'e tricity Report o'f, the: california Energy, 

, ~ 

commission (ac) , ahal ,be 'used. :! 
4. SDG&E sha file-within,30 days of the ,date of issuance: 

o~ this c1ecision a evised capacity pripetablefor reinstated. 
Stand.ard Offer 2' onsistent withfindln~s of' faet lO and 11. 

, ';, 

s. Divis on of Ratepayer Advocates shall study the 
reliability m elsused by tlleparties,:lin this. proceeding, and shall 
include its servations~n future repcirtsprepared pursuant to ' 
Public Uti ties. Code sections., 1821-1824'. This. study shall include 
a descrip ion and comparison of the various models and hoW' they ar~ 
calibra: d, and. shall recommend anY,appropriate modeling 

in future proceed~9'S before this 

, ' 
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6. Division of Ratepayer Advocates, in COOrdina~n with ~ . 
staff, shall hold a public workshop to discuss potential ~ 
improvements in analyzing electric system reliabil~~ and c~city 
valuation, including the value-of-service approach/. 

7. Variable capacity payments to QFs shallfbe up ted 
annually in Energy Cost Adj ustmen~ Clause (ECAcj proc dings. 

8. The final Standard, Ofter 4,contract)provi ons set forth 
in Exhibit 446·, as supplemented by the agreements et forth. in 
EXhibit 447, are approved in .their entirety I' . ' 

9. The curtailment terms set forth tn pendix A of Exhibit 
I 

;::o::n:~~::do~n ti:~C!~~~~h~f:::~iS ntr~~ f~~;:~r . • 

conforming to these. terms within .30 daysUf the date o~ issuance of. 
this. decision. encouraged to develop a 
joint recommendation for the Commissi 's~consideration. 

. v 
10. PG&E and Edison shall'fil advice letter revisions. to 

,; , , 

their respective tariff rules rega Ci~9' technical specifications. 
for QF-utility inte~connections. ar¥!,Rule21) in.order to 
incorporate certain material, a deseri))ed in" section IV .H~2 of 
this. decision.PG&E,. SDG&E" d Edilson ~b~l also file advice 
letter revisions. to the ,sam. rule t~,: include a mechanism for. 
allocating available trans ·ssion .~pacitY' to. final Standard o~ter 

. , .. ' .. , 

4 QFs. These advice let r revisions. shall be filed witbinjO days 
of the date of issuance of this dehision.. . . 

. .$ . . 
11. The eapacit factor updating issue shall be deferred to 

I . 

the biennial resourc plan update; prOceeding following the CEC's. 

seventh Electrici t .Report. . 1.. 
1 • 

12. PG&E, S &E, and Edison shall; file a complete final 
I . 

stanclard. ofter in compl:l:ance with this decision within 90 days"o!: 
. . ./ . . ~ 

the date ot is uance of this decision.' . 
1J.. '0' e other qeneration' resources,. iliprovements to 

• I. 

projects. proposed<in the context·'of relicensinq 
,~ " , . 

proceeding: . a.t the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission shall be 
\ . , . 

" " " 
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15. PG&E's petition for mo<iification ot 0.86-07-004 ShO';ltld be 

granted with respect to the proposed treatment ot improvements to 
,r 

hydroelectric projects in the con.t-e~ of relicensing proceedings. 
/" 

~. 

THlRD IlflERDt ORDER - CQM'PT.TM'CE ~( 

. IT XS ORDERED that: . // 
~. San Diego. Gas « Electric Company (SOG.&'E) and SOuthern 

f 
california Edison Company (Edison). shall use It::h.e capacity valuation .' 
method described in finding of fact 1· and . conclusion of law 1 for, 
purposes of the biennial resource plan u~te proceeding. and in any 

other procee~inq befo::ethis COnmliSrion thenprOjecti~g ,~pa. city 
need or valuJ.nq capacl.tyalready on 0 to- be added- to.- thelr· . 
systems. . . . '.' . . 

, 2. The capacity price tor a~availableQuali~inq Facilities 
(~FS) on the system· of Pacitic Gaf·and. Electric Company (PG&E) 
shall ,continue. to· be $42 pel;kiJJOwatt ... A schedule :tor com:m.ent.:.on 

I . . . . 
't;:he method for tuture adjUstlD.?ts to· PG&E's variable capacity 
payments, including the proposal described· in' Section. II.E of . 
to<iay's decision~ shall be ~t by ruling ot· the assi9ned 
Commissioner or Administralive Law Judge~ 

3. For lonq-term'~pacity planning purposes in proceedings 
betore this C01nmiSSion,!the' target reserve' margins tor PG&E'as 
shown in the then-cur;ent Electricity Report ot the ~li~o:rnia 
Energy Commission (CEe) shall be used .. 

• 

'. " • I • 

·f'· 'c·'.'" /. 
.. , .. , 

.' .:- ',I 

" . 
4.. SOG&E shallJ. file within 30 days of the date of issuance 

of this decision aJ'revised capacity price table: tor reinstated. 
standard Ofter 2' fODSistent with findings of tact 10· and 11. . 

5. Divis:Lon o:f Ratepayer Advocates shall· study: the 
reliability :m~ls used by the parties in this. proceeding and sha:tl 
include its ob'servations in future reports. prepared pursuant to " 
Public Otili;ties Code' Sections ~8Z1-1824. This study shall include: 
a clescri7n ancl· comparison.o~ the various moclels and how they are, 

i, " 
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/\ 

treated as generically unavoidal:>le by QFs. In a bien£.al resource 
plan update proceeding,. the resource plan o·f a uti0y applicant 
shall reflect such anticipated ~provements by identifying the 
projeeted capacity, output, and operational date/~f eaeh sueh 

, improvement, :but need not otherwise describe th~ improvement or 
justify its cost-effectiveness... I , 

14. Except to the extent granted in O~dering Paragraph 13, 
PG&E's petition for modification of Decisiori 86-07-004 is denied. 

. ',' This. order is effective today • ./ 
Dated , at,tSan Francisco-, , california:-

; ,,' ',; 
/ 

/ 
t 
l 

/ 
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.,/ 
calibrated, and shall recommend any appropriate modeling ,,/ 

t' 
"/' 

,tf,' conventions to be used in tuture proceedings before this ./",// 

Commission. .t 
.~ 

6. Division of Ratepayer Advocates,. in coordinati.on with CEC 
if 

Staff, shall ho.ld a public workshop to- discuss potential 
improvements in analyzinq electric system reliabilit1 and capacity ., 
valuation, including the value-of-serviceapproacb"! 

11' 

7. Variable capacity payments t~ QFs sh~ be updated 
annually in Energ-y cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC)- proceedings. 

8. The final Standard Offer .4.eoritracl.provisions set forth., 
in Exhibit 446, as supplemented· by the agdements set forth. in .... 
Exhibit 447, are approved in their enti~Y •. 

9. The curtailment terms 'set t~ in Appendix A of' EXhibit 
447 are approved in principle. The ~rties shall file their . 

recommendations on tinal Standard~Ofter4 contract language • ..... ~ 
confonninq to· these terms within /0 days' of . the date of issuance ·ot ' v· " 
this decision; ,The pa~iesarertronqlY" encC?uraqed to,develop a 
joint recownendation for the <;ommission's,consideration.· . 

10. PG&E and Edison sha'll file advice letter revisions to 
their respective tariff ~l'Sreqa~dingtechnical specifications 
for QF-utilityinterconnedions (Tariff Rule 21) .in order to. . 
inco.rporate certain materlal,'as described in. section IV .H.2 ot-

. I ' 
this, decision. PG&E, ~G&E,and Edison shall also tile advice ,:., 
letter revisions to the same rule to- include a mechanism for· . . . 
allocating availablefransmiSSioncapacitYi:o, final Standard otter ,,/.,', ' .. ,' 
4 QFs. These advice letter revisions shall be filed within 90 days:;y'" .. " 
of the date of iss.6ance ot this. decision. " 

l.l.. Tbe ca~city tactor Updating:' issue shall be. deterred to 
the biennial res'ource plan update proceeding following the CEC's 
Seventh Electrx'ci ty Report. . ' . 

I ' 
12. PG&E, SOG&E, and' Edison shall· tile a complete final . 

Standard ot7~r 4 in compliance with this decision within 90 days ot, 
the date o~issuance of this decision~ . ' 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 2 

Multi-Area Generation system. Reliability 
Model (II.F) ;" 

Pacific Gas and. Electric/company <I> 
i 

l 
PUblie Utility ReCJUlatory Policies Act of 
1975:, as amended (J:II .. E'.3) 

~t . 

Qualifying Facility~I) 
" . ~~ . 

Order Instituting Rulemaking (III.E.4) 
i 

San Oiego, Gas .. & Fjleetrie Company (I) 
. .". ,t" . 

santa· Fe Geothex:inal, Inc." 'Onion Oil'Company 
of' california, and F'reeport-McMoRan Resource " 
Partners (II ;.o)f , 

, .' 
Reporte~' s Tr~~cript. (IV .. G. 3) 

" i~ 
:. 

. ; 
6 

'.'~ , 

II 
11 
J 
~ 

" ~~ 

{;' 
I, 
i'" 

f 
,j 
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APPENDIX A / Page 1 

of Acronzms and Abbreviation~ Table 

This table contains an expansion' of ~ acronym ane. 
abbreviation used in today's decision. FOllowing the expansion is 
a reference to the section in the' body of thj!deciSion where the 
acronym or abbreviation first appears.;, , 

ALJ Administrative Law JUdge (II.E) , I 
British' thermal uni 7' (III.A) 

california Energy ,ommission ell) CEC 
" " :J 

Code of Federal Regulations (III.E.4) CFR 
I 

CPOC or commission cali~ornia ,Publ:L1' Utilities Commission (II.A) 

D. Decision eI) , 

DRA 

ECAC 

ECG 

Edison' 

ERI 

PERC 

IEP 

Division of Ratepayer' Ad.vocates of CPO'C 
(formerly PUblic Statt Division (X) 
, ff' " ,'",' ,," ' , 

Energy Cost Adjjustment~ Clause eI) 
, l ' 

Energy consultlnq Group (II.G) , " ,',", i, ' ", 
Southern ca.li~rnia, Edison Company CI) 

i " 
'rhe CEC's sixth Electricity Report (II) 

~ 
Energy Reliab11ity Index CX) 

~ '( " 

Expected 'Onse-rved Energy 'eI) 
i ." p • 

Fed.er~l Energy Regulatory COJnml.SSl.on (II.,A) 
I, 

Ind.~pendent Energy Producers Association (I) 

Incremental Energy Rate' CIII) 
r. 
~ 

Loss ot Load{EXpectation'.(II) 
, . . 'l ~ 

Loss' of Loadl.Probability (II.E) 
~. 
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13. Unlike other generation resources, imp~ovements to 
hydroelectric projects proposed in the context ,.elf relicensing 
proceedings at the Federal Energy Regulatory c6mmission shall be ,.: 
treated as generically unavoidable by QFs. lIn a biennial resource 
plan update proceeding, the resource plan l:>f a utility applicant 
shall reflect such anticipated improvements by identifying the 

&' 
projected capacity, output,. and operational date of each such 
improvement, but need not otherw'ise de;cribe the improvement or 
justify its cost-effectiveness. i!~ 

14. Except to the extent gr~ed. in Ordering' Paragraph 13 , 
PG&E's petition for mOdification;5f Decision ~6-07-004 is denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated I, at san Francisco, california. 

I 
I 

I 
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